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CHAPTER 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Miniaturization of Microelectronic Devices 

 Deposition of thin film materials in microelectronic devices is a vital step in device 

manufacturing. Many kinds of materials with specific properties need to be deposited in various 

parts of electronic devices. With technological innovations, the materials thicknesses in 

electronic devices are becoming smaller. This miniaturization trend was first identified by 

Gordon Moore in 1965, who predicted that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit 

should double every 18 to 24 months.
1
 Continuing reduction of dimensions in microelectronic 

device manufacturing will require the growth of conformal thin films with thicknesses ranging 

from a few atomic layers to tens of nanometers in the near future.
1 

The International Technology 

Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) predicts a reduction in feature size to 10 nm in 2015.
2
 

When moving to small feature sizes, the thicknesses of the materials layers are also getting 

thinner and the aspect ratios increase, thus, posing a major technical challenge for electronic 

device producers. Continuing reduction of feature dimensions and increased aspect ratios lead to 

two major problems: (1) the thin film materials used in traditional devices may not function as 

they did before with larger dimensions and (2) the need to develop new deposition technologies 

to grow ultra thin films because traditional deposition methods may not provide required 

conformality and/or meet device standards. In order to address these problems, the 

microelectronics industry is seeking new materials and new deposition techniques.  
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1.2 Materials Containing Transition Metals 

Thin films of the metallic first row transition metals have many important current and 

future applications. Currently, Cu is used as interconnect material instead of Al due to its lower 

resistivity and higher resistance toward electromigration.
3
 Cu is deposited in trenches and vias 

through a two-step process that involves the deposition of a thin, conformal Cu seed layer by 

physical vapor deposition (PVD), followed by the electrodeposition of Cu fill.
4
 This Cu seed 

layer must have adequate conformality and coverage to ensure that the electroplated Cu fill gives 

a complete coverage and absence of voids along the feature sidewalls, which cause interconnect 

resistance to be higher than desired. Currently, this Cu seed layer deposited by PVD, affords 

poor conformality and step coverage in high aspect ratio features in future microelectronics 

devices. For future microelectronics devices featuring high aspect ratio trenches and vias, much 

thinner and highly conformal Cu seed layers are required. However, Cu does not adhere well to 

silicon surfaces, making the creation of a continuous Cu seed layer difficult, especially in high 

aspect ratio features. Therefore, other metal seed layers for Cu metallization, including Ru, Co, 

and Cr have been investigated.
6
  

Another problem of using Cu as an interconnect material is the diffusion of Cu into SiO2 

layers and Si substrates due to the high temperatures used in device fabrication. Therefore, a 

barrier layer is required between the Cu layer and the Si substrate. This barrier layer must stop 

the diffusion of Cu at deposition temperatures long enough for device manufacturing and should 

be unreactive with both Cu and Si, while demonstrating good adhesion to both Cu and Si. 

Furthermore, this barrier layer should tolerate thermal and mechanical stress encountered during 

the device fabrication process. In order to reduce the electrical resistivity of the interconnect 

stacks (Cu fill/Cu seed layer/seed layer for Cu/barrier layer/substrate), future barrier layers 
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should be  5 nm.
2,3

 Currently, nitride-based barrier layers including TaN and WNx (x = 0.5-1) 

are used as Cu diffusion barriers.
5
 However nitride-based barrier materials tend to be ineffective 

as Cu diffusion barriers when approaching  5 nm thicknesses.
3,4

 In order to overcome this 

problem, considerable efforts have been made toward the identification of alternative barrier 

materials. New proposed barrier materials include very thin films ( 5 nm) of Mn,
7
 Ru, and Cr.

8
 

Recently, it has been shown that annealing of 150 nm thick Cu/Mn alloy films (Cu/Mn:90/10) on 

SiO2 at temperatures between 250 and 450 °C leads to the formation of 28 nm thick MnSixOy 

layers between Cu and SiO2.
7
 Importantly, the MnSixOy layer acts as a Cu diffusion barrier, even 

at 450 °C up to 100 h. Therefore, this work suggests that very thin MnSixOy layers can be used as 

future Cu diffusion barriers. However, these Cu/Mn alloy films have been deposited by 

sputtering (a PVD method), which affords poor conformal coverage in high aspect ratio features 

in future microelectronic devices.
4
 

In addition, several other applications require the growth of transition metal films. One 

such application is in the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors used in microelectronics 

devices. These transistors consist of three electrodes, namely, source, drain, and gate. In these 

transistors NiSi and CoSi2 are used as source and drain contact materials. NiSi and CoSi2 are 

fabricated by the growth of Ni or Co metal films on silicon contacts followed by thermal 

annealing.
9
 Migration of Si and Ni or Co atoms at high temperature creates NiSi or CoSi2 layers. 

Another application is in the magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM) devices used to 

store data. The storage performance of these devices is highly dependent on material properties 

and microstructure of the thin films. Therefore, thin film materials are required to be deposited as 

thin as a few atomic layers and must be highly conformal. Technological innovations have led to 

use of thin, conformal layers of magnetic metals including Ni, Co, or Fe in MRAM devices.
10
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Recently, Cu nanocrystals (2.9−3.4 nm) grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD) on silica have 

shown high activity for the water gas shift reaction (CO + H2O  H2 + CO2) and performed 

better than Pt nanocrystals on silica supports.
11 

More applications of first row transition metal 

thin films will be discussed in Section 1.4. 

1.3 Deposition Techniques 

 Deposition of thin film materials in current electronic devices is performed by vapor 

deposition techniques, including physical vapor deposition (PVD), chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD), and atomic layer deposition (ALD).
12

 These deposition techniques have been used to 

deposit conformal thin films in device features. However, when the thicknesses become a few 

atomic layers to a few nanometers in future electronic devices, CVD and PVD techniques do not 

allow the deposition of conformal thin films, as illustrated in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Comparison of the conformality and coverage of a film deposited by 

 CVD, PVD, and ALD. 

 

 

1.3.1 Physical Vapor Deposition 

 In PVD, surface atoms are removed from a source material and deposited on the surface 

of the substrate. Removal of atoms can be carried out by thermal heating of the source or high 

energy particle bombardment by electrons, atoms, or ions in a vacuum.
13 

The process of the 

removal of atoms by heating is called evaporation. In evaporation, the material is heated to its 

melting point, and the standard evaporation process is illustrated in Figure 2a. Evaporation can 
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be divided into two classes: (1) quasi-equilibrium evaporation and (2) non-equilibrium 

evaporation.
13

 The quasi-equilibrium evaporation process occurs when a material (liquid) has a 

nearly steady equilibrium with its vapor in a heated cell. Then the vapor is transferred through a 

small aperture and a tunnel to the cooled substrate where the deposition occurs. On the other 

hand, in non-equilibrium evaporation a liquid material is evaporated in an open vessel where 

equilibrium is not present because of low vapor pressure of the material in a large volume. The 

evaporated material is then transferred through a chamber to the cooled substrate for the 

deposition.  

Figure 2. (a) Evaporative PVD (b) Sputter PVD.
13

 

 

The removal of atoms by particle bombardment is called sputtering (Figure 2b). The 

kinetics of the particle emission process differs between the sputter method and the evaporation 

method. In the evaporation method, atoms are emitted because the heating of the material 

provides enough energy for the atoms to go into the vapor phase. However, in sputtering, atoms 

are emitted from a source material target by bombardment with high energy particles such as 

inert gas ions, other ions, neutral atoms, molecules, or photons. Then the ejected atoms are 

directed to a substrate, where the deposition occurs.
13
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 PVD techniques allow the deposition of materials at high deposition rates. However, the 

evaporation method is directional and leads to columnar type growth because of the low 

probability of collisions of in-flight atoms.
13

 In contrast, growth by sputtering occurs at higher 

pressures, leading to scattering of in-flight atoms because of collisions. Therefore, high 

distribution over the substrate (step-coverage) can be achieved by sputter growth, which gives 

the ability to deposit materials in three-dimensional structures.
13

 However, many PVD processes 

afford poor step-coverage and non-conformal films in high aspect ratio structures in electronic 

devices.
13

  

1.3.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition 

 In CVD, one or more gaseous precursor compounds is introduced into a heated reaction 

chamber.
14

 These precursors can undergo complex reactions (reduction, oxidation, and 

decomposition) in the gas phase or on the substrate surface leading to the growth of films (Figure 

3). Introduced precursor molecules can adsorb onto the surface or chemically react with 

functional groups on the surface. Then these molecules can undergo various reactions to form a 

film. Desired product molecules/atoms generated from gas phase reactions also can be 

incorporated in to the growing film. The precursors are introduced using inert gases such as 

helium, nitrogen, or argon, which help to remove gaseous byproducts and excess precursor 

molecules.   
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Figure 3. Deposition of M by CVD from precursor MLn. 

 

 A good CVD precursor should have acceptable volatility, reactivity, and thermal stability 

at the desired delivery temperatures.
14d 

Precursors must be pure when they sublime into the 

reaction chamber to avoid the presence of unwanted elements in the growing film. The 

precursors must have sufficient reactivity in order to react on the substrate surface, but preferably 

not in the gas phase. Gas phase reactions may lead to non-conformal, rough films. Gas phase 

reactions can be minimized by decreasing the pressure of the reaction chamber. Low pressure 

decreases the collisions between gaseous molecules, which reduces gas phase reactions.
14c

 The 

ability of a precursor to adsorb onto the substrate or react with the substrate surface can be 

measured by the sticking probability (Sr). Sr is the fraction of incident flux of molecules that 

adsorb onto or react with the surface reaction sites. Highly reactive precursors with Sr value close 

to 1 tend to stick to the surface so that they do not move on the surface leading to non-conformal 

films with rough surfaces. On the other hand, less reactive precursors with low Sr values may 

move on the substrate surface before adsorbing onto or reacting with surface reaction sites, to 

afford smooth conformal films. 

 Although CVD- and PVD-based techniques are currently used to deposit thin film 

materials in semiconductor industry, deposition of conformal thin films in high aspect ratio 
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features may be difficult in future electronic devices. Consequently, a deposition technique that 

can deposit conformal thin films in high aspect ratio features is required. ALD is the method of 

choice to overcome this problem because ALD inherently offers conformal thin films in high 

aspect ratio features and high accuracy of thicknesses.  

1.3.3 Atomic Layer Deposition 

 ALD was originally called atomic layer epitaxy (ALE), and was developed by Suntola 

and Antson in the 1970s.
15

 ALD was first developed for the deposition of thin layers in thin film 

electroluminescent (TFEL) large-area flat panel displays. However, ALD techniques have been 

improved based on the needs of the semiconductor industry. Because ALD is capable of 

producing conformal thin films in high aspect ratio features, interest in ALD in the 

microelectronics industry has been increased over the years. 

ALD allows the deposition of ultra-thin conformal films with accurate thickness control 

due to the self-limiting growth mechanism.
15

 Unlike chemical vapor deposition (CVD), gas 

phase reactions in ALD are eliminated by keeping the precursors separated from each other in 

the gas phase. In the ALD process, precursor gases are pulsed alternatively into the deposition 

chamber where adsorption or surface reactions take place on the hot substrate surface.
15 

The 

deposition chamber is purged with a flow of inert gas between alternative precursor pulses.
 
An 

ALD cycle consists of four steps: (1) exposure of the first precursor to the substrate surface, (2) 

inert gas purge to remove unreacted precursor and products, (3) exposure of second precursor to 

produce desired thin film material, and (4) inert gas purge to remove gaseous reaction 

byproducts. Figure 4 illustrates the steps in the deposition of Al2O3 from trimethylaluminum 

(TMA) as the aluminum source and water as the oxidizing agent. In the purge step, excess 

precursors and the by-product methane are removed from the reaction chamber. Under optimized 
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experimental conditions, the growth rate remains constant, thereby allowing film thickness to be 

determined by the number of deposition cycles.
15

 

Figure 4. Steps in the ALD cycle in the deposition of Al2O3 from trimethylaluminum and water. 

 

 In principle, one cycle of an ALD process generates one atomic layer of the desired 

material.
15

 The number of precursor molecules introduced to the reaction chamber can be varied 

by changing the precursor pulse length or the partial pressure of the precursor inside the reaction 

chamber. Once all of the surface reaction sites (-OH groups in Figure 4) are saturated, regardless 

of the number of precursor molecules introduced to the substrate surface, there is no place for a 

reaction to occur, which leads to termination of the growth process. This is known as self-limited 

growth. If a process exhibits a self-limited growth, the growth rate is not dependent on the 

precursor dose after the minimum precursor dose is given (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Plot of growth rate versus precursor pulse length. Region A: Sub-saturative regime. 

Region B: Surface sites are saturated and film growth is self-limited. 

 

 

 Usually film growth processes are temperature dependent.
15

 However, an ALD process 

can give a constant film growth over a temperature range. This temperature range is called the 

ALD window (Figure 6).
15

 In this temperature range the number of molecules that adsorb to the 

substrate surface is a constant. At low temperatures, a lower growth rate than the growth rate in 

ALD window can be observed due to not having sufficient energy to overcome the activation 

barrier of the reaction. Alternatively, at low temperatures, higher growth rates can also be 

achieved due to precursor condensation. If the deposition temperature exceeds the decomposition 

temperature of the precursors, higher growth rate may result due to CVD-like growth. Also, at 

the high temperatures substrate deactivation can occur due to the loss of reactive sites from the 

substrate surface. Having a temperature range which has a constant growth rate is advantageous. 

However, it is not necessary to have an ALD window to follow an ALD mechanism, if self-

limited growth behavior is demonstrated at one temperature. 
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Figure 6. A plot of growth rate versus temperature. (A): Insufficient reactivity, (B): Precursor 

condensation, (C): ALD window. (E): Substrate deactivation, (D): Precursor self-decomposition. 

 

 The ALD technique offers many advantages over other vacuum-based deposition 

techniques.
15

 With ALD, high thickness control can be achieved. The control of precursor flux 

and flow rates are not critical for the growth rate if self-limited behavior is observed. 

Furthermore, films deposited by ALD are uniform over a large area of the substrate, allowing 

easy scale-up in industry. Also, highly conformal and pinhole-free dense films can be achieved 

even in high aspect ratio features. ALD also offers the possibility of deposition at low 

temperatures. However, low temperature depositions may be disadvantageous, because at low 

temperatures poorly crystalline or amorphous films may result. Another disadvantage of ALD is 

that low growth rates lead to long deposition times. Nevertheless, ALD can afford conformal 

films in high aspect ratio features that other current methods are not capable of offering, which is 

a major incentive to use in device manufacturing.  

 Thermal and plasma are the two types of ALD processes.
16

 In thermal ALD, heat is used 

to induce surface reactions and growth occurs thermodynamically. On the other hand, in plasma 

enhanced ALD (PEALD), high energy radicals are used as co-reagents. Plasma sources can 

include O2, N2, NH3, H2, and H2O vapor. Due to the high reactivity of plasma sources, low 

temperature deposition can be performed and high growth rates are usually obtained. However, 
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in plasma processes, radical recombination reactions can occur, leading to loss of reactive 

species in deep features which results in lower growth. Consequently, films deposited in high 

aspect ratio features may be non-conformal. PEALD may also result in rough film due to 

substrate damage. Therefore, the microelectronics industry prefers to use thermal ALD processes 

over PEALD, where possible. 

1.4 Late First row Transition Metal ALD Precursors and Processes  

 ALD precursors must be thermally stable on the surface of the substrate at the deposition 

temperature, or else non-self-limited, CVD-like growth occurs through precursor 

decomposition.
12a,12c,17

 In addition, the metal precursor should be highly reactive toward a second 

precursor (H2, hydrazines, silanes, H2O, O2, O3, NH3, others) to afford the desired thin film 

material. Other important characteristics of ALD precursors include sufficient volatility to allow 

rapid reaction with the surface reactive sites. The steric bulk of ligands should be minimized to 

afford maximum density of precursor-derived molecules on the surface, which will lead to 

maximum film growth rate. The absence of undesired elements in the precursors is also required. 

Moreover, film growth byproducts should be volatile in order to reduce impurities in the film. 

 Metallic first row transition metal thin films need to be deposited by ALD to meet future 

conformality and film thickness uniformity requirements in microelectronics.
2
 In order to 

achieve these conformality and uniformity requirements, depositions should be done ≤ 150 °C, 

since low temperature reduces surface mobility of atoms and minimizes the tendency of the 

metal atoms to form islands at low thicknesses and rough films at higher thicknesses. 

 To date, only the growth of Cu thin films and noble metal thin films is well developed, 

due to the positive reduction potential of the M(II) ions and the availability of sufficiently strong 

reducing agents that can reduce M(II) precursors to their zero valent state.
18,19

 The difficulty in 
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reducing transition metals M(II) to the metals M(0) is governed by the reduction potentials listed 

in Table 1.
20a

 The potentials become generally more negative in going from Ni(II) to Cr(II), and 

the ALD growth becomes more difficult as the E° values decrease. Thermal ALD processes for 

Ni to Cr are poorly developed or unknown, due to the lack of suitable reactive co-reagents that 

can reduce the metal precursors in positive oxidation states to the metal(0) oxidation state.
18

 

Consequently, PEALD or high temperature thermal ALD have been used to deposit Ni, Co, Fe, 

and Mn films, while deposition of Cr has not been achieved by any kind of ALD method.
18

 The 

following sections describe the current state of the literature of late first row transition metal 

ALD precursors and processes.  

Table 1. Reduction potentials. 

M
2+

 + 2e
-
 ↔ M E° (V) 

Cu 0.3419 

Ni -0.257 

Co -0.280 

Fe -0.447 

Mn -1.185 

Cr -0.913 

 

1.4.1 Copper Metal Films by ALD 

 Cu has replaced aluminum as interconnect materials in integrated circuits, due to its low 

resistivity and high resistance for electromigration.
3
 Cu precursors that have been reported in the 

literature for the ALD growth of Cu films are shown in Chart 1. The deposition of Cu metals has 

been performed by indirect and direct ALD. In indirect ALD, CuO, Cu2O, and Cu3N have been 
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deposited first by ALD and then are reduced by reducing co-reagents.
17

 This section will be 

mainly focused on direct Cu depositions, which do not require prior deposition of Cu oxides or 

nitrides. 

Chart 1. Cu ALD precursors. 

 

Direct Cu ALD processes include Cu(tmhd)2 and H2 between 190 and 260 °C,
22a

 

Cu2(sBuNC(Me)NsBu)4 and H2 between 150 and 250 °C,
22b

 Cu(hfac)2 and isopropanol at 300 

°C,
22c

 CuCl and H2 between 360 and 410 °C,
22d

 and CuCl and Zn between 440 and 500 °C.
22e

 In 

these processes, high deposition temperatures are required because of the low reactivity of the 

Cu precursors toward reducing co-reagents at lower temperatures. In the process that uses CuCl 

and Zn, temperatures of 400 °C are required to avoid condensation of CuCl and Zn due to their 

low volatilities.  

 A remarkable achievement in ALD of Cu was reported using the precursors Cu(dmap)2 

and ZnEt2.
23

 This process demonstrated the deposition of  Cu films within the ALD window of 

100−120 °C and the films were high pure, low resistive Cu. However, zinc incorporation was 

observed above 130 °C, which reduces the viability of this process in device fabrication. 
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Recently, Winter et al. reported a low temperature Cu ALD process that employs Cu(dmap)2, 

formic acid, and hydrazine.
24

 In this process, Cu(dmap)2 is unreactive toward hydrazine, but can 

be transformed to Cu(II) formate upon treatment with formic acid. Cu(II) formate is then readily 

reduced to Cu metal by hydrazine. Much more detail discussion about ALD Cu is described in 

Chapter 7. 

1.4.2 Nickel Metal Films by ALD 

 Alloy films containing Ni (NiSi, Ni3N) are used as contact materials in metal oxide 

semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) devices.
25

 The volatile precursors that have been 

reported for Ni ALD include Ni(dmamp)2,
26

 Ni(tmhd)2,
27

 Ni(Cp)2,
28

 Ni(EtCp)2,
28 

Ni(Cp)(allyl),
29

 

Ni(tBuNC(nBu)NtBu)2,
30

 Ni(OC(CF3)CHC(Me)NH)2,
31

 and Ni(tBu2DAD)2.
32

 The precursors 

that have been used to date for the ALD growth of Ni films are shown in Chart 2. 

Chart 2. Ni ALD precursors. 

 

The thermal ALD growth of Ni metal films is not well developed. An indirect Ni ALD 

process has been reported using Ni(Cp)2 and water at 165 °C on TiN substrate. The resultant NiO 

film was then treated with an H2 plasma to afford Ni metal films.
33

 Gordon reported an ALD 

process using Ni(iPrNC(Me)NiPr)2 and H2 that affords Ni metal films at a growth temperature of 

250 °C.
22b

 However, the deposition temperature is higher than the thermal decomposition 

temperature of Ni(iPrNC(Me)NiPr)2 which suggest a CVD process. Another thermal Ni ALD 

process was reported using Ni(dmamp)2 and H2 with temperatures between 200 and 240 °C.
34
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These growth temperatures are also above the  decomposition temperature of Ni(dmamp)2, and 

therefore the process may occur by CVD-like growth. The PEALD growth of Ni thin films and 

nanorods has been demonstrated using Ni(dmamp)2 and H2 or ammonia plasma with substrate 

temperatures between 200 and 250 °C.
34b-e

 The growth rate was about 1.0-1.6 Å/cycle within this 

temperature range with using H2 plasma. 

 1.4.3 Cobalt Metal Films by ALD 

 Co films are used in magnetoresistive devices, integrated circuits, and lithium batteries.
35

 

The volatile Co precursors that have been reported for Co ALD include Co(tmhd)2,
36

 

Co2(CO)8,
37

 Co(Cp)(iPrNC(nBu)NiPr),
38

 Co(Cp)2,
37

 Co(Cp)(CO)2,
37

 Co(Cp)(allyl),
39

 and 

Co(tBu2DAD)2.
32

 The precursors that have been used to date for the ALD growth of Co films are 

shown in Chart 3. 

Chart 3. Co ALD precursors. 

 

There have been few reports of the thermal ALD growth of Co metal films. An ALD 

process that have used Co(2-tBuallyl)(CO)3 and 1,1-dimethylhydrazine has reported the growth 

of Co metal films at a substrate temperature of 140 °C.
39

 However, the basic ALD growth 

parameters of this process were not reported. Another ALD process using the precursors 
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Co(iPrNC(Me)NiPr)2 and H2 afforded Co metal films at a growth temperature of 350 °C.
22b

 

However, the growth rate was low (0.12 Å/cycle) and the deposition temperature was higher than 

the Co precursor decomposition temperature, which suggest CVD-like growth. Another report 

described the thermal Co ALD growth using the same precursors, Co(iPrNC(Me)NiPr)2  and H2, 

at a substrate temperature of 300 °C.
40

 PEALD of Co metal thin films have been reported using 

precursors Co(Cp)(CO)2, Co(Cp)2,  Co2(CO)8,  and Co(Cp)(iPrNC(Me)NiPr).
37,38

 The reducing 

agents ammonia, H2, or N2 plasmas were employed and growth temperatures were between 75 

and 175 °C. These processes have growth rates up to 1.5 Å/cycle. 

1.4.4 Iron, Manganese, and Cr Metal Films by ALD 

Fe and Cr metal thin films are important because of their magnetic, electrical, optical, and 

catalytic applications.
41

 Cr films are also proposed as Cu seed layers for Cu metallization in 

electronic devices.
6,41

 Mn containing thin films (MnSixOy) can be used as Cu barrier layers.
7
 

Metalorganic Fe and Mn precursors that have been used to date for the ALD growth of metallic 

films are shown in Chart 4. To date, the deposition of Cr films by CVD or ALD has not been 

demonstrated. The volatile precursors for this group include Fe(tmhd)3,
42

 Fe2(OtBu)6,
43

 

Fe(Cp)2,
44

 Fe(tBu2DAD)2,
32

 Mn(EtCp)2,
45

 Mn(tmhd)3,
46

 Mn2(CO)10,
47

 Mn(MeCp)2,
47

 

Mn(iPrNC(nBu)NiPr)2,
48

 and Mn(tBu2DAD)2,
32

 Cr(B3H8)2,
49

 Cr(iPrNC(CH3)NiPr)3,
50

 

Cr(tBuNC(CH3)NtBu)2(X) (X = pyrazolate, 1,2,4-triazolate),
50

 and Cr(tBu2DAD)2.
32

 

Chart 4. Fe and Mn ALD precursors. 
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The reductions of Fe, Mn, and Cr in +2 or +3 oxidation states to their zero valent states 

are difficult. As summarized in Table 1, compared to the similar ions of Cu, Ni, and Co, the +2 

ions of Fe, Mn, and Cr have very negative reduction potentials. Therefore, little progress has 

been made with the thermal ALD growth of metallic films of these elements. The ALD growth 

of Fe metal films has been reported using Fe(tBuNC(Me)NtBu)2 and H2 at a deposition 

temperature of 250 °C.
22b

 The ALD growth of Fe metal films on aerogels has been reported, but 

no details were given.
51

 The thermal ALD growth of Mn metal films has not been reported to 

date, due to the extremely negative reduction potential of the Mn(II) ion (Table 1). The PEALD 

growth of Cu/Mn metal alloy films was reported, using Cu(dmamp)2, Mn(tmhd)3, and H2 plasma 

with substrate temperatures between 100 and 180 °C.
52

 However, the surfaces of the films were 

rough and the roughness increased with deposition temperature. To date, there are no thermal or 

plasma ALD processes for the deposition of Cr metal thin films.  

1.5 Overview of Ligands Used in Metal Precursors 

 Anionic and neutral ligands have been used to design ALD precursors. Anionic ligands 

that have been used in ALD precursors include alkoxides such as dmap and dmamp, -

diketonates such as acac, tmhd, and hfac, amidinates such as iPrNC(Me)NiPr, tBuNC(Me)NtBu, 

and sBuNC(Me)NsBu, pyrrolylaldiminates, -diketiminates, 2-tBuallyl, Cp and alkyl-substituted 

Cp, and halides. Neutral ligands that have been used in precursor development include 

phosphines such as P(nBu)3, vinyltrimethylsilane, and carbonyl. Precursors that have neutral 

ligands tend to have low thermal stability, since loss of the neutral ligand often provides low 

temperature decomposition pathways. Consequently, such ligand loss limits the upper 

temperature of self-limited ALD growth. Moreover, chelating anionic ligands can provide highly 

thermally stable precursors. The purpose of the ligands in the precursor is to provide the highest 
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volatilities, the highest possible decomposition temperatures, and reactivity toward the reducing 

co-reagent to provide the desired metal film. As noted above, metallic transition metal films 

generally need to be grown at low temperatures (≤ 150 °C) to obtain smooth, continuous films. 

Thermal stabilities of the precursors above 200 °C are highly desirable to ensure that the 

precursors can be heated at delivery temperatures for extended periods of time without 

decomposition, and self-limited ALD growth can occur over a wide window. High volatility of 

precursors is extremely important, since the lowest deposition temperature is usually higher than 

the precursor delivery temperature, in order to avoid condensation on the substrate and reactor 

walls. First row transition metal precursors containing many -diketonate ligands are oligomeric 

due to the smaller sizes of the ligands, which lead to low volatilities. Although monomeric -

diketonate complexes have been synthesized using bulky substituents on the ligand back bone, 

these complexes have low volatilities due to the high molecular weight of the precursors.
53

 

Complexes containing -diketiminate ligands tend to form monomeric complexes due to the 

large size of the ligand, however, many have low thermal stabilities.
54

 Amidinate precursors have 

been used in ALD to deposit metallic films, however, many have low thermal stabilities.
38,22b

 

The reported Cu and Ni precursors with alkoxide ligands have high volatilities.
18

 However, due 

to the presence of accessible -hydrogen atoms, they can have low thermal stabilities. Moreover, 

due to their small size, alkoxide ligands do not form volatile and stable complexes with larger 

ions, such as Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II). 

Numerous metalorganic precursors have been made in the past using the above 

mentioned and some other ligand systems. Nevertheless most of precursors suffer from low 

thermal stability, low volatility, or low reactivity. In order to obtain high thermal stability, 

conjugated ligands without -H atoms are desirable. Volatility can be increased by avoiding 
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phenyl groups and other aromatic groups. However, when the ligand becomes too small it cannot 

saturate the coordination sphere of the metal center, which may lead to the formation of dimeric 

compounds. Therefore new ligands should be designed by considering all of the above ideas. 

This thesis demonstrates attempts to make novel transition metal precursors from newly designed 

ligands.  

1.6 Reducing Co-reagents 

 One of the major problems in the ALD of first row transition metal films is the lack of 

powerful reducing co-reagents that can convert a metal precursor (usually in a positive oxidation 

state) to its metallic form. Based on the reduction potentials listed in Table 1, some of the metal 

ions have very negative reduction potentials, making them hard to reduce to their metallic form. 

Among the first row transition metals, Cu(II) is the most easily reduced to its metallic form, 

because the Cu(II) ion has a positive reduction potential. Consequently, the growth of Cu metal 

films is the best developed among the first row transition metals. In the deposition of Cu metal 

films, many different reducing co-reagents have been used such as H2,
22a,22b,22d

 isopropanol,
22c

 

Zn,
22e

 ZnEt2,
23

 hydrazine,
24

 and formic acid.
22f

 As described in the Section 1.4.1, some of these 

reducing agents afforded low temperature thermal growth of high purity, low resistivity Cu 

films.
23,24

 Although Cu(II) is reduced by the above mentioned reducing agents, other first row 

transition metal ions including Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II), cannot be reduced by 

these reducing agents at the low temperatures due to the high reduction potentials of M(II) ions. 

Although ALD growth of Ni, Co, and Fe films has been reported using H2, the depositions have 

been performed at above 200 °C, because H2 does not react with first row transition metal 

precursors below 200 °C.
22b

 Also, thermal ALD growth of Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn has not been 

reported with reducing agents other than H2. Due to the lack of reactivity of available reducing 
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co-reagents PEALD processes have been used to deposit Ni,
33,34b-e

 Co,
37,38

 and Mn
52

 films. As 

noted above, due to the possibility of substrate damage and low conformal coverage in high 

aspect ratio features, plasma processes may not be acceptable for the deposition of metallic 

transition metal films in microelectronics devices. Unlike the deposition of other first row 

transition metal films, Cr films have not been deposited either by any ALD or CVD method.  

Thermal ALD growth of metallic Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr films requires the identification 

of highly reactive co-reagents that are capable of reducing these metal ions to their metallic 

states. Main group element hydrides are potentially promising reducing co-reagents, since they 

should transfer hydride from the main group element to the transition metal. Boranes and related 

compounds containing BH bonds may be promising ALD co-reagents, and have proven 

successful in the solution growth of metallic transition metal nanoparticles.
55

 There are many 

commercially available and volatile borane adducts in the form of BH3(L) (L = THF, various 

amines, other donor ligands). The transition metal hydrides formed from H atoms transfer from 

B atoms are known to be unstable leading to the rapid elimination of H2 to afford the metals.
56

  

1.7 Molybdenum and Tungsten Oxides 

Chapter 8 describes the synthesis and characterization of Mo and W complexes as 

potential precursors for the deposition of MoOx and WOx films, respectively. Metal oxides can 

be used as insulators, semiconductors, conductors, superconductors, catalysts, and gas sensors.
12a 

Metal oxide films can be deposited by ALD through treatment of the metal source precursors 

with H2O, H2O2, O2, or O3.
6 

H2O has been used for the deposition of most oxide films, whereas 

O3 is used with less reactive precursors due to its high oxidizing power.
12a

 Many metal oxides 

have been deposited by ALD, including ZrO2,
12a 

HfO2,
12a

 ZnO,
12a

 SnO2,
12a

 Al2O3,
57  

and Ta2O5.
58 

The Mo and W oxides MoO3 and WO3 have are of great interest due to their optical and 
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electronic properties.
59 

MoO3 films have been deposited by various methods, including ALD,
60a

 

thermal evaporation,
60b 

sputtering,
60c

 CVD,
60d

 electrodeposition,
60e

 flash evaporation,
60f

 and 

photochemical metal-organic deposition,
60g 

whereas, WO3 films have been deposited by ALD,
61a, 

61b
 CVD,

61c
 plasma enhanced CVD,

61d
 and sputtering.

61e 
In nearly all metal oxide thin films, the 

metal is in the highest common oxidation state, irrespective of the metal precursor oxidation 

state.  

Recently, the Winter group reported the deposition of W2O3 films by ALD from 

W2(NMe2)6 and water.
62

 Interestingly, this ALD process led to the deposition of W2O3 (not 

WO3) with retention of the oxidation state of the metal precursor.
62

 Importantly, W2O3 is a 

largely unprecedented oxide.
61a-c

 Reasons for the formation of W2O3 include the low deposition 

temperatures (≤ 220 °C), high reactivity of the precursor toward water, and the low oxidizing 

power of water.
62 

These results suggest that similar ALD processes with other low or mid-valent 

metal precursors that are volatile, thermally stable, and highly reactive toward water should 

afford the corresponding metal oxides with same oxidation state as the precursor. The deposition 

of low-valent metal oxide or nitride materials, where the oxidation state of the metal in the thin 

film is the same as that of the precursors, is very rare.
62

 The depositions of SnO,
63a

 PbO,
63b

 and 

Ta3N4
63c

 films, which have the same oxidation state as the metal precursor, have been reported 

by CVD.  

1.8 Thesis Problem 

As noted above, metal films deposited by ALD have high demand in microelectronics 

manufacturing because ALD offers highly conformal films and high thickness control. However, 

there is much room for improvement in first row transition metal ALD. As mentioned above, 

thermal ALD growth of Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr are poorly developed or unknown. The major 
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reasons include lack of suitable metal precursors and powerful reducing co-reagents. As a result, 

highly volatile, thermally stable, and reactive metal precursors should be designed and 

synthesized. Also, screening of the reducing power of available reducing co-reagents should be 

carried out.  

The deposition of low-valent metal oxides, where the oxidation state of the metal in the 

thin film is the same as that of the precursors, is very rare. These largely unprecedented mid-

valent metal oxides may have important uses compared to existing oxides. Based on the 

discussion in Section 1.7, divalent Mo and W ALD precursors that are volatile, highly reactive 

toward an oxygen precursor, and thermally stable, should afford metal oxides, MoO and WO, 

respectively, where the metal is in the +2 oxidation state.  

The goals and the focus of this thesis are the design and synthesis of new transition metal 

precursors, screening of reducing co-reagents, and deposition of transition metal thin films by 

ALD. The new metal precursors are expected to be highly volatile, thermally stable, and reactive 

toward the co-reagents. The structure and properties of the new complexes will be evaluated by 

NMR, IR, melting point determinations, elemental analyses, X-ray crystal structure 

determinations, and magnetic moment calculations. The volatility and the thermal stability will 

be assessed by preparative sublimations, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)/differential thermal 

analysis (DTA), and solid state decomposition temperature determinations. ALD growth studies 

will be performed using the newly synthesized metal precursors and appropriate co-reagents. The 

film compositions and morphologies will be assessed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM), and four-point probe resistivity. 
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 CHAPTER 2 

 

Volatile and Thermally Stable Mid to Late Transition Metal Complexes Containing 

 -Imino Alkoxide Ligands 

 

2.1 Introduction 

There is considerable interest in the growth of metallic first row transition metal thin 

films by atomic layer deposition (ALD), in view of their applications in microelectronics and 

other devices.
64

 ALD of these metals requires precursors that combine volatility, thermal stability 

at the deposition temperature, and high reactivity toward a second reagent to afford the metallic 

film.
12c,12d,15a

 While several low temperature (< 200 °C) thermal ALD processes have been 

reported for Cu,
23,24

 analogous growth of the other first row transition metals remains scantly 

documented.
22a,34a,39,40

 Alloy films, such as Cu/Mn for fabrication of ultrathin, conformal Mn-Si-

O Cu diffusion barriers,
7
 require Cu, Mn, and other precursors with similar chemistry and 

deposition temperatures, as well as a common co-reagent that can reduce all metal precursors 

equally well (E° Cu(II) = 0.3419 V; Mn(II) = -1.185 V
20

). Such precursors do not currently 

exist.
18

 Cu
64

 and Ni
65

 complexes containing -amino alkoxide ligands (Chart 5, (a)) are widely 

used precursors for the growth of Cu and Ni films by ALD and chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD).
23,24,34

 However, volatile -amino alkoxide complexes are unknown for the other first row 

transition metals, presumably because these ligands cannot saturate the coordination spheres of 

the larger metal(II) ions. Moreover, there is a lack of volatile, strong reducing agents that can 

transform first row transition metal(II) ions to the metals at low temperatures.
18
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Chart 5. -Amino alkoxide (a) and -imino alkoxide (b) ligands. 

 

In this chapter the synthesis, structure, volatility, and thermal stability of a series of 

Cu(II), Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II) complexes that contain -imino alkoxide ligands 

(Chart 5, (b) and Chart 6) are described. These complexes exhibit good volatilities, high thermal 

stabilities, and high reactivities toward reducing agents, and thus have excellent properties for 

use as ALD precursors. Additionally, it was found that BH3(NHMe2) can reduce Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, 

and Cr -imino alkoxide precursors to their corresponding zero valent metals. This work 

therefore demonstrates a general new class of ALD precursors as well as a strong reducing agent 

that can be used for the ALD growth of metal films from metal ions with negative E° values.  

Chart 6. Chemical structures of L
1
HL

3
H. 

 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

Synthetic Aspects. The -imino alcohols (Chart 6) were prepared and characterized as 

described in the Experimental Section. Treatment of the alcohols with KH in tetrahydrofuran, 

followed by addition of anhydrous MCl2, afforded 1−15 after workup by sublimation (Scheme 

1). Similar treatment of FeCl2, MnCl2, and CrCl2 with KL
1 

did not afford isolable products.  
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of 115. 

 

These complexes were characterized by spectral and analytical methods, and by X-ray 

crystallography. The Ni complexes 2, 5, and 11 are diamagnetic, and the 
1
H NMR spectrum of 

11 showed the expected two singlets in a 2:1 ratio for the ligand tBu groups. The 
1
H NMR 

spectra of 2 and 5, by contrast, revealed sets of resonances for two diastereomers in 1:1 ratios, 

due to the presence of a chiral center in each ligand. The remaining complexes are paramagnetic 

and exhibited very broad resonances in their 
1
H NMR spectra. Solid state and solution magnetic 

moment data suggested that 1, 4, 9, 10, and 15 are square planar in both media, which was 

corroborated by X-ray structural data for 1, 10, and 15. Magnetic data showed that 3, 7, 13, and 

14 are tetrahedral in the solid state and in solution, which fit the crystal structures of 3 and 14. 

Magnetic data suggest that 6 and 12 are square planar in the solid state, but are tetrahedral in 

solution. 

X-Ray Crystal Structures. Among 19, only low resolution X-ray crystal structures 

could be obtained for 13 and 8, due to the diastereomeric mixtures and difficulty in growing 

single crystals. However, high quality X-ray crystal structures of 1012, 14, and 15 were 

determined. A low resolution X-ray crystal structure of 8 showed a dimer with the atom 
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connectivity shown in Scheme 1. The X-ray crystal structures of 1012, 14, and 15 are shown in 

Figures 711, respectively. Complex 14 is a tetrahedral monomer, with 
2
-coordination of the -

imino alkoxide ligands. The MnO and MnN bond lengths are 1.963(1) and 1.967(1) Å and 

2.205(1) and 2.216(1) Å, respectively. The intraligand OMnN angles are 79.30(4) and 

79.68(4)°, while the corresponding interligand angles are 121.00(4) and 115.02(5)°. The 

OMnO and NMnN angles are 139.12(5) and 131.18(5)°, respectively. Within the MnC2NO 

ligand cores, the CN, CC, and CO bond lengths are 1.263(2) and 1.267(2), 1.517(2), and 

1.382(2) and 1.390(2) Å, respectively. These values are consistent with CN double bonds, CC 

and CO single bonds. By contrast, 1012, and 15 are square planar monomers, with 
2
-

coordination of the -imino alkoxide ligands. The MO and MN bond lengths fall in the range 

of 1.8274(8) to 1.9474(6) and 1.9466(10) to 2.1141(17) Å, respectively. The MO and MN 

bond lengths of 10 and 11 are similar to the those of reported -amino alkoxide complexes.
59,60

 

-Amino alkoxide structures for Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II) are not reported even though 

heteroleptic structures with monodentate aromatic alkoxide ligands are widely explored.
66

 The 

intraligand OMN angles are between 80.59(7) and 85.14(4)°, while the corresponding 

interligand angles fall in the range of 94.89(4) to 99.40(7)°. The OMO and NMN angles are 

between 179.56(10) and 180.00(14)°, respectively, which demonstrate almost perfect square 

planar geometries. The CN, CC, and CO bond lengths within the ligand core bonds fall near 

the corresponding bond lengths of 14, which reveal structurally similar ligands. 
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Table 2. Experimental crystallographic data for 10−12, 14, and 15. 

     a
R(F) = Σ||Fo|  |Fc||/Σ|Fo|. 

b
Rw(F) = [Σw(Fo

2
  Fc

2
)
2
/Σw(Fo

2
)
2
]
1/2

. 

 10 11 12 14 15 

Formula C28H56CuN2O2 C28H56NiN2O2 C28H56CoN2O2 C28H56MnN2O2 C28H56CrN2O2 

FW 516.29 512.42 511.70 507.71 504.76 

Space group P21/n P1 P1 P212121 P1 

a (Å) 10.1813(9) 7.7457(10) 7.7400(7) 9.1671(5) 7.7205(8) 

b (Å) 10.3444(9) 9.8404(12) 9.8222(9) 16.1500(9) 9.8256(11) 

c (Å) 14.0839(12) 10.4432(13) 10.4549(9) 20.4953(11) 10.5948(12) 

V (Å
3
) 1436.0(2) 719.34(16) 718.79(11) 3034.3(3) 733.64(14) 

Z 2 1 1 4 1 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.194 1.183 1.147 1.098 1.154 

μ ((mm
-1

) 0.786 0.702 0.621 0.455 0.419 

R(F)
a
 (%) 4.12 2.52 2.63 2.49 3.03 

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 13.01 8.85 9.29 8.19 9.20 

2
8
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Table 3. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 10−12, 14, and 15. 

 10 11 12 14 15 

M−O 1.8756(13) 1.8419(8) 

1.8428(8) 

1.8274(8) 

1.8279(8) 

1.9633(10) 

1.9672(10) 

1.9426(16) 

1.9474(16) 

M−N 2.0526(15) 1.9409(10) 

1.9466(10) 

1.9664(9) 

1.9670(9) 

2.2053(12) 

2.2157(13) 

2.1098(17) 

2.1141(17) 

C−O 1.387(2) 1.3865(14) 

1.3924(14) 

1.3956(13) 

1.4014(13) 

1.3818(17) 

1.3904(16) 

1.386(2) 

C−N 1.268(3) 1.2811(14) 

1.2785(14) 

1.2760(14) 

1.2785(14) 

1.2632(19) 

1.267(2) 

1.278(3) 

Ccore−Ccore 1.510(3) 1.4930(17) 

1.4963(16) 

1.4924(16) 

1.5004(16) 

1.517(2) 

 

1.506(3) 

1.523(3) 

N−M−O 83.37(6) 

96.63(6) 

85.02(4) 

85.14(4) 

94.89(4) 

94.94(4) 

84.27(4) 

84.33(4) 

95.69(4) 

95.71(4) 

79.30(4) 

79.68(4) 

115.02(5) 

121.00(4) 

80.59(7) 

80.78(7) 

99.23(7) 

99.40(7) 

N−M−N 180.00(14) 179.86(5) 179.83(6) 131.18(5) 179.67(10) 

O−M−O 180.00(9) 179.92(6) 179.88(6) 139.12(5) 179.56(10) 
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Figure 7. Perspective view of 10 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Figure 8. Perspective view of 11 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 9. Perspective view of 12 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 10. Perspective view of 14 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 11. Perspective view of 15 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Evaluation of Thermal Stability, Volatility, and Reactivity Toward Co-Reagents. 

The suitability of 115 for use as ALD precursors was assessed by preparative sublimation 

experiments, solid state decomposition point measurements, and TGA. Table 4 lists thermal 

properties of 115. These complexes sublime on ~0.5 g scales in ~3 hours with < 5% nonvolatile 

residues between 90 and 160 °C at 0.05 Torr (Table 4). These preparative sublimation 

temperatures are approximately the same as those required for precursor delivery in the ALD 

reactors,
24

 and thus constitute useful data. The sublimation temperature of 8 is higher than those 

of the others because of its dimeric structure. This complex is a dimer because the size of the 

ligand (L
2
) is not big enough to saturate the coordination sphere of Mn(II) ion. In contrast, 14 is a 

monomer because the larger size of the ligand saturates the coordination sphere of Mn(II) ion so 

that dimerization is avoided. If available, monomeric precursors are preferred over dimers in 

ALD because high molecular weight precursors tend to have low volatilities. For comparison, 

monomeric 14 sublimes at 130 °C/0.05 Torr, but undergoes thermal decomposition at 200 °C. 

Accordingly, 8 has more useful properties, in spite of its dimeric structure. Cu complexes 1, 4, 

and 10 are less volatile than Cu(dmap)2, have similar decomposition temperatures to Cu(dmap)2, 

and pose no advantage over Cu(dmap)2 for use in ALD.
23,24,64

 The decomposition temperatures 

of the other complexes are above 200 °C (Table 4), which should permit self-limited ALD 

growth at < 200 °C. TGA curves for selected precursors are shown in Figures 12 and 13, which 

show single weight losses due to the sublimation without a prominent decompositions. 

Successful TGA curves for the other precursors were not obtained because of the higher 

sensitivity of these precursors to brief air exposure required during the analyses. 
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Table 4. Volatility and thermal stability data for 115. 

 

 R R’ Metal 

Sublimation temperature 

(°C/0.05 Torr) 

Melting point 

(°C) 

Solid state decomposition 

temperature (°C) 

1 iPr Me Cu 105 134−136 183 

2 

  

Ni 90 125−127 216 

3 

  

Co 90 96−98 234 

4 tBu Me Cu 130 163−165 203 

5 

  

Ni 120 175−177 231 

6 

  

Co 115 84−86 232 

7 

  

Fe 85 112−114 246 

8 

  

Mn 160 221−223 259 

9 

  

Cr 115 173−175 230 

10 tBu tBu Cu 135 183−185 185 

11 

  

Ni 140 195−197 215 

12 

  

Co 135 144−146 220 

13 

  

Fe 130 125−127 201 

14 

  

Mn 130 149−151 <200 

15 

  

Cr 140 202−204 270 
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Figure 12. TGA of 13.

 

Figure 13. TGA of 4, 5, and 9. 
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Previous reports have shown that solution reactions between metal precursors and 

reducing agents are useful in screening precursor pairs for transition metal ALD processes.
23,24,67 

Therefore, 1−6, 8, and 10−12 were treated with anhydrous hydrazine and BH3(NHMe2) in 

tetrahydrofuran at 23 °C. All of the Cu precursors were reduced by hydrazine and BH3(NHMe2) 

in < 0.25 h giving Cu powders, which were confirmed by powder XRD. Metallic black powders 

were observed with both reducing agents with Ni and Co precursors in < 0.25 h. These 

precipitates stuck to the magnetic stir bar and powder XRD spectra indicated crystalline Ni and 

Co (Figures 14 and 15). Treatment of 8 with BH3(NHMe2) afforded a black powder only upon 

reflux, and no precipitates were observed with hydrazine.  

 

Figure 14. Powder XRD of Ni produced upon treatment of 2 with BH3(NHMe2) in 

tetrahydrofuran at 23 °C. The reference spectrum for Ni metal is overlaid (JCPDS 04-0850). 
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Figure 15. Powder XRD of Co produced upon treatment of 3 with BH3(NHMe2) in 

tetrahydrofuran at 23 °C. The reference spectrum for Co metal is overlaid (JCPDS 05-0727). 

 

 

Encouraged by the solution reactivity results, film depositions with 2, 3, and 79 and 

BH3(NHMe2) were carried out. Self-limiting behavior was observed for 2, 3, and 79, with 

growth rates of about 0.09 (Ni), 0.07 (Co), 0.07 (Fe), 0.10 (Mn), and 0.08 (Cr) Å/cycle at 

temperatures of 180 (Ni, Co, Fe, Cr) or 225 °C (Mn). XPS confirmed deposition of metallic Ni, 

Co, Fe, and Cr, but films derived from 8 revealed MnOx, which likely arises from post-

deposition oxidation of Mn upon exposure to air.
68 

The detailed deposition results will be 

discussed in Chapter 8.  

Precursor Properties of 1−15. Complexes 1−15 display good volatilities and high 

thermal stabilities, and 1−6, 8, and 10−12 react with BH3(NHMe2) co-reagents to provide 

corresponding metal powders. These properties suggest that 1−15 may be good precursors for 

use in ALD metal film growth.
12,15

 Importantly, 1−15 contain similar ligands, and are reduced by 

BH3(NHMe2) to corresponding metals. Such similar chemistry also should make 1−15 promising 
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precursors for the ALD growth of metal alloy films, such as Cu/Mn alloys for self-forming 

barrier layers,
7
 since ALD growth of metal alloys requires overlap of the ALD windows for the 

separate metals.
12,15

 The properties of 1−15 can be compared with related complexes that have 

been evaluated for their potential to serve as ALD precursors. The Winter group has reported 

carbohydrazide complexes M(OC(tBu)NNMe2)2 (M = Cu, Ni, Co), which sublime between 70 

and 80 °C at 0.05 Torr, and have solid state decomposition temperatures of 255 (Cu), 245 (Co), 

and 325 °C (Ni).
69

 These complexes have higher volatilities than 1−15 and have higher thermal 

stabilities than 1−15. However, Cr(II), Fe(II), and Mn(II) carbohydrazides are not volatile.
69 

The 

-amino alkoxide complexes M(OCRR’CH2NR’’)2 (M = Cu, Ni) have been reported as ALD and 

CVD precursors. Cu(OCHMeCH2NMe2)2
23,24

 sublimes at 70–90 °C/0.05 Torr and analogous 

Ni(OCMe2CH2NMe2)2
26,28b

 and Ni(OCMeEtCH2NMe2)2
34a,d

 sublime at 90 and 35 °C/0.05 Torr, 

respectively. Although these precursors have high volatilities, they decompose below 200 

°C.
23,24,26,28b,34a,d

 -Amino alkoxide complexes for Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II) have not 

been reported, possibly because the small size of the ligands cannot saturate the coordination 

spheres of these metal ions. -Diketonate complexes are related to alkoxide precursors and 

Cu(II), Ni(II), Co(III), and Mn(III) complexes have been reported. Cu(tmhd)2,
70a

 Cu(acac)2,
70b

 

Ni(tmhd)2,
27

 Co(tmhd)3,
70c

 and Mn(tmhd)3
70d

 complexes are volatile and sublime at 120-140, 

138, 165, 110, and 90 °C/0.05 Torr, respectively. 

2.3 Conclusions 

 A new class of ALD precursors containing -imino alkoxide ligands has been 

synthesized, characterized, and their volatility, thermal stability, and reactivity were assessed. 

These complexes have useful ALD precursor properties and they react with BH3(NHMe2) to 

afford corresponding metal powders in solution, which may lead to viable ALD processes. -
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Imino alkoxide ligands are large enough to saturate the coordination spheres of the larger ions, 

such as Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II), which is not possible with -amino alkoxide ligands. 

Moreover, the monomeric and dimeric nature of the complexes can be tuned by changing the 

size of the ligand. 

2.4 Experimental Section 

General Considerations. All manipulations were carried out under Ar using either 

Schlenk or glove box techniques, except that the ligands were prepared under ambient 

atmosphere. Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl. Hexane was 

distilled from P2O5. Anhydrous transition metal chlorides (CrCl2, MnCl2, FeCl2, CoCl2, NiCl2 

and CuCl2) were obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc. and used as received. NiCl2•CH3CN was 

prepared according to a literature procedure.
71

 Potassium hydride (30 wt% dispersion in mineral 

oil; washed with hexane before use), tert-butyl amine, methyl lithium, and tert-butyl lithium 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Pinacolone and SeO2 were purchased from Alfa Aesar. 3-

methylbutanal was purchased from Acros Organics. 3-Methyl-2-oxobutanal
72

 and 3,3-dimethyl-

2-oxobutanal
73

 were prepared using published procedures. 

1
H and 

13
C{

1
H} NMR spectra were obtained at 400 and 100 MHz in C6D6 and were 

referenced to the residual proton and the 
13

C resonances of the solvents. Melting points were 

obtained on a Thermo Scientific Mel-Temp 3.0 digital melting point apparatus and are 

uncorrected. TGA were carried out with a TA SDT-2960 TGA/DTA instrument at a rate of 10 

°C/min. 

Preparation of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one (A). A 100 mL round 

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3-methyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 9.99 

mmol), and diethyl ether (20 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly 
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added tert-butyl amine (1.1 mL, 10 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 6 h. The resultant 

yellow solution was washed with water (5 mL) and organic layer was separated. The organic 

layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and the volatile components were removed under 

reduced pressure. Compound A was obtained as a light yellow oil that distilled at 60 °C/0.05 

Torr (1.147 g, 74%): 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.45 (s, 1H, CHN), 3.67 (sep, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz, 

CH(CH3)2), 1.08 (d, 6H, J = 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 0.96 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 

°C, ppm) 205.00 (s, CO), 153.93 (s, CN), 58.07 (s, C(CH3)3), 34.12 (s, CH(CH3)2), 28.79 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 18.52 (s, CH(CH3)2). 

Preparation of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (B). A 100 mL round 

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3,3-dimethyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 8.77 

mmol) and diethyl ether (20 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly 

added tert-butyl amine (0.90 mL, 8.8 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 6 h. The resultant 

yellow solution was washed with water (5 mL) and organic layer was separated. The organic 

layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and the volatile components were removed under 

reduced pressure. Compound B was obtained as a light yellow oil upon distillation at 65 °C/0.05 

Torr (1.276 g, 86%): 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.48 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.32 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 0.95 

(s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 205.45 (s, CO), 153.76 (s, CN), 58.16 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 43.88 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.64 (s, C(CH3)3), 27.13 (s, C(CH3)3); ESI-HRMS: calcd for 

C10H20NO ([M + H]
+
) 170.1545; found 170.1549. 
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Preparation of 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-dimethylbutan-2-ol (L
1
H). A 100 mL round 

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one 

(1.00 g, 6.44 mmol), and diethyl ether (20 mL). To this stirred solution at 0 C was slowly added 

a 1.6 M solution of methyl lithium in diethyl ether (4.4 mL, 7.5 mmol), and the solution was 

stirred for 6 h at ambient temperature. Water (5 mL) was added to the resultant yellow solution at 

0 C, and the mixture was transferred to a separatory funnel. The diethyl ether layer was 

extracted with the water, and the organic layer was separated and then extracted with another 5 

ml water portion of water. The organic layer was separated and then dried over anhydrous 

Na2SO4. The volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure. L
1
H was isolated 

as a light yellow oil upon vacuum distillation of the crude product at 55 °C/0.05 Torr (1.048 g, 

95%): 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.34 (s, 1H, CHN), 4.59 (s, broad, 1H, OH), 1.62 (septet, 1H, J 

= 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.15 (s, 3H, CCH3), 1.03 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.00 (d, 3H, J = 8.0 Hz, 

CHCH3), 0.82 (d, 3H, J = 8 Hz, CHCH3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 162.10 (s, CHN), 

73.86 (s, COH), 56.01 (s, C(CH3)3), 36.14 (s, CH(CH3)2), 29.65 (s, C(CH3)3), 23.95 (s, CCH3) (s, 

CH(CH3)2), 17.55 (s, CH(CH3)2), 16.80 (s, CH(CH3)2); ESI-HRMS calcd for C10H22NO [M + 

H]
+
 172.1701; found 172.1701. 
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Preparation of 1-(tert-Butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-ol (L
2
H). In a fashion 

similar to the preparation of L
1
H, treatment of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (1.00 

g, 5.91 mmol) in diethyl ether (20 mL) with a 1.6 M solution of methyl lithium in diethyl ether 

(4.1 mL, 6.5 mmol) for 6 h at ambient temperature afforded L
2
H (0.908 g, 83%) as a light yellow 

oil upon vacuum distillation at 60 °C /0.05 Torr: 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.57 (s, 1H, CHN), 

4.96 (s, broad, 1H, OH), 1.19 (s, 3H, CCH3), 1.02 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 0.98 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR, (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 161.38 (s, CHN), 75.53 (s, COH), 56.09 (s, C(CH3)3), 37.58 

(s, C(CH3)3), 29.58 (s, C(CH3)3), 25.60 (s, C(CH3)3), 21.26 (s, CCH3); ESI-HRMS calcd for 

C11H24NO [M + H]
+
 186.1858; found 186.1857. 

Preparation of 3-((tert-Butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (L
3
H). In 

a fashion similar to the preparation of L
1
H, treatment of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-

2-one (1.00 g, 5.91 mmol) in diethyl ether (20 mL) with a 1.7 M solution of tert-butyl lithium in 

pentane (3.8 mL, 6.5 mmol) for 6 h at ambient temperature afforded L
3
H (1.113 g, 83%) as a 

light yellow oil upon vacuum distillation at 65 °C /0.05 Torr: 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.79 (s, 

1H, CHN), 4.99 (s, 1H, OH), 1.11 (s, 18H, C(CH3)3), 1.03 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR 

(C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 161.07 (s, CHN), 78.78 (s, COH), 56.36 (s, C(CH3)3), 47.65 (s, C(CH3)3), 

40.30 (s, C(CH3)3),  29.50 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.90 (s, C(CH3)3), 26.38 (s, C(CH3)3). ESI-HRMS 

calcd for C14H30NO [M + H]
+
 228.2327; found 228.2332. 

Preparation of Cu(L
1
)2 (1). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-dimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.84 mmol), and tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added potassium hydride (0.257 

g, 6.42 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 4 h. This solution was then slowly added 

dropwise with a cannula to a stirred suspension of anhydrous CuCl2 (0.390 g, 2.92 mmol) in 
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tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) at -78 °C. The resultant dark purple-brown solution was stirred for 15 h 

at ambient temperature. The volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure, and 

the resultant dark purple powder was dissolved in hexane (60 mL). The resultant solution was 

filtered through a 1-cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and hexane was then removed under 

reduced pressure. Purple crystals of 1 were obtained by sublimation at 105 °C/0.05 Torr (0.791 

g, 22%): mp 134−136 °C; eff = 1.70 and 1.78 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, 

respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40CuN2O2: C, 59.45; H, 9.98; N, 6.93. Found: C, 59.50; H, 

9.81; N, 6.87. 

Preparation of Ni(L
1
)2  (2). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.490 g, 2.92 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-dimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-

dimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.84 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.257 g, 6.42 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 2 (0.810 g, 71%) as pale red 

crystals upon sublimation at 90 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 125−127 °C; 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) Isomer 

1: 10.91 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.74 (septet, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.58 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.31 (d, 

3H, J = 8.0 Hz, C(CH3)2), 1.05 (d, 3H, J = 8.0 Hz, C(CH3)2), 0.94 (s, 3H, CCH3), Isomer 2: 10.60 

(s, 1H, CHN), 1.74 (septet, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.55 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.22 (d, 3H, J = 

8.0 Hz, C(CH3)2), 1.01 (d, 3H, J = 8 Hz, C(CH3)2), 0.93 (s, 3H, CCH3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR, (C6D6, 23 

°C, ppm) Isomer 1: 157.61 (s, CHN), 67.60 (s, CO), 66.91 (s, C(CH3)3), 58.64 (s, CH(CH3)2), 

50.55 (s, CCH3), 36.30 (s, C(CH3)3), 17.71 (s, CH(CH3)2), 17.43 (s, CH(CH3)2), Isomer 2: 

155.03 (s, CHN), 66.91 (s, CO), 63.90 (s, C(CH3)3), 56.25 (s, CH(CH3)2), 47.65 (s, CCH3), 35.69 

(s, C(CH3)3), 17.61 (s, CH(CH3)2), 17.13 (s, CH(CH3)2). Anal. Calcd for C20H40NiN2O2: C, 

60.17; H, 10.10; N, 7.02. Found: C, 60.52; H, 10.26; N, 6.89. 
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Preparation of Co(L
1
)2 (3). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.376 g, 2.92 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-dimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3-

dimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.84 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.257 g, 6.42 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 3 (0.791 g, 68%) as green 

crystals upon sublimation at 90 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 96-98 °C; eff = 3.78 and 3.94 B in the solid 

state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40CoN2O2: C, 60.13; H, 10.09; 

N, 7.07. Found: C, 60.38; H, 10.22; N, 6.85. 

Preparation of Cu(L
2
)2 (4). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CuCl2 (0.363 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-

trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 4 (0.350 g, 30%) as purple 

crystals upon sublimation at 130 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 163−165 °C; eff = 1.79 and 1.75 B in the 

solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C22H44CuN2O2: C, 61.15; H, 

10.26; N, 6.48. Found: C, 61.05; H, 9.98; N, 6.51. 

Preparation of Ni(L
2
)2 (5). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.456 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-

2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 5 (0.702 g, 61%) as pale red 

crystals upon sublimation at 120 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 175−177 °C; 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 

Isomer 1: 10.23 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.47 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.15 (s, 3H, CCH3), 1.10 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
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Isomer 2: 10.03 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.45 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.10 (s, 3H, CCH3), 1.05 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) Isomer 1: 164.94 (s, CHN), 65.55 (s, CO), 58.01 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 46.26 (s, C(CH3)3), 33.94 (s, CCH3), 26.62 (s, C(CH3)3); Isomer 2: 163.12 (s, CHN), 

65.11 (s, CO), 56.12 (s, C(CH3)3), 44.88 (s, C(CH3)3), 33.56 (s, CCH3), 26.54 (s, C(CH3)3); Anal. 

Calcd for C22H44NiN2O2: C, 61.84; H, 10.38; N, 6.56. Found: C, 61.92; H, 10.28; N, 6.44. 

Preparation of Co(L
2
)2 (6). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.350 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate  (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-

trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 6 (0.800 g, 73%) as orange 

crystals upon sublimation at 115 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 84−86 °C; eff = 1.85 and 4.06 B in the solid 

state (orange)  and in benzene solution (green), respectively. Anal. Calcd for C22H44CoN2O2: C, 

61.81; H, 10.37; N, 6.55. Found: C, 62.51; H, 10.37; N, 6.44. 

Preparation of Fe(L
2
)2 (7). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous FeCl2 (0.342 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-

trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 7 (0.676 g, 59%) as purple 

crystals upon sublimation at 85 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 112−114 °C; eff = 5.10 and 5.23 B in the 

solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C22H44FeN2O2: C, 62.25; H, 

10.45; N, 6.60. Found: C, 62.02; H, 10.37; N, 6.56. 

Preparation of Mn2(L
2
)4 (8). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous MnCl2 (0.340 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 
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1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-

trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 8 (0.457 g, 40%) as off-white 

crystals upon sublimation at 160 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 221−223 °C; eff = 7.92 and 8.07 B in the 

solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C22H44MnN2O2: C, 62.39; H, 

10.47; N, 6.61. Found: C, 62.22; H, 10.32; N, 6.40. 

Preparation of Cr(L
2
)2 (9). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CrCl2 (0.332 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-trimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-2,3,3-

trimethylbutan-2-ol (1.00 g, 5.40 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.238 g, 5.94 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 9 (0.852 g, 75%) as pale 

green crystals upon sublimation at 115 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 173−175 °C; eff = 4.75 and 4.91 B in 

the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C22H44CrN2O2: C, 62.82; H, 

10.54; N, 6.66. Found: C, 62.96; H, 10.35; N, 6.43. 

Preparation of Cu(L
3
)2 (10). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CuCl2 (0.296 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.00 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 10 

(0.454 g, 40%) as purple crystals upon sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 183−185 °C;  eff = 

1.82 and 1.79 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C28H52CuN2O2: C, 65.14; H, 10.93; N, 5.43. Found: C, 65.09; H, 10.81; N, 5.35. 
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Preparation of Ni(L
3
)2 (11). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.371 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.00 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 11 

(0.585 g, 52%) as pale red crystals upon sublimation at 140 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 195−197 °C; 
1
H 

NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 10.93 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.41 (s, 18H, C(CH3)3), 1.39 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 162.54 (s, CHN), 66.60 (s, CO), 65.41 (s, C(CH3)3), 61.29 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 33.59 (s, C(CH3)3), 29.91 (s, C(CH3)3); Anal. Calcd for C28H52N2NiO2: C, 65.75; H, 

11.04; N, 5.48. Found: C, 65.53; H, 10.96; N, 5.25. 

Preparation of Co(L
3
)2 (12). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.286 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.00 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 12 

(0.470 g, 42%) as orange crystals upon sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 144−146 °C;  eff = 

1.79 and 3.98 B in the solid state (orange) and in benzene solution (green), respectively. Anal. 

Calcd for C28H52CoN2O2: C, 65.72; H, 11.03; N, 5.47. Found: C, 66.11; H, 11.41; N, 5.30. 

Preparation of Fe(L
3
)2  (13). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous FeCl2  (0.279 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.00 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 13 
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(0.101 g, 9%) as purple crystals upon sublimation at 130 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 125−127 °C;  eff = 

4.81 and 4.87 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C28H52FeN2O2: C, 66.12; H, 11.10; N, 5.51. Found: C, 67.07; H, 11.30; N, 5.36. 

Preparation of Mn(L
3
)2 (14). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous MnCl2 (0.276 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.000 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 14 

(0.150 g, 27%) as off-white crystals upon sublimation at 130 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 149151 °C;  eff 

= 5.83 and 5.89 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C28H52MnN2O2: C, 66.24; H, 11.12; N, 5.52. Found: C, 66.41; H, 11.15; N, 5.28. 

Preparation of Cr(L
3
)2 (15). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 1, treatment of 

anhydrous CrCl2 (0.271 g, 2.20 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of potassium 

3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-olate (prepared from 3-((tert-

butylimino)-methyl)-2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-ol (1.00 g, 4.40 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.194 g, 4.84 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 14 

(0.652 g, 58%) as pale green crystals upon sublimation at 140 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 202204 °C; eff 

= 5.01 and 4.95 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C28H52CrN2O2: C, 66.63; H, 11.18; N, 5.55. Found: C, 66.87; H, 10.87; N, 5.33. 

Following sections describe the general procedures for sublimation, thermal 

decomposition, and solution screening studies. In the rest of this dissertation, these studies were 

carried out as explained below. 
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Sublimation Studies. For the sublimation experiments, 2.5 cm diameter, 30 cm long 

glass tubes were employed.  One end of the tube was sealed and the other end was equipped with 

a vacuum adapter with a 24/40 male glass joint.  In an argon-filled glove box, the compound to 

be sublimed (~ 0.5 g) was loaded into a 1.0 x 4.0 cm glass tube and this tube was placed at the 

sealed end of the glass sublimation tube. The sublimation tube was fitted with a 24/40 vacuum 

adapter, and then was inserted into a horizontal Buchi Kugelrohr oven such that about 15 cm of 

the tube was situated in the oven. A vacuum of 0.05 Torr was established, and the oven was 

heated to the indicated temperature.  The compounds sublimed to the cool zone just outside of 

the oven. The percent recovery was obtained by weighing the sublimed product.  The percent 

nonvolatile residue was calculated by weighing the 1.0 x 4.0 cm glass tube at the end of the 

sublimation.   

Thermal Decomposition Studies.  In an argon-filled dry box, a melting point capillary 

tube was charged with 1-2 mg of a sample and the end of the tube was sealed with a small 

amount of stopcock grease.  The capillary tube was then removed from the dry box, and the end 

was flame sealed.  The capillary tube was transferred to an Electrothermal Model 9200 melting 

point apparatus, and was then heated at 5 °C/min starting at 25 °C. Samples were visually 

observed for discoloration or other evidence of decomposition.   

 General Procedure for Solution Reduction Reactions.  A 100 mL Schlenk flask was 

charged with a magnetic stir bar, metal precursor (0.100 g), and tetrahydrofuran (10 mL). To 

each stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added a reducing agent (5 equivalents), 

and solution was stirred for 1 hour. Solutions that did not afford black powders or black solutions 

after 1 hour at ambient temperature were refluxed for 1 hour.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

Synthesis and Structure of Volatile and Thermally Stable Mid to Late First Row Transition 

Metal Complexes Containing -Imino Ketonate and -Imino Enolate Ligands 

 

3.1 Introduction 

  Transition metal complexes containing diazadienyl ligands are widely explored,
32

 while 

their oxygen containing analogs, -imino ketonate complexes, are quite undeveloped.
74

 

Homoleptic complexes containing -imino ketonate ligands are limited to one Ni(II) and one 

Co(II) complex containing a phenyl group on the carbonyl carbon atom,
74

 although some 

heteroleptic complexes are reported with various types of bulky substituents.
75

 Due to the 

presence of phenyl substituents in the ligands, the reported -imino ketonate complexes should 

not have appreciable volatility. 

 The Winter group has previously reported the synthesis of transition metal diazadienyl 

complexes by treating diazadienyl radical anions with transition metal chlorides.
32

 However, 

attempts to make Cu complexes failed because the ligand radical anion reduces Cu(II) to Cu(0), 

instead of making a Cu complex. In response to this problem, in this dissertation work, -imino 

ketonate ligands were synthesized, which have an oxygen donor atom instead of a nitrogen donor 

atom in the diazadienyl ligand. The oxygen atom is less basic than the nitrogen atom and may 

lower the reducing power of the ligand. The -imino ketone ligand can exist in three possible 

forms as shown in Chart 7.
74

 Form A is the neutral ligand. -Imino ketones can be reduced by 

one electron (π-radical monoanion) or two electrons (closed shell dianion) which are represented 

by forms B and C respectively.
74
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Chart 7. Different redox states of -imino ketonate ligand with their characteristic  

bond distances (Å).
74 

 

 

Due to the redox active nature of α-iminoketone ligands, they may catalyze bond 

formation or cleavage reactions through a redox process. A publication has shown that palladium 

complexes containing α-iminoketonate ligands are capable of catalyzing olefin 

polymerizations.
76

 This report discusses the tuning of the R groups to obtain the desired 

electronic and steric properties for the catalytic activity of the palladium complexes. Another 

publication shows Co−Cl bond formation reactions through a Co(III) complex containing α-

iminophenolate ligands, due to the redox active nature of α-iminophenolate ligands.
77

 

Chapter 2 described the synthesis and characterization of first row late transition metal 

complexes and the evaluation of their properties to use as ALD precursors. In order to explore 

novel classes of potential ALD precursors, complexes with α-imino ketonate ligand systems 

were synthesized and their properties were assessed. In this chapter, the syntheses of the 

complexes containing new -imino ketonate ligands are discussed. Moreover, attempts to make 

complexes with ligands containing an iPr substituent on carbonyl carbon led to a new class of 

transition metal complexes. The radical anion formed during the treatment of the ligand with 

lithium metal is basic enough to abstract an acidic -H ( to carbonyl) from the iPr group of a 

nearby ligand molecule as shown in Scheme 2. Then, the negative charge formed at the -C of 

the carbonyl group is delocalized through C−C−O bonds as shown in Scheme 2, leading to an 

enolate moiety in the ligand. This type of ligands can be named as -imino enolate ligands. 
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During the course of the syntheses of -imino enolate complexes, KH was used to deprotonate 

the ligand. The -imino enolate ligand is analogous to -imino alkoxide ligands, and complexes 

containing -imino enolate ligands are not previously reported. The chemical structures of -

imino ketone ligands and -imino enol ligand are shown in Chart 8. 

Scheme 2. Formation of -imino enolate complexes. 

 

Chart 8. Chemical structures of -imino ketone (L
4 

and L
5
) and -imino enol  

ligand precursors (L
5
H). 

 

 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

 Synthetic Aspects. The -imino ketone ligand precursors L
4
 and L

5
 were synthesized 

and characterized as described in the Experimental Section upon treatment of tert-butyl or 

isopropyl glyoxal with selenium dioxide followed by the treatment with tert-butyl amine. The 

lithium salt LiL
4
 was prepared by treatment of L

4
 with lithium in tetrahydrofuran. Similarly, KL

5 

was prepared by treatment of L
5 

with potassium hydride in tetrahydrofuran. These solutions were 

then treated directly with anhydrous MCl2 (M = Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, or Cr) as illustrated in 

Schemes 3 and 4 to afford complexes 1625 as crystalline solids by either sublimation or 

crystallization in hexane at -23 °C. Treatment of LiL
4 

with CuCl2 resulted in the precipitation of 

Cu metal and treatment with CrCl2 did not afford isolable products. 
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of 1619. 

 

 

Scheme 4. Synthesis of 20−25. 

 

The structures of 1625 were assigned by spectral and analytical data. In addition, X-ray 

crystal structure determinations were carried out for 1618 and 2024. Complex 16 is the only 
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diamagnetic species in the ketonate series and resonances for the ligand substituents were 

observed in the 
1
H NMR and 

13
C NMR spectra. According to the X-ray crystal structure, 16 

adopts tetrahedral geometry around the metal center, which should lead to a paramagnetic 

species having two unpaired electrons. These two unpaired electrons are antiferromagnetically 

coupled to two unpaired electrons of radical anion ligand, making 16 a diamagnetic species 

which is NMR active. The magnetic moment for 17 (1. is very close to that of expected for 

high-spin Co(II) ion that is antiferromagnetically coupled to two unpaired electrons of radical 

anion L
4
 ligands (Chart 7, form B). Complexes 18 and 19 exist as dimers and solid-state 

magnetic moments for 18 and 19 are 4.82 and 5.96 , respectively. Very similar values for 

1719 were measured in benzene solution using the Evans method, suggesting similar molecular 

structures in the solid state and solution.  

 The existence of the ligand L
5
 in the enolate form was substantiated by the bond lengths 

and angles obtained from X-ray crystal structures of 1620 and the NMR of Ni complex (21). As 

expected, a C=C double bond was present outside of the ligand core based on bond lengths and 

angles obtained from the X-ray crystal structures. 
1
H and 

13
C NMR ligand resonances observed 

for 21 suggest that the Ni center is a spin-paired, diamagnetic d
8
 Ni(II) center. 

1
H NMR spectra 

displayed two distinct peaks for two chemically nonequivalent CH3 groups in 21 that were 

chemically equivalent (Me groups of iPr) in the original ligand precursor. Moreover, the septet 

corresponding to the iPr-H in the ligand was not present in the 
1
H NMR spectrum of 21. The 

13
C 

NMR spectrum of 21 displayed two resonances indicating the presence of sp
2
 hybridized carbons 

for the external double bond. Both the 
1
H and 

13
C NMR spectra suggest that the ligand exists in 

the enolate form. Complexes 20 and 2225 are paramagnetic and displayed very broad peaks in 

1
H NMR spectra. Also, complexes 20 and 2225 displayed similar solid state and solution state 
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magnetic moment values, suggesting that they adopt similar structures in both states. The solid 

and solution state magnetic moment (μeff) values of 20 are 1.88 and 1.80 B, respectively, which 

are close to the spin only value for a d
9
 Cu(II) center with one unpaired electron (μeff = 1.73 B). 

Complexes 2224 displayed solid state magnetic moment values of 6.83, 7.21, and 8.45 B, 

respectively, and exist as dimers based on X-ray crystal structures as described later, suggesting 

that the unpaired electrons of both metal centers are antiferromagnetically coupled. Complex 25 

displayed solid and solution state magnetic moment values of 4.80 and 4.98 B, respectively, 

which can be attributed to a Cr(II) center with four unpaired electrons (μeff = 4.90 B). 

X-Ray Crystal Structures. The X-ray crystal structures of 1618 and 2024 were 

obtained to establish the solid state configurations and to assess the bonding modes of the -

imino ketonate and -imino enolate ligands. Experimental crystallographic data are summarized 

in Table 5, and selected bond lengths and angles are presented in Tables 6 (16, 17, 20, and 21), 7 

(18 and 19), and 8 (2224). Representative perspective views of 17, 18, 20, 22, and 24 are given 

in Figures 1620, respectively. A low resolution X-ray crystal structure of 19 demonstrates a 

dimeric Mn complex. The spectral and analytical data for 25 are similar to those of 20 and 21, 

which suggest structurally similar, square planar monomeric complex.  

Complexes 16 and 17 adopt tetrahedral geometry around the metal center, with 
2
-N,O 

coordination of the ligands. The ligand core C−O, C−C, and C−N bond distances of 16 and 17 

fall between 1.290(3) and 1.298(3), 1.390(4) and 1.405(4), and 1.328(4) and 1.342(4) Å, 

respectively. These bond distances are similar to those expected for form B (Chart 7), which are 

-radical mono-anionic ligands. The intraligand N−M−O angles of 16 and 17 fall in the range of 

82.41(8) and 83.62(10), and the interligand N−M−O angles fall in the range of 115.92(9) and 
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118.87(10). The N−M−N and O−M−O angles of 16 and 17 are in between 123.10(9) and 

135.75(9). 

Complexes 18 and 19 demonstrate dimeric structures and an unusual structure in some of 

the ligands (Schemes 3 and 4). Two of the ligands are coordinated to metal centers in terminal 


2
-fashion and the other two ligands are coordinated in bridging -

1
:

2
-fashion. The oxygen 

atoms in both bridging ligands are bonded to both metal centers. Selected bond lengths and 

angles of 18 and 19 are listed in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The terminal ligand core C−O, 

C−C, and C−N bond distances of 18 and 19 are in between 1.270(8) and 1.290(3), 1.326(10) and 

1.407(4), and 1.268(9) and 1.397(8) Å, respectively, which are closer to the values (form B, 

Chart 7) obtained for 16 and 17. However, some of the bridging ligands of 18 (Figure 17) and 19 

have different bond lengths and angles that would suggest they have different structures from -

imino ketonate ligand. One of the bridging ligands of 18 has ligand core C21−O3, C21−C22, and 

C22−N3 (Figure 17) bond distances of 1.329(4), 1.453(4), and 1.299(4) Å, respectively, which are 

closer to the values of terminal ligand bond distances. On the other hand, the other bridging 

ligand has ligand core C11−O2, C11−C12, and C12−N2 (Figure 17) bond distances of 1.404(3), 

1.505(4), and 1.272(4) Å, respectively. These bond distances are almost similar to the expected 

bond distances for C−O (1.43 Å) and C−C (1.54 Å) single and CN (1.21 Å) double bonds.
13b 

Moreover, tetrahedral geometry can be seen around C11 atom (C12−C11−O2, 109.9(2); 

C13−C11−O2, 111.5(2); C12−C11−C13, 110.9(2) (Figure 17)). The above mentioned bond 

distances and angles suggest that there is an H atom on C11 which was not present in the ligand 

precursor (L
4
) (Figure 17, Scheme 3). Similar bond distances and angles were observed for the 

both bridging ligands in 19, implying that two H atoms are abstracted by the carbon atom that is 

bonded to the oxygen atom (Scheme 3). 
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The experimental data other than X-ray crystal structures are not available to establish 

this H abstraction phenomenon. Because of their paramagnetic nature, NMR spectra of 18 and 19 

cannot be taken to assign resonances for the new H atoms, and the frequency of newly formed 

C−H bonds in infrared spectrum could not be resolved. Computational calculations might 

provide more insight to this H abstraction process and the oxidation states of the metal centers. A 

detailed discussion of the H abstraction phenomenon can be found later in this discussion. 

Complexes 20 and 21 have remarkably similar molecular structures. In these structures, 

asymmetric unit contains two independent half-molecules, both occupying inversion centers. 

Complexes 20 and 21 are four-coordinate monomeric structures with square planar geometry 

around the metal centers with 
2
-N,O coordination of the -imino enolate ligand. In both 

complexes oxygen and nitrogen donor atoms of the two ligands are coordinated in a trans 

fashion, with N−M−N’ and O−M−O’ angles of 180.00. The intraligand and interligand N−M−O 

angles fall between 83.47(5) and 85.13(4), and 94.87(4) and 96.53(5), respectively. The C−N 

bond distances of the -imino enolate ligand core in 20 and 21 range between 1.286(2) and 

1.2955(15) Å, which are between the distances expected for C−N single (1.46 Å) and C=N 

double bonds (1.21 Å).
20b

 The ligand core C−C and C−O bond lengths lie between 1.4463(16) 

and 1.451(2) Å, and 1.335(2) and 1.3387(14) Å, respectively, which are also in between the 

distances expected for C−C and C−O single and double bonds. These C−C and C−O bond 

lengths suggest that the negative charge is delocalized through the ligand core bonds. The 

external C−C bond that contains a ligand core carbon atom has bond lengths between 1.357(2) 

and 1.3619(16) Å, which is very close to the length of a C=C double bond. The M−N distances 

(20, 2.0304(14) and 2.0332(14); 21, 1.9304(10) and 1.9347(10) Å) are longer than the M−O 

distances (20, 1.8838(12) and 1.8849(12); 21, 1.8407(8) and 1.8421(8) Å), and these M−N and 
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M−O lengths are consistent with a slightly anionic imino nitrogen atom and an anionic oxygen 

atom, respectively. However it is important to note that previously reported Cu -amino alkoxide 

complexes with similar geometry and bonding mode have slightly shorter Cu−O distances 

(Cu(OCMe2CH2NMe2)2,
64d

 1.863(1) and Cu(OCHMeCH2NMe2)2,
64a

 1.865(3) Å) than those of 

20 (1.8838(12) and 1.8849(12) Å). This difference in Cu−O distances are likely due to the 

delocalization of the negative charge over the ligand core atoms in 20, resulting in longer Cu−O 

distances in 20 relative to the previously reported Cu complexes. The Cu−N bond distances 

(2.0304(14) and 2.0332(14) Å) of 20 are slightly shorter than those of the previously reported 

complexes Cu(OCHMeCH2NMe2)2
64d

 (2.052(3) Å) and Cu(OCMe2CH2NMe2)2
64a

 (2.058(1) Å), 

likely due to the presence of a slight negative charge on the imino nitrogen atom in 20 rendering 

the nitrogen atom more electronegative, thereby, decreasing the Cu−N bond distance. Similar 

trends were observed with Ni−O and Ni−N bond lengths in 21 relative to the previously reported 

Ni -amino alkoxide complexes Ni(OCHMeCH2NMe2)2,
65b

 Ni(OCMe2CH2NMe2)2, and 

Ni(OCMe2CH2NEt2)2.
65a

 
 

Complexes 2224 exist as dinuclear complexes in which each metal atom is bonded to 

the nitrogen and oxygen donor atoms of one of the terminal ligands in 
2
-fashion and to one 

nitrogen atom and two oxygen atoms of two bridging ligands in μ-
1
:

2
-fashion. The metal 

centers of 22 and 23 can be approximated as exhibiting distorted trigonal bipyramidal 

geometries. The axial positions are occupied by two oxygen atoms, one from a 
2 

and one from a 

μ-
1
:

2 
ligand, while the equatorial positions are occupied by two nitrogen atoms from one 

2 

and one μ-
1
:

2 
ligand and one oxygen atom from the other μ-

1
:

2 
ligand. The calculated index 

of trigonality of each metal center is close to 1 suggesting that metal centers display a trigonal 

bipyramidal geometry. The X-ray structure of 24 indicates the presence of two independent half-
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dimers in the asymmetric unit. Each dimer occupies an inversion center. The M−O bond 

distances of the bridging ligands (22, 2.0214(19), 2.0331(19), and 2.1096(19) Å; 23, 2.083(3), 

2.087(3), 2.094(3), and 2.096(3) Å; 24, 2.1068(11), 2.1116(11), and 2.1467(11) Å) are longer 

than those of the terminal ligands (22, 1.9472(19), and 1.955(2) Å; 23, 1.974(3) and 1.978(3) Å; 

24, 2.0131(11) and 2.0237(12) Å), possibly because oxygen atoms of the bridging ligands are 

bonded to both metal centers. Also, the same trend was observed for the ligand core C−O bond 

distances. In 22 and 23, the N−M−O (M = Co and Fe) bite angles of the bridging ligands (22, 

76.64(9), 76.71(9), 76.72(8), and 77.08(9);23, 75.73(14), 76.14(12), 76.18(14), and 76.26(13)) 

are smaller than those of the terminal ligands (22, 80.86(10), 81.38(8), 81.83(9), and 81.91(8); 

23, 77.73(13), 77.78(12), 78.79(12), and 79.33(12)). The bite angles of the bridging ligands in 

22 and 23 are also smaller than those of 20 and 21. In contrast, the bite angles of the bridging 

ligands of 24 (80.86(4), 81.16(4), 112.67(5), and 116.55(4)) are larger than those of the terminal 

ligands (77.55(5) and 77.77(5)). Additionally, all the other bond lengths and angles are similar 

to those of 20 and 21.  
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Table 5a. Experimental crystallographic data for 16−18 and 20. 

 16 17 18 20 

Formula C20H38NiN2O2 C20H38CoN2O2 C40H76Fe2N4O4 C18H34CuN2O2 

FW 397.23 397.45 788.75 374.01 

Space group P121/c1 P21/c p1bar p1bar 

a (Å) 18.0679(16) 17.9016(11) 9.5801(6) 9.7332(3) 

b (Å) 12.2068(8) 12.0248(7) 21.1047(12) 10.2853(3) 

c (Å) 10.4202(9) 10.4070(6) 11.3029(7) 11.7988(4) 

V (Å
3
) 2298.2(3) 2240.1(2) 2231.0(2) 976.17(5) 

Z 4 4 2 2 

T (K) 200(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.148 1.178 1.174 1.272 

μ (mm
-1

) 0.858 0.780 0.690 1.129 

R(F)
a
 (%) 4.34 5.59 4.52 3.09 

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 10.26 11.55 11.51 8.37 

                     a
R(F) = Σ||Fo|  |Fc||/Σ|Fo|.  

                    b
Rw(F) = [Σw(Fo

2
  Fc

2
)
2
/Σw(Fo

2
)
2
]

1/2
. 
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Table 5b. Experimental crystallographic data for 21−24. 

 21 22 23 24 

Formula C18H34NiN2O2 C36H64Co2N4O4 C36H64Fe2N4O4 C36H64Mn2N4O4 

FW 367.17 734.77 728.61 726.79 

Space group p1bar p1bar p1bar p1bar 

a (Å) 9.7399(7) 10.4367(9) 10.495(3) 10.4823(7) 

b (Å) 10.2627(8) 20.0010(17) 20.441(6) 10.5255(6) 

c (Å) 11.6485(9) 21.4342(19) 21.557(7) 19.4788(12) 

V (Å
3
) 967.47(13) 4054.4(6) 4178.0(2) 1996.8(2) 

Z 2 4 4 2 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 200(2) 100(2) 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.260 1.204 1.158 1.209 

μ (mm
-1

) 1.013 0.857 0.732 0.671 

R(F)
a
 (%) 2.60 5.26 7.05 3.37 

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 7.15 10.82 18.30 7.72 

                  a
R(F) = Σ||Fo|  |Fc||/Σ|Fo|.  

                 b
Rw(F) = [Σw(Fo

2
  Fc

2
)
2
/Σw(Fo

2
)
2
]
1/2

. 
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Table 6. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 16, 17, 20, and 21. 

 16 17 20 21 

M−O 1.9295(18) 

1.9303(19) 

1.947(2) 

1.951(2) 

1.8838(12) 

1.8849(12) 

1.8407(8) 

1.8421(8) 

M−N 1.899(2) 

1.907(2) 

1.910(2) 

1.919(3) 

2.0332(14) 

2.0304(14) 

1.9304(10) 

1.9347(10) 

C−O 1.290(3) 

1.294(3) 

1.290(4) 

1.298(3) 

1.335(2) 

1.336(2) 

1.3387(14) 

1.3372(14) 

C−N 1.331(3) 

1.325(3) 

1.328(4) 

1.342(4) 

1.287(2) 

1.286(2) 

1.2955(15) 

1.2913(15) 

C−Ccore 1.390(4) 

1.399(4) 

1.405(4) 

1.399(4) 

1.451(2) 1.4469(16) 

1.4463(16) 

CC - - 1.359(2) 

1.357(2) 

1.3619(16) 

1.3610(16) 

N−M−O 118.44(9) 

115.92(9) 

82.61(8) 

82.41(8) 

118.87(10) 

117.54(10) 

83.58(10) 

83.62(10) 

96.53(5) 

83.47(5) 

94.95(4) 

94.87(4) 

85.13(4) 

85.05(4) 

N−M−N 135.75(9) 135.45(11) 180.0 180.00(6) 

O−M−O 128.60(8) 123.10(9) 180.00(13) 180.00(12) 
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Table 7. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 18 and19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a
Nterminal-M-Nbridging. 

b
Oterminal-M-Obridging 

 

 

 

 

 18 19 

Terminal  Bridging Terminal Bridging 

M−O 2.0231(19) 

2.0957(19)  

2.0184(17) 

2.0334(17) 

2.0693(19) 

2.1943(18) 

2.075(5) 

2.130(4) 

 

2.093(4) 

2.062(5) 

2.086(4) 

2.116(4) 

M−N 2.161(2) 

2.048(2) 

2.308(2) 

2.087(2) 

2.143(5) 

 

2.324(5) 

2.256(5) 

C−O 1.290(3) 

1.289(3) 

1.329(4) 

1.404(3) 

1.270(8) 

1.279(7) 

1.366(8) 

1.403(6) 

C−N 1.322(4) 

1.332(4) 

1.272(4) 

1.299(4) 

1.397(8) 

1.268(9) 

1.253(8) 

1.286(8) 

C−Ccore 1.394(4) 

1.407(4) 

1.505(4) 

1.453(4) 

1.326(10) 

1.446(10) 

1.547(9) 

1.459(9) 

N−M−O 77.10(8) 

78.39(8) 

75.53(7) 

76.63(8) 

77.83(19) 

76.6(2) 

73.89(19) 

74.77(18) 

N−M−N
a
 148.70(8) 

103.77(8) 

131.52(18) 

129.8(2) 

O−M−O
b
 92.22(7) 

119.43(8) 

156.47(7) 

168.63(7) 

169.91(18) 

99.72(19) 

101.71(15) 

168.48(16) 
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Table 8. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 2224. 

 22
a
 23

a
 24 

Terminal Bridging Terminal Bridging Terminal Bridging 

M−O 1.955(2) 

1.9472(19) 

2.0214(19) 

2.1096(19) 

2.0331(2) 

1.974(3) 

1.978(3) 

2.094(3) 

2.096(3) 

2.083(3) 

2.087(3) 

2.0237(12) 

2.0161(11) 

2.1068(11) 

2.1467(11) 

2.1116(11) 

M−N 2.113(2) 

2.117(2) 

2.126(2) 

2.120(3) 

2.200(3) 

2.186(4) 

2.188(4) 

2.178(4) 

2.2624(13) 

2.2600(13) 

2.2260(14) 

2.2403(14) 

C−O 1.328(3) 1.350(4) 

1.345(3) 

1.326(5) 

1.315(5) 

1.351(5) 

1.352(6) 

1.3248(19) 

1.3275(19) 

1.3492(19) 

1.3541(18) 

C−N 1.286(3) 

1.282(3) 

1.279(4) 

1.280(4) 

1.280(5) 

1.279(5) 

1.290(6) 

1.288(6) 

1.286(2) 

 

1.283(2) 

C−Ccore 1.460(4) 

1.471(4) 

1.450(4) 

1.457(4) 

1.465(6) 

1.459(6) 

1.445(7) 

1.444(6) 

1.464(2) 1.464(2) 

1.462(2) 

CC 1.360(4) 

1.358(4) 

1.347(4) 

1.351(4) 

1.354(6) 

1.360(6) 

1.354(7) 

1.356(6) 

1.367(2) 1.354(2) 

1.352(2) 

N−M−O 81.83(9) 

81.91(8) 

76.72(8) 

77.08(9) 

77.78(12) 

77.73(13) 

76.18(14) 

75.73(14) 

77.55(5) 

77.77(5) 

112.67(5) 

74.78(4) 

116.55(4) 

75.13(4) 

N−M−N
b
 118.22(9) 

110.07(9) 

 

107.68(14) 

132.70(15) 

 

114.56(5) 

114.76(5) 

 

O−M−O
c
 99.24(8) 

104.26(8) 

174.74(8) 

178.02(8) 

178.16(12) 

99.61(13) 

173.15(15) 

107.38(15) 

177.46(4) 

100.71(4) 

176.82(4) 

102.08(4) 

a
Asymmetric unit contains two molecules; only data for molecule with M1-M2 are 

listed. 
 b

Nterminal-M-Nbridging. 
c
Oterminal-M-Obridging 
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Figure 16. Perspective view of 17 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Figure 17. Perspective view of 18 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 18. Perspective view of 20 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Figure 19. Perspective view of 22 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Figure 20. Perspective view of 24 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Table 9. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 18. 

 

Fe1−O1 2.0231(19)   C11−C12 1.505(4) 

Fe1−O2 2.0334(17)   C2−N1 1.322(4) 

Fe1−O3 2.0693(19)   C32−N4 1.332(4) 

Fe2−O4 2.0957(19)   C22−N3 1.299(4) 

Fe2−O2 2.0184(17)   C12−N2 1.272(4) 

Fe2−O3 2.1943(18)   C2− C1−C3 125.0(2) 

Fe1−N1 2.161(2)   C2− C1−O1 117.7(2) 

Fe1−N2 2.308(2)   C3− C1−O1 117.3(2) 

Fe2−N4 2.048(2)   C32− C31−C33 124.2(2) 

Fe2−N3 2.087(2)   C33− C31−O4 117.6(2) 

C1−O1 1.290(3)   C32− C31−O4 117.9(2) 

C31−O4 1.289(3)   C22− C21−C23 120.6(3) 

C11−O2 1.404(3)   C22− C21−O3 114.5(3) 

C21−O3 1.329(4)   C23− C21−O3 119.4(3) 

C1−C2 1.394(4)   C12− C11−C13 110.9(2) 

C31−C32 1.407(4)   C13− C11−O2 111.5(2) 

C21−C22 1.453(4)   C12− C11−O2 109.9(2) 
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Table 10. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 19. 

 

Mn1−O4 2.075(5)   C2−C3 1.459(9) 

Mn 1−O1 2.062(5)   C35−N4 1.397(8) 

Mn 1−O2 2.093(4)   C11−N2 1.268(9) 

Mn 2−O3 2.130(4)   C22−N3 1.253(8) 

Mn 2−O2 2.086(4)   C2−N1 1.286(8) 

Mn 2−O1 2.116(4)   C37− C36−C35 123.3(6) 

Mn 1−N4 2.143(5)   C37− C36−O4 118.9(6) 

Mn 1−N3 2.324(5)   C35− C36−O4 117.8(7) 

Mn 2−N2 2.143(5)   C13− C12−C11 122.5(6) 

Mn 2−N1 2.256(5)   C13− C12−O3 118.8(6) 

C36−O4 1.270(8)   C11− C12−O3 118.6(5) 

C12−O3 1.279(7)   C22− C21−C27 109.7(5) 

C21−O2 1.366(8)   C22− C21−O2 110.6(5) 

C3−O1 1.403(6)   C27− C21−O2 115.1(5) 

C35−C36 1.326(10)   C2− C3−C4 111.8(5) 

C11−C12 1.446(10)   C2− C3−O1 110.3(5) 

C21−C22 1.547(9)   C4− C3−O1 113.2(4) 

 

H Atom Abstraction. As described previously, 18 and 19 demonstrate an H atom 

abstraction in the bridging ligands. Experimental data other than X-ray crystal structures are not 

available to understand this H atom abstraction process. However, these complexes can be 

compared with other literature reported -imino ketonate complexes. Wieghardt
74

 and others
75

 

have reported homoleptic and heteroleptic -imino ketonate complexes with various transition 
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metal centers. All of these complexes have been synthesized with ligands containing aromatic 

substituents and none of the complexes exhibited an H atom abstraction process as observed in 

this work. H atom abstractions by S and O atoms via radical mechanisms have been studied by 

computational calculations using kinetic parameters.
78

 In these studies S and O atom containing 

substrates have been reacted with simple molecules such as H2, methane, benzene, and 

methylhydrazine. Induced radicals on S and O atoms abstract H atoms from these simple 

molecules. These reports suggest that a radical should be localized on an atom and that radical 

can abstract an H atom from a neighboring molecule. According to the results obtained from this 

dissertation work an H atom has been abstracted by a C atom that is bonded to the O atom. It is 

possible that the radical is localized on this C atom leaving the negative charge on the O atom in 

the intermediate formed during the H abstraction. Then the radical on the C atom may abstract an 

H atom from a neighboring molecule. Locating the negative charge on the O atom and the 

presence of a neutral N atom are exemplified by the FeO and FeN bonds of 18. In 18, Fe1O2 

(2.0334(17) Å) and Fe2O2 (2.0184(17) Å) (H abstracted ligand) bond distances are smaller 

than those of Fe1O3 (2.0693(19) Å) and Fe2O3 (2.1943(18) Å) (Figure 17). Also, the FeN 

bond distances of the H abstracted ligand are longer than those of the regular -imino ketonate 

bridging ligand, which suggests a neutral N atom in the H abstracted ligand and a slightly 

negative N atom in the regular -imino ketonate bridging ligand. The complexes reported by 

Wieghardt
74

 and others
75

 do not show this behavior presumably because they used aromatic 

ligands that can delocalize radicals. The next concern is where the H atom is abstracted from. 

The possibilities are the radical may have abstracted an H atom from a solvent molecule or 

ligand molecule.  
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Evaluation of Thermal Stability, Volatility, and Reactivity Toward Co-Reagents. 

The preparative sublimation data, melting points, and solid state decomposition temperatures for 

1625 are summarized in Table 11. Complexes 1619 sublime on ~0.5 g scales over three hours 

between 135 and 145 °C/0.05 Torr with ≤ 8% nonvolatile residues and ≥ 93% recovery of 

analytically pure complexes. On this scale, 2025 sublime between 115 and 165 °C/0.05 Torr 

with ≤ 3% nonvolatile residues and ≥ 98% recovery. The dimeric precursors have lower 

volatility than monomeric precursors in both series as listed in Table 11. High thermal stability is 

critical for ALD precursors, because decomposition of the precursor is expected to hinder self-

limited growth resulting in CVD-like growth. In the -imino ketonate series, 19 has the highest 

decomposition temperature (245 °C), while 16 has the lowest (180 °C). In the -imino enolate 

series, the highest (295 °C) and lowest (190 °C) decomposition temperatures were observed for 

24 and 20, respectively. When each metal is considered, the -imino enolate precursors have 

higher decomposition temperatures than those observed for -imino ketonate precursors. These 

decomposition temperatures are remarkably high for each metal precursor. The decomposition 

temperature of 21 (260 °C) is much higher than that of the widely reported Ni(II) precursor 

Ni(iPrNCMeNiPr)2 (180 °C).
79 
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Table 11. Volatility and thermal stability data for 16−25. 

Complex Sublimation 

temperature 

(°C/0.05 Torr) 

Melting  

point (°C) 

Solid state 

decomposition 

temperature (°C) 

% Recovery % Non 

volatile 

residue 

16 135 180-183 180 90 5 

17 135 194−196 235 93 6 

18 145 143−145 241 90 8 

19 145 175−177 245 91 6 

20 110 135−138  190 97 2 

21 120 166−168  260  97 2 

22 135 166−168  276  98 <1 

23 155  172−174  262  97 2 

24 165  193−195  295  97 2 

25 120  150−152  220  96 3 

 

TGA was carried out on 1625 to understand their behavior upon heating. Due to the 

higher air sensitivity of 1619, TGA of 1619 was carried out in a glove box, avoiding air 

exposure. TGA plots of 16, 18, 19, and 2025 and DTA plots of 2022 and 24 are shown in 

Figures 21 (top), 21 (bottom), and 22, respectively. Complex 16 has a single weight loss due to 

sublimation between 130 and 200 °C. Complex 18 has a single weight loss due to sublimation 

between 130 and 240 °C, however it starts decomposing before the sublimation is complete as 

shown by another weight loss. TGA plots of 20 and 21 displayed similar single step weight 

losses due to sublimation between 150 and 250 °C. Complexes 2225 are air sensitive, 
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consequently, began decomposing during the loading of the TGA balance. Therefore, TGA 

curves of 2225 displayed sublimation as well as competitive decomposition that lead to higher 

non volatile residues. DTA plots of 2022 and 24 displayed endothermic peaks for melting and 

sublimation, and exothermic peaks for decomposition. Melting points and decomposition 

temperatures obtained from DTA curves are similar to the values obtained from the melting point 

determinations.  

Figure 21. TGA of 16, 18, and 19 (top), TGA of 20−25 (bottom). 
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Figure 22. DTA of 20−22 and 24. 

 
 

To explore the reactivity of these precursors, 1622 were treated with reducing co-

reagents. In these reactions, a solution of 1622 in tetrahydrofuran was treated with a 5-fold 

molar excess of anhydrous NH2NH2 or BH3(NHMe2) in separate flasks. Treatment of 1618 with 

BH3(NHMe2) afforded black powders at ambient temperature in < 0.25 h. Black powders 

produced from 17 and 18 stuck to the stir bar confirming that magnetic Co and Fe metals were 

formed. The powder obtained from 17  and BH3(NHMe2) showed reflections for Co metal  in the 

powder XRD spectrum (Figure 23). However, the powder obtained from 18  and BH3(NHMe2) 

did not show reflections in the powder XRD spectrum, possibly due to the amorphous nature of 

the Fe powder. Treatment of 1619 with NH2NH2 and 19 with BH3(NHMe2) did not afford black 

powders. Treatment of 20 with NH2NH2 and BH3(NHMe2) afforded a Cu colored powder at 

ambient temperature in < 0.25 h, and the formation of Cu metal was supported by the reflections 

corresponding to Cu metal in the XRD pattern. Additionally, 21 reacted with NH2NH2 at ambient 
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temperature in 1 h and with BH3(NHMe2) in 0.25 h to afford Ni metal, which was confirmed by 

powder XRD. Similarly, 22 reacted with BH3(NHMe2) at ambient temperature in < 0.25 h and 

resulted in a black precipitate which stuck to stir bar, suggesting the formation of Co metal. The 

formation of crystalline Co metal was also confirmed by powder XRD. However, treatment of 22 

with NH2NH2 did not afford a black solution or a black precipitate. Treatment of 23 and 24 with 

the above mentioned reducing agents did not afford a black solution or black powder, even at 

reflux conditions.  

Figure 23. Powder XRD of Co produced upon treatment of 17 with BH3(NHMe2) in 

tetrahydrofuran at 23 °C. The reference spectrum for Co metal is overlaid (JCPDS 05-0727). 
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3.3 Conclusions  

Two new classes of ALD precursors containing -imino ketonate and -imino enolate 

ligands have been synthesized, characterized, and evaluation of their volatility, thermal stability, 

and reactivity was performed. These complexes have useful ALD precursor properties, and some 

of them react with BH3(NHMe2) and N2H2 reducing co-reagents to afford corresponding metals 

in solution. These precursor combinations might be converted to viable ALD growth of metal 

thin films.  

Due to the redox active nature of the -imino ketonate ligand, an H atom abstraction was 

observed in dimeric complexes containing -imino ketonate ligands. This type of H atom 

abstraction process is not present in previously reported -imino ketonate complexes, due to the 

delocalization of the radical over aromatic groups. Further experimental studies should be done 

to understand where the H atom comes from and density functional theory calculations should be 

carried out to understand the electronic structures of the complexes.  

3.4 Experimental Section 

General Considerations. All manipulations were carried out under argon using either 

Schlenk or glove box techniques, except that the ligand was prepared under ambient atmosphere. 

Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl, hexane was distilled from P2O5. 

Anhydrous transition metal chlorides (CuCl2, NiCl2, CoCl2, FeCl2, MnCl2, and CrCl2) were 

obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc. and used as received. NiCl2•CH3CN was prepared 

according to a literature procedure.
71

 Potassium hydride (30 wt% dispersion in mineral oil; 

washed with hexane before use) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. 3-Methylbutanal and tert-

butyl amine were purchased from acros organics. SeO2 and pinacolone were purchased from Alfa 
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Aesar. 3-Methyl-2-oxobutanal
72

 and 3,3-dimethyl-2-oxobutanal
73

 were prepared using published 

procedures. 

 
1
H and 

13
C{

1
H} NMR spectra were obtained at 400 and 100 MHz, respectively, in C6D6 

and were referenced to the residual proton and the 
13

C resonances of the solvents. Infrared 

spectra were obtained using Nujol as the medium. Magnetic moments were determined in the 

solid state using a Johnson Mathey magnetic susceptibility apparatus, and by, 
1
H NMR in 

benzene solution using Evans method.
80

 Melting points were determined on a Thermo Scientific 

Mel-Temp 3.0 digital melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. TGA and DTA were carried 

out with a SDT-2960 TGA/DTA instrument at a rate of 10 °C/min.  

Preparation of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (L
4
). A 100 mL round 

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3,3-dimethyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 8.77 

mmol) and diethyl ether (20 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly 

added tert-butyl amine (0.90 mL, 8.8 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 6 h. The resultant 

yellow solution was washed with water (5 mL) and the organic layer was separated. The organic 

layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and the volatile components were removed under 

reduced pressure. L
4
 was isolated as a light yellow oil upon vacuum distillation of the crude 

product at 65 °C/0.05 Torr (1.28 g, 86%): 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.48 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.32 (s, 

9H, C(CH3)3), 0.95 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 205.45 (s, CO), 153.76 

(s, CN), 58.16 (s, C(CH3)3), 43.88 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.64 (s, C(CH3)3), 27.13 (s, C(CH3)3); ESI-

HRMS: calcd for C10H20NO ([M + H]
+
) 170.1545; found 170.1549. 

Preparation of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one (L
5
). A 100 mL round 

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3-methyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 9.99 

mmol), and diethyl ether (20 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly 
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added tert-butyl amine (1.1 mL, 10 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 6 h. The resultant 

yellow solution was washed with water (5 mL) and the organic layer was separated. The organic 

layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and the volatile components were removed under 

reduced pressure. L
5
 was isolated as a light yellow oil upon vacuum distillation of the crude 

product at 60 °C/0.05 Torr (1.15 g, 74%): 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ) 7.45 (s, 1H, CHN), 3.67 

(sep, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.08 (d, 6H, J = 8.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 0.96 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 205.00 (s, CO), 153.93 (s, CN), 58.07 (s, C(CH3)3), 34.12 (s, 

CH(CH3)2), 28.79 (s, C(CH3)3), 18.52 (s, CH(CH3)2). 

Preparation of Ni(L
4
)2 (16). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 5.91 mmol) and tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added lithium metal (0.045 g, 

6.49 mmol), and solution was stirred for 6 h. This solution was then slowly added dropwise with 

a cannula to a stirred suspension of anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.498 g, 2.95 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) at -78 °C. The resultant dark red solution was stirred for 15 h at ambient 

temperature. The volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure, and the 

resultant dark red powder was dissolved in hexane (50 mL). The solution was filtered through a 

1 cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and the volatile components were then removed under 

reduced pressure. Red crystals of 16 (0.340 g, 30%) were obtained by sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 

Torr: mp 180183 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1679 (w), 1633 (w), 1484 (m), 1407 (m), 1358 (s), 1264 

(m), 1218 (m), 1158 (m), 991 (m), 887 (m), 818 (m), 761 (m), 621 (m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, 

δ) 9.93 (s, 1H, CHN), 2.27 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 0.70 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR(C6D6, 23 °C, 

ppm) 148.50 (s, CO), 132.07 (s, CN), 73.63 (s, C(CH3)3), 54.56 (s, C(CH3)3), 23.26 (s, C(CH3)2), 
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15.30 (s, C(CH3)3); Anal. Calcd for C20H38NiN2O2: C, 60.47; H, 9.64; N, 7.05. Found: C, 59.95; 

H, 9.38; N, 7.06.    

Preparation of Co(L
4
)2 (17) In a fashion similar to the preparation of 16, treatment of 

anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride (0.383 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

the lithium radical anion of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-

butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (1.000 g, 5.91 mmol) and lithium metal (0.045 g, 6.49 

mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 17 (0.869 g, 79%) 

as dark red crystals upon sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 194196 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 

1686 (w), 1667 (w), 1626 (w), 1482 (m), 1407 (m), 1357 (m), 1332 (m), 1265 (w), 1216 (m), 

1156 (m), 992 (w), 815 (w); μeff = 1.79 and 1.73 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, 

respectively Anal. Calcd for C20H38CoN2O2: C, 60.44; H, 9.64; N, 7.05. Found: C, 60.42; H, 

9.48; N, 7.07.     

Preparation of Fe2(L
4
)4 (18) In a fashion similar to the preparation of 17, treatment of 

anhydrous iron(II) chloride (0.381 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

the lithium radical anion of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-

butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (1.000 g, 5.91 mmol) and lithium metal (0.045 g, 6.49 

mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 18 (0.210 g, 18%) 

as dark green crystals upon sublimation at 140 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 143145 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 

1687 (w), 1650 (w), 1365 (m), 1263 (w), 1214 (m), 1156 (w), 1125 (w), 1022 (w), 800 (w); μeff = 

4.82 and 4.74 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively Anal. Calcd for 

C40H77Fe2N4O4: C, 60.83; H, 9.83; N, 7.09. Found: C, 60.74; H, 9.60; N, 7.22.    

Preparation of Mn2(L
4
)4 (19) In a fashion similar to the preparation of 17, treatment of 

anhydrous manganese(II) chloride (0.365 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 
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solution of the lithium radical anion of 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-olate (prepared 

from 1-(tert-butylimino)-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (1.000 g, 5.91 mmol) and lithium metal (0.045 

g, 6.49 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 19 (0.407 g, 

37%) as dark orange crystals upon sublimation at 145 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 175177 °C; IR (Nujol, 

cm
-1

) 1713 (w), 1686 (w), 1650 (w), 1360 (m), 1344 (m), 1262 (w), 1211 (w), 1153 (w); μeff = 

5.96 and 5.86 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively Anal. Calcd for 

C40H78Mn2N4O4: C, 60.89; H, 9.97; N, 7.10. Found: C, 60.92; H, 10.04; N, 6.84.      

Preparation of Cu(L
5
)2 (20). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol), and tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). 

To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol), and 

the resulting solution was stirred for 4 h. This solution was then slowly added dropwise with a 

cannula to a stirred suspension of anhydrous CuCl2 (0.430 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 

mL) at -78 °C. The resultant brown solution was stirred for 15 h at ambient temperature. The 

volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure, and the resultant brown powder 

was dissolved in hexane (50 mL). The resultant solution was filtered through a 1 cm pad of 

Celite on a coarse glass frit, and hexane was then removed under reduced pressure. Brown 

crystals of 20 (0.505 g, 43%) were obtained by sublimation at 110 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 135138 

°C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1607 (m), 1586 (s), 1365 (m), 1350 (m), 1300 (s), 1239 (m), 1214 (s), 1126 

(m), 1035 (m), 971 (m), 675 (m); μeff = 1.88 and 1.80 B in the solid state and in benzene 

solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H32CuN2O2: C, 58.12; H, 8.67; N, 7.53. Found: C, 

58.33; H, 8.76; N, 7.58.  

Preparation of Ni(L
5
)2 (21). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 20, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.540 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 
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potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-

methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 21 (0.767 g, 66%) as pale green crystals upon 

sublimation at 120 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 166168 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1607 (w), 1574 (m), 1366 

(m), 1351 (m), 1299 (m), 1213 (m), 978 (w), 799 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 7.94 (s, 1H, 

CHN), 2.48 (s, 3H, C(CH3)2), 2.31 (s, 3H, C(CH3)2), 1.35 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR 

(C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 156.31(s, CO), 150.64 (s, C(CH3)2), 126.95 (s, CN), 61.42 (s, C(CH3)3), 

30.29 (s, C(CH3)2), 18.05 (s, C(CH3)3), 17.61 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for C18H32NiN2O2: C, 

58.88; H, 8.78; N, 7.63. Found: C, 58.97; H, 8.89; N, 7.61.  

Preparation of Co2(L
5
)4 (22). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 20, treatment of 

anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride (0.418 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-

methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 22 (0.933 g, 80%) as dark red crystals upon 

sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 166168 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1601 (m), 1588 (m), 1365 

(m), 1348 (m), 1307 (m), 1290 (m), 1203 (m), 964 (m), 799 (m); μeff = 6.83 and 7.01 B in the 

solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H32CoN2O2: C, 58.85; H, 

8.79; N, 7.62. Found: C, 59.02; H, 8.81; N, 7.67.     

Preparation of Fe2(L
5
)4 (23). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 20, treatment of 

anhydrous iron(II) chloride (0.414 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-

methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 23 (0.562 g, 49%) as dark red crystals upon 
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sublimation at 145 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 172174 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1621 (w), 1595 (m), 1365 

(m), 1348(m), 1300 (m), 1260 (m), 1090 (m), 1020 (m), 799 (m); μeff = 7.21 and 6.72 B in the 

solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H32FeN2O2: C, 59.34; H, 

8.85; N, 7.69. Found: C, 59.34; H, 8.76; N, 7.79.  

Preparation of Mn2(L
5
)4 (24). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 20, treatment of 

anhydrous manganese(II) chloride (0.403 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 

solution of potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-

butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 24 (0.429 g, 37%) as orange 

crystals upon sublimation at 165 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 193195 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1609 (m), 1594 

(m), 1365 (m), 1349 (m), 1310 (m), 1291 (m), 1218 (m), 1202 (m), 1031 (w), 956 (m), 798 (w); 

μeff = 8.45 and 7.89 B in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C18H32MnN2O2: C, 59.49; H, 8.88; N, 7.71. Found: C, 59.39; H, 8.78; N, 7.64.  

Preparation of Cr(L
5
)2 (25). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 20, treatment of 

anhydrous chromium(II) chloride (0.393 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 

solution of potassium 1-(tert-butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-olate (prepared from 1-(tert-

butylimino)-3-methylbutan-2-one (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 25 (0.115 g, 10%) as dark 

green crystals upon sublimation at 120 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 150152 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1601 (m), 

1580 (m), 1366 (m), 1352 (m), 1305 (m), 1215 (m), 971 (w), 799 (w); μeff = 4.80 and 4.98 B in 

the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H32CrN2O2: C, 59.98; H, 

8.95; N, 7.77. Found: C, 59.81; H, 8.86; N, 7.66.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

Synthesis, Structure, and Solution Reduction Reactions of Volatile and Thermally Stable 

Mid to Late First Row Transition Metal Complexes Containing Hydrazonate Ligands 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapters 2 and 3 described the synthesis, structure, and precursor properties of a series of 

Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr complexes containing -imino alkoxide, -imino ketonate, and -

imino enolate ligands. Due to the small size of the ligands, Mn alkoxide, Fe and Mn ketonate, 

and Co, Fe, and Mn enolate complexes form dimeric complexes, all of which have low volatility. 

Also, Winter and coworkers recently reported the synthesis, structure, and precursor properties 

of a series of Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr complexes containing carbohydrazide ligands (Chart 

9).
69

 Cu(II), Ni(II), Co(II), and Cr(II) complexes containing carbohydrazide ligands formed 

monomeric species, but only the Cu, Ni, and Co complexes were volatile. Additionally, the 

Fe(II) and Mn(II) complexes formed nonvolatile, dimeric complexes. The five-membered rings 

formed upon bidentate coordination of -imino alkoxide, -imino ketonate, -imino enolate, and 

carbohydrazide ligands to the metal ions are not sufficiently bulky to block dimerization of the 

larger metal ions and may not protect the metal centers from intermolecular decomposition 

pathways. As a response to this problem, ligands that form six-membered chelate rings were 

envisioned. Ligands that form six-membered rings with the metal center might provide 

additional steric protection of the metal centers, and could thus lead to monomeric, volatile, and 

thermally stable complexes.  
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Chart 9. Chemical Structures of carbohydrazide and L
6
L

8
. 

 

Chapter 4 describes the synthesis, structure, and precursor properties of a series of 

monomeric Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr complexes that contain the hydrazonate ligands L
6
L

8
 (Chart 

9). The hydrazonate ligands form six-membered chelate rings with metal centers. These 

complexes have tunable volatilities, high decomposition temperatures, and thus have useful ALD 

precursor properties. The coordination chemistry of hydrazonate ligands is poorly developed to 

date, and is limited to a few Cu(II) and Ni(II) complexes containing aryl groups on the terminal 

nitrogen atom.
81

 There is a small family of crystallographically characterized metal complexes 

that contain the hydrazonate ligand core within more elaborate chelating ligands.
82

 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

Synthetic Aspects. The hydrazonate ligand precursors L
6
H−L

8
H (Chart 9) were 

synthesized and characterized as described in the Experimental Section upon treatment of tert-

butyl glyoxal, isopropyl glyoxal, or 2, 3-butanedione with tert-butyl hydrazine hydrochloride and 

potassium hydroxide. The potassium salts KL
6
−KL

8
 were prepared by treatment of L

6
H−L

8
H  

with KH in tetrahydrofuran, and these solutions were then treated directly with anhydrous MCl2 

(M = Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Cr) as depicted in Scheme 5 to afford complexes 26−36 as crystalline 

solids in the indicated yields upon sublimation between 100 and 135 °C at 0.05 Torr. Similar 

treatment of MnCl2 and CrCl2 with KL
7
 afforded products in very low yields and isolable 

products were not obtained upon treatment of these chlorides with KL
8
. Treatment of CuCl2 with 
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KL
6
−KL

8
 resulted in the precipitation of Cu metal and use of LiL

6
−LiL

8
 did not afford isolable 

products.  

The structures of 26−36 were assigned by spectral and analytical data. In addition, X-ray 

crystal structure of 27, 31, 32, and 34−36 were determined, as described below. Complexes 

26−36 are paramagnetic and show very broad peaks in their 
1
H NMR spectra. The magnetic 

moment values of 26−36 are consistent with high spin tetrahedral geometries. Additionally, the 

solid state and solution state magnetic moment values of 26−36 were close to each other, 

suggesting similar monomeric, tetrahedral structures in the solid state and solution.  

Scheme 5. Synthesis of 2636. 

 

X-Ray Crystal Structures. The X-ray crystal structures of 27, 31, 32, and 3436 were 

obtained to establish the solid state configurations. Experimental crystallographic data are 

summarized in Table 12 and selected bond lengths and angles are presented in Table 13. 

Representative perspective views of 27, 32, and 35 are shown in Figures 24−26. The spectral and 

analytical data of 26, 28, 29, 30, and 33 are similar to those of 27, 31, 32, and 3436, which 

suggest that 26, 28, 29, 30, and 33 also adopt monomeric, tetrahedral structures.  
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The molecular structures of 27, 31, 32, and 3436 are remarkably similar. All display 

distorted tetrahedral geometry about the metal centers with 
2
-N,O coordination of L

6
−L

8
 

through the carbonyl oxygen atom and terminal nitrogen atom. The M−O distances fall into the 

narrow range of 1.903 to 1.921 Å. The M−N distances lie between 1.925 and 1.963 Å for 27, 31, 

32, 34, and 35, but are 1.982(5) and 2.002(5) Å in 36. The slightly longer Fe−N bond lengths in 

36 are consistent with the larger Fe(II) ion, compared to the slightly smaller Co(II) and Ni(II) 

ions in 27, 31, 32, 34, and 35. The N−N, C−C, and C−O bond lengths within the L
6
−L

8
 cores are 

in between the lengths expected for single and double bonds, which suggest monoanionic, 

delocalized ligands. The intraligand N−M−O angles of 27, 31, 32, and 3436 fall between 91 

and 96°, and the interligand angles range from 113.2 to 120.6°. The corresponding interligand 

N−M−N and O−M−O angles are between 119.1 and 126.4° and 113.1 and 120.6°, respectively. 

These angles illustrate the distorted tetrahedral geometry about the metal ions. 

There have been three previously reported crystal structures of Cu(II) complexes 

containing hydrazonate ligands with aryl groups on the terminal nitrogen atom and acyl groups 

on the central carbon atom of the ligand.
81

 As noted above, attempts to prepare Cu(II) complexes 

containing L
6
−L

8
 resulted in the precipitation of Cu metal and coordination complexes could not 

be isolated. The presence of electron-withdrawing phenyl and acyl groups on the ligand cores 

must render the ligands less basic than L
6
−L

8
, thus preventing the reduction of the Cu(II) ion. 

The complex Ni(PhNNC(COMe)C(Me)O)2 is the only other first row transition metal 

hydrazonate complex that has been crystallographically characterized.
81b

 This complex adopts 

square planar geometry about Ni, apparently due to the lower steric profile of the ligand 

compared to the larger L
6
−L

8
 in 27, 31, 32, and 3436. The Ni−N and Ni−O distances in 

Ni(PhNNC(COMe)C(Me)O)2 are 1.882(2) and 1.816(2) Å, respectively, which are shorter than 
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those of 31 and 34 due to the differing geometries. Several similar complexes containing 
2
-N,O-

-ketiminate or related N,O-based ligands with tetrahedral geometries about the metal ions have 

been structurally characterized, including a Ni(II) pyrazolanoto complex (Ni−O 1.924(1) Å, 

Ni−N 1.951(1) Å),
83

 a Co(II) pyrazolanoto complex (Co−O 1.932(2), 1.933(2) Å, Co−N 

1.969(2), 1.982(2) Å),
84

 and Fe(iPrNC(Me)CHC(Me)O)2 (Fe−O 1.9407(8), 1.9419(8) Å, Fe−N 

2.0373(9), 2.0447(8) Å).
85

 These bond lengths are very similar to those observed in 27, 31, 32, 

and 3436. 
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Table 12. Experimental crystallographic data for 27, 31, 32, and 3436. 

 27 31 32 34 35 36 

Formula C20H38CoN4O2 C18H34NiN4O2 C18H34CoN4O2 C16H30NiN4O2 C16H30CoN4O2 C16H30FeN4O2 

FW 425.48 397.19 397.43 369.14 369.38 366.38 

Space group P212121 Pbca Pbca P21212 P21212 P1211 

a (Å) 11.0676(8) 10.7214(6) 10.799(2) 31.3403(7) 31.287(2) 11.2423(9) 

b (Å) 11.0757(7) 11.3118(6) 11.334(2) 8.0896(2) 8.1317(6) 8.1136(7) 

c (Å) 18.946(1) 34.753(2) 34.616(5) 11.1323(3) 11.1558(8) 31.476(3) 

V (Å
3
) 2322.4(3) 4214.7(4) 4237(1) 2822.4(1) 2838.2(4) 2871.1(4) 

Z 8 8 8 4 6 2  

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.214 1.271 1.240 1.317 1.297 1.280 

μ (mm
-1

) 0.759 0.940 0.827 1.046 0.921 0.802 

R(F)
a
 (%) 3.86 3.27 3.72 2.44 2.98 7.92 

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 13.35 14.46 13.27 7.04 6.87 27.92 

                  a
R(F) = Σ | |Fo|-|Fc| | / Σ |Fo|, b

Rw(F)
2 
= [Σw(Fo

2 
– Fc

2
)

2 
/ Σw(Fo

2
)

2
]

½ 

9
2
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Table 13a. Selected bond lengths (Å) for 27, 31, 32, and 3436. 

 27 31 32 34
a 

35
a 

36
b 

M−O 1.910(1) 

1.911(1 

1.9067(9) 

1.904(1) 

1.920(1) 

1.919(1) 

1.903(1) 

1.904(1) 

1.906(1) 

1.921(1) 

1.921(1) 

1.918(1) 

1.919(5) 

1.914(5) 

M−N 1.963(2) 

1.962(2) 

1.943(1) 

1.941(1) 

1.956(2) 

1.956(2) 

1.925(1) 

1.931(1) 

1.926(1) 

1.945(2) 

1.949(2) 

1.944(2) 

2.002(5) 

1.982(5) 

C−O 1.283(3) 

1.282(3) 

1.280(2) 

1.280(2) 

1.281(2) 

1.286(2) 

1.275(2) 

1.278(2) 

1.273(2) 

1.279(2) 

1.276(2) 

1.276(2) 

1.262(8) 

1.279(9) 

N−N 1.286(3) 

1.287(3) 

1.280(2) 

1.279(1) 

1.288(2) 

1.291(2) 

1.290(2) 

1.289(2) 

1.292(2) 

1.296(2) 

1.287(2) 

1.289(2) 

1.309(7) 

1.302(7) 

C−Ccore 1.399(4) 

1.380(4) 

1.383(2) 

1.387(2) 

1.387(3) 

1.383(3) 

1.402(2) 

1.405(2) 

1.406(2) 

1.405(3) 

1.405(3) 

1.403(3) 

1.40(1) 

1.39(1) 

C−Ncore 1.337(3) 

1.361(3) 

1.350(2) 

1.352(2) 

1.352(2) 

1.363(3) 

1.348(2) 

1.347(2) 

1.345(2) 

1.351(3) 

1.358(2) 

1.359(3) 

1.354(9) 

1.343(9) 

a
Asymmetric unit contains 1.5 independent molecules  

b
Asymmetric unit contains 3 independent molecules; only data for molecule with Fe1 are listed 
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Table 13b. Selected bond angles (°) for 27, 31, 32, and 3436. 

 27 31 32 34
a
 35

a
 36

b
 

N−M−O 95.12(7) 

95.13((7) 

115.62(7) 

115.43(7) 

93.58(4) 

93.23(4) 

114.42(4) 

118.10(4) 

95.23(6) 

96.01(6) 

116.03(6) 

113.64(6) 

91.96(5) 

91.76(5) 

91.64(5) 

116.72(5) 

119.43(5) 

113.54(5) 

93.91(6) 

93.83(6) 

94.37(6) 

113.22(6) 

117.81(6) 

115.58(6) 

91.0(2) 

91.6(2) 

120.6(2) 

116.8(2) 

N−M−N 122.12(7) 119.08(4) 121.48(6) 125.07(8) 

126.35(5) 

126.17(7) 

124.85(9) 

120.3(2) 

O−M−O 114.99(6) 120.60(4) 115.99(6) 116.74(8) 

116.19(5) 

113.10(6) 

113.43(6) 

119.2(2) 

a
Asymmetric unit contains 1.5 independent molecules  

b
Asymmetric unit contains 3 independent molecules; only data for molecule with Fe1 are listed 
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Figure 24. Perspective view of 27 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 25. Perspective view of 32 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 26. Perspective view of 35 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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           Volatility, Thermal Stability, and Screening of Reducing Co-Reagents. The 

preparative sublimation data, melting points, and solid state decomposition temperatures for 

26−36 are summarized in Table 14. Complexes 26−36 sublime on ~ 0.5 g scales over 3 hours 

between 120−135 °C (26−30) and 100−105 °C (31−36) at 0.05 Torr. In all cases, ≥ 96% of the 

complexes were recovered upon sublimation of analytically pure 26−36, and ≤ 3% of nonvolatile 

residues were obtained. The lower sublimation temperatures of 31−36, compared to 26−30, are 

consistent with their lower molecular weights. The decomposition temperatures were highest for 

31−32 (273−308 °C), intermediate for 26−30 (241−278 °C), and lowest for 34−36 (235−250 °C). 

The ligands in 34−36 may not be bulky enough to protect the metal centers from intermolecular 

decomposition reactions, and the very bulky ligands in 26−30 may lead to decomposition 

reactions that alleviate steric interactions in the coordination spheres. The thermal decomposition 

temperature of 31 (273 °C) is much higher than that of the widely promoted Ni(II) film growth 

precursor Ni(iPrNCMeNiPr) (180 °C).
79

 High thermal stability is very important for ALD 

precursors, since the precursor thermal decomposition temperature is usually close to the 

temperature at which loss of self-limited ALD growth occurs and CVD-like growth ensues.
12,15

 

Interestingly, 31 melts below its sublimation temperature, and thus vapor transport occurs from 

the liquid state. Liquid ALD precursors are desirable because they provide more reproducible 

dosing and may reduce particle levels during film growth.
12d
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Table 14. Volatility and thermal stability data for 26−36. 

 

Complex Sublimation 

temperature 

(°C/0.05 Torr) 

Melting 

 point (°C) 

Solid state 

decomposition 

temperature (°C) 

% Recovery % Nonvolatile 

residues 

26 120 157−159 245 97 2 

27 130 162−164 260 99 < 1 

28 120 177−179 241 99 < 1 

29 135 169−171 257 95 2 

30 130 274−276 278 96 3 

31 100 92−94 273 96 < 1 

32 100 109−111 308 97 < 1 

33 105 114−116 307 97 < 1 

34 100 133−135 235 98 1 

35 100 143−145 250 98 2 

36 100 120−122 250 97 2 

TGA and DTA were carried out on 26−36 to understand their thermal stabilities. TGA 

plots for 26−28 and 30 are shown in Figure 27, and plots for 31−36 are shown in Figure 28. 

Complexes 26−28 and 31−36 show similar single step weight losses due to sublimation between 

150 and 250 °C in the TGA curves. Complex 29 is very air sensitive and decomposed during the 

several seconds of ambient atmosphere exposure required to load the TGA balance. Due to its 

lower volatility, 30 has a single step weight loss between 175 and 290 °C due to sublimation, but 

also undergoes competitive solid state decomposition at 250−290 °C, leading to a higher 
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nonvolatile residue than the others. Each DTA plot of 26−36 shows two endothermic peaks that 

are consistent with melting and sublimation (Representative DTA plots for 26−28 and 30 are 

shown in Figure 29). Melting points obtained from DTA curves are similar to the values obtained 

with a melting point apparatus.  

Figure 27. TGA plots of 26−28 and 30.

 

Figure 28. TGA plots of 31−36. 
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Figure 29. DTA plots of 26−28 and 30.  

 

Complexes 27 and 29 were chosen for solution reduction studies, since their 

electrochemical potentials bracket those of the metal(II) ions in this study (E° (V): Ni, -0.257; 

Co, -0.280; Fe, -0.447; Mn, -1.185; Cr, -0.913).
20a

 In these reactions, a solution of 27 or 29 in 

tetrahydrofuran was treated with a five-fold molar excess of each potential reducing co-reagent 

listed in Table 15. Reactions that did not afford a black precipitate or black solution after one 

hour at ambient temperature were then refluxed for one hour. Treatment of 27 with anhydrous 

hydrazine at ambient temperature afforded a black precipitate in < 0.25 hour that stuck to the stir 

bar, suggesting the formation of magnetic Co metal. Indeed, the powder XRD spectrum of this 

powder confirmed crystalline Co metal (Figure 30 (a)). Additionally, treatment of 27 with 

LiAlH4, BH3(NHMe2), pinacol borane, BH3(SMe2), or BH3(THF) either at room temperature 

(entries 2, 6) or upon reflux (entries 3−5) afforded black powders or black solutions. These black 

powders did not stick to the magnetic stir bar and showed no reflections in the powder XRD 

spectra. Annealing of the powder obtained with 27 and BH3(SMe2) at 600 °C for four hours 

afforded crystalline Co metal (Figure 30 (b)). The products of these latter reactions are likely 
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very small Co metal nanoparticles. Analogous treatment of 29 with LiAlH4, pinacol borane, or 

BH3(THF) at room temperature (entry 2) or upon reflux (entries 4, 6) afforded black solutions. 

X-ray diffraction patterns of the reaction products did not show any reflections, even after 

annealing at 800 °C for four hours. Mn metal nanoparticles have been reported from several 

different synthetic routes, and are oxidized rapidly upon exposure to air.
86

 While the powders 

derived from 29 were handled under argon until after annealing at 800 °C, the argon was not of 

high purity and it is possible that there was enough oxygen or water present in the reaction flasks 

to promote oxidation of small Mn nanoparticles. Treatment of 27 or 29 under the conditions 

noted above did not yield black precipitates or black solutions with the following reagents: 1,1-

dimethylhydrazine, trimethylaluminum, triethylaluminum, triethylsilane, lithium 

triethylborohydride, BH3(2-picoline), BH3(morpholine), B10H14, or 9-borabicyclononane. 

Table 15. Reactivity of 27 and 29 toward reducing agents in tetrahydrofuran: a, ambient 

temperature; b, upon reflux. 

Entry  Reducing agent  CoL
2

2 (27) MnL
2
2 (29) 

1 NH2NH2 Black powder;
a
 sticks to stir bar  No change  

2 LiAlH4 
 Bubbling, black solution

a
  Bubbling, black solution

a
 

3 BH3(NHMe2) 
 Black solution

b
 No change  

4 pinacol borane  Black solution
b
 Black solution

b
 

5 BH3(SMe2) Black powder;
b
 does not stick to 

stir bar  

Became colorless  

6 BH3(THF)  Black powder;
a
 does not stick to 

stir bar  

Black solution
b
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Figure 30. (a) Powder XRD spectrum of the Co powder obtained from the reaction between 27 

and N2H4. The reference spectrum for Co metal is overlaid (JCPDS 05-0727). 

 

(b) Powder XRD spectrum of the Co powder obtained from the reaction between 27 and 

BH3(SMe2) after annealing at 600 C for 4 hours under argon. The reference spectrum for Co 

metal is overlaid (JCPDS 05-0727). 
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Precursor Properties of 26−36. The handful of crystallographically characterized Cu 

and Ni hydrazonate complexes
81

 contain N-aryl groups and are thus unlikely to be volatile due to 

- stacking interactions in the solid state. Complexes 26−36 combine good volatilities and high 

thermal stabilities, and 27 and 29 react readily with several hydride co-reagents to provide metal 

powders. These properties suggest that 26−36 may be excellent precursors for use in ALD metal 

film growth.
12,15

 Importantly, 26−30 contain the same ligand, are all monomeric in the solid state, 

and 27 and 29 are both reduced by hydride co-reagents to the metals. Such similar chemistry 

should make 26−30 promising precursors for the ALD growth of metal alloy films, such as 

Cu/Mn alloys for self-forming barrier layers,
7,87

 since ALD growth of metal alloys requires 

overlap of the self-limited growth temperature ranges for the separate metals.
12,15

 The properties 

of 26−36 can be compared with several classes of previously reported ALD precursors. The 

carbohydrazide complexes M(Me2NNC(tBu)O)2 (M = Cu, Ni, Co) sublime between 70 and 80 

°C at 0.05 Torr, and have solid state decomposition temperatures of 255 (Cu), 245 (Co), and 325 

°C (Ni).
69

 These complexes are more volatile than 26−36 and have similar to slightly higher 

thermal stabilities than 26−36. However, Cr(Me2NNCHC(tBu)O)2 is not volatile and the Fe(II) 

and Mn(II) analogs are dimeric and non-volatile.
69

 Few related complexes have been evaluated 

for their potential to serve as ALD precursors. The -ketoiminate complexes 

M(iPrNCMeCHCMeO)2 (M = Cu,
67a

 Fe
88

) have been reported. Cu(iPrNCMeCHCMeO)2 

sublimes at 80 °C/0.01 Torr, is reduced to Cu metal in solution by diethyl zinc, but appears to 

decompose thermally at about 200 °C as inferred from the TGA trace.
67a

 The -diketiminate 

complex Cu(MeNCMeCHCMeNMe)2 sublimes at 80 °C/0.01 Torr with concurrent 

decomposition.
67a
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4.3 Conclusions 

The hydrazonate complexes 26−36 were prepared by treatment of anhydrous metal(II) 

chlorides with K(tBuNNCHCtBuO), K(tBuNNCHCiPrO), or K(tBuNNCMeCMeO). Crystal 

structure determinations of 27, 31, 32, and 34−36 revealed monomeric complexes with 

tetrahedral geometries about the metal centers, and the similar magnetic moment data in solution 

and the solid state for 26, 28, 29, 30, and 33 suggest monomeric, tetrahedral structures. The six-

membered rings formed upon bidentate coordination of hydrazonate ligand to the metal ions are 

sufficiently bulky to block dimerization of the larger metal ions and protect the metal centers 

from intermolecular decomposition pathways. A combination of preparative sublimations, 

thermogravimetric analyses, solid state decomposition studies, and solution reactions with 

reducing co-reagents suggest that 26−36 are promising precursor for the growth of the respective 

metals in ALD film growth processes. 

4.4 Experimental Section 

General Considerations. All manipulations were carried out under argon using either 

Schlenk or glove box techniques, except that the ligands were prepared in ambient atmosphere. 

Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl, and hexane was distilled from 

P2O5. Anhydrous transition metal chlorides (CrCl2, MnCl2, FeCl2, CoCl2, and NiCl2) were 

obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc. and were used as received. NiCl2•CH3CN was prepared 

according to a literature procedure.
71

 Potassium hydride (30 wt% dispersion in mineral oil; 

washed with hexane before use) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. tert-Butyl hydrazine 

hydrochloride and 3-methylbutanal were purchased from Acros Organics. Pinacolone, SeO2, and 

2,3-butanedione were purchased from Alfa Aesar. 3,3-Dimethyl-2-oxobutanal
73

 and 3-methyl-2-
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oxobutanal
72

 were prepared using published procedures. The reducing co-reagents were obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar, or Strem Chemicals Inc. and were used as received.   

 
1
H and 

13
C{

1
H} NMR spectra were obtained at 400 and 100 MHz, respectively, in C6D6 

or CDCl3 as indicated and were referenced to the residual proton and carbon resonances of the 

solvents. Infrared spectra were obtained using Nujol as the medium. Magnetic moments were 

determined in the solid state using a Johnson Mathey magnetic susceptibility apparatus, and by 

1
H NMR in benzene solution using the Evans method.

71
 Melting points were determined on a 

Thermo Scientific Mel-Temp 3.0 digital melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. TGA and 

DTA were carried out with a SDT-2960 TGA/DTA instrument at a rate of 10 °C/min. 

Preparation of 1-(2-tert-Butyl)hydrazono-3,3-dimethylbutan-2-one (L
6
H). A 100 mL 

round-bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3,3-dimethyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 

8.76 mmol), and methanol (15 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly 

added a mixture of tert-butyl hydrazine hydrochloride (1.11 g, 8.76 mmol) and potassium 

hydroxide (0.578 g, 8.76 mmol) in methanol (20 mL). This solution was stirred for 6 h. The 

volatile components were removed under reduced pressure. Light yellow crystals of L
6
H were 

obtained upon sublimation of the crude solid at 60 °C/0.05 Torr (1.08 g, 67%): mp 70 °C; 
1
H 

NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 13.01 (s, broad 1H, NH), 7.12 (s, 1H, CHN), 1.11 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.05 

(s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 201.22 (s, CO), 119.37 (s, CHN), 54.76 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 41.68 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.52 (s, C(CH3)3), 27.04 (s, C(CH3)3); ESI-HRMS calcd for 

C10H21N2O ([M+H]
+
) 185.1656, found 185.1654. 

Preparation of 1-(2-tert-Butyl)hydrazono-3-methylbutan-2-one. (L
7
H). A 100 mL 

round-bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 3-methyl-2-oxobutanal (1.00 g, 9.99 

mmol), and methanol (15 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added 
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a mixture of tert-butyl hydrazine hydrochloride (1.24 g, 9.99 mmol) and potassium hydroxide 

(0.659 g, 9.99 mmol) in methanol (20 mL). This solution was stirred for 6 h. The volatile 

components were removed under reduced pressure, and the resultant yellow oily solid was 

dissolved in diethyl ether (15 mL). This solution was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and filtered. 

The volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure and the resultant yellow oil 

was vacuum distilled. L
7
H was obtained as a yellow liquid that distilled at 48 °C/0.05 Torr 

(0.935 g, 55%): 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, δ) 6.86 (s, 1H, CHN), 6.63 (s, broad 1H, NH), 3.49 

(septet, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H, CH(CH3)2), 1.25 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.08 (d, 6H, J = 7.0 Hz, CH(CH3)2); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, ppm) 203.69 (s, CO), 131.86 (s, CHN), 54.91 (s, C(CH3)3), 33.98 

(s, CH(CH3)2), 28.68 (s, C(CH3)3), 19.00 (s, CH(CH3)2); ESI-HRMS calcd for C9H19N2O 

([M+H]
+
) 171.1497, found 171.1497. 

Preparation of 3-(2-tert-Butylhydrazono)butan-2-one (L
8
H). A 100 mL round-

bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 2,3-butanedione (1.000 g, 11.62 mmol), 

and water (15 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added a mixture 

of tert-butyl hydrazine hydrochloride (1.448 g, 11.62 mmol) and potassium hydroxide (0.767 g, 

11.62 mmol) in water (20 mL). This solution was allowed to stand for 2 h, during which time the 

initially formed oil turned to a solid. This solution was filtered and the solid was dissolved in 

diethyl ether (10 mL) and allowed to crystallize at -23 °C over 24 h. Colorless crystals were 

obtained by bulb-to-bulb distillation of the crystals obtained from diethyl ether at 60 °C/0.05 

Torr (0.926 g, 51%): mp 58 °C; 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, δ) 5.69 (s, broad 1H, NH), 2.28 (s, 3H, 

C(CH3)), 1.73 (s, 3H, C(CH3)), 1.25 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, ppm) 

197.16 (s, CO), 139.35 (s, CHN), 54.73 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.82 (s, C(CH3)3), 23.73 (s, C(CH3)), 6.77 

(s, C(CH3)); ESI-HRMS calcd for C8H17N2O ([M+H]
+
) 157.1342, found 157.1341. 
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Preparation of Ni(L
6
)2 (26). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, L
6
H (1.00 g, 5.43 mmol), and tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). To this stirred solution at ambient 

temperature was slowly added KH (0.239 g, 5.97 mmol), and solution was stirred for 4 h. This 

solution was then slowly added dropwise with a cannula to a stirred suspension of anhydrous 

NiCl2•CH3CN (0.456 g, 2.71 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) at -78 °C. The resultant dark 

orange solution was stirred for 15 h at ambient temperature. The volatile components were then 

removed under reduced pressure, and the resultant dark orange powder was dissolved in hexane 

(60 mL). The solution was filtered through a 1 cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and the 

volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure. Dark orange crystals of 26 

(0.749 g, 65%) were obtained by sublimation  at 120 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 157 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 

1485 (m), 1362 (m), 1332 (s), 1264 (m), 1246 (m), 1221 (m), 1187 (m), 1116 (m), 1034 (w), 

1019 (w), 996 (w), 892 (w), 803 (w);  
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 15.35 (s, broad, 2H, C(H)N), 

5.99 (s, 18H, broad, C(CH3)3), -1.24 (s, broad, 18H, C(CH3)3); μeff = 2.88 and 2.93 μB in the solid 

state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H38NiN4O2: C, 56.49; H,  9.01; N, 

13.18. Found: C, 56.49; H, 8.88; N, 13.07. 

Preparation of Co(L
6
)2 (27). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.350 g, 2.71 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
6
 

(prepared from L
6
H (1.00 g, 5.43 mmol) and KH (0.239 g, 5.97 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 27 (0.904 g, 80%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 130 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 162164 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1483 (m), 1462 (s), 1362 (m), 

1334 (s), 1264 (m), 1248 (m), 1221 (m), 1189 (m), 1109 (m), 1033 (w), 1018 (w), 995 (w), 894 

(w), 805 (m);  μeff = 4.02 and 3.94 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. 

Anal. Calcd for C20H38CoN4O2:  C, 56.46; H, 9.00; N, 13.17. Found: C, 56.49; H, 8.86; N, 13.14. 
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Preparation of Fe(L
6
)2 (28). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous FeCl2 (0.349 g, 2.71 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
6
 

(prepared from L
6
H (1.00 g, 5.43 mmol) and KH (0.239 g, 5.97 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 28 (0.913 g, 83%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 120 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 177179 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1492 (m), 1361 (m), 1331 (s), 

1264 (m), 1248 (w), 1221 (w), 1187 (m), 1109 (m), 1033 (w), 1019 (w), 991 (w), 892 (w), 822 

(w), 808 (w);  μeff = 4.82 and 4.86 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. 

Anal. Calcd for C20H38FeN4O2:  C, 56.87; H, 9.07; N, 13.26. Found: C, 56.78; H, 8.98; N, 13.16. 

Preparation of Mn(L
6
)2 (29). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous MnCl2 (0.340 g, 2.71 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
6
 

(prepared from L
6
H (1.00 g, 5.43 mmol) and KH (0.239 g, 5.97 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 29 (0.774 g, 68%) as dark orange crystals upon 

sublimation at 135 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 169171 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1498 (m), 1484 (m), 1363 

(m), 1333 (s), 1261 (m), 1220 (w), 1187 (m), 1106 (m), 1090 (w), 1031 (w), 1017 (w), 987 (w), 

889 (w), 800 (w);  μeff = 5.73 and 5.71 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. 

Anal. Calcd for C20H38MnN4O2: C, 56.99; H, 9.09; N, 13.29. Found: C, 57.23; H, 9.06; N, 13.36. 

Preparation of Cr(L
6
)2 (30). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous CrCl2 (0.334 g, 2.71 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
6
 

(prepared from L
6
H (1.00 g, 5.43 mmol) and KH (0.239 g, 5.97 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 30 (0.726 g, 64%) as dark orange crystals upon 

sublimation at 130 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 274276 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1507 (m), 1495 (m), 1418 

(m), 1364 (s), 1347 (s), 1261 (w), 1219 (w), 1183 (m), 1164 (m), 1115 (m), 1021 (w), 987 (w), 

947 (w), 885 (w), 793 (w); μeff = 2.73 and 2.91 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, 
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respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H38CrN4O2: C, 57.39; H,  9.15; N, 13.39. Found: C, 57.54; H, 

9.23; N, 13.41. 

Preparation of Ni(L
7
)2 (31). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.495 g, 2.93 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

KL
7
 (prepared from L

7
H (1.00 g, 5.87 mmol) and KH (0.259 g, 6.46 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran 

(30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 31 (0.724 g, 63%) as dark orange crystals 

upon sublimation at 100 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 9294 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1504 (m), 1481 (m), 1363 

(s), 1338 (m), 1307 (s), 1262 (m), 1221 (w), 1190 (m), 1120 (m), 1092 (m), 1049 (w), 1022 (w), 

999 (w), 802 (m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 16.22 (s, broad), 4.74 (s, broad); μeff = 3.00 and 3.01 

μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H34NiN4O2: C, 

54.43; H, 8.63; N, 14.11. Found: C, 54.63; H, 8.55; N, 14.12. 

Preparation of Co(L
7
)2 (32). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.380 g, 2.93 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
7
 

(prepared from L
7
H (1.00 g, 5.87 mmol) and KH (0.259 g, 6.46 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 32 (0.989 g, 86%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 100 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 109111 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1493 (m), 1478 (m), 1364 

(m), 1337 (m), 1305 (s), 1264 (w), 1219 (w), 1190 (m), 1113 (m), 1092 (m), 1048 (w), 1021 (w), 

998 (w), 913 (w), 865 (w), 807 (m); μeff = 3.97 and 3.78 μB in the solid state and in benzene 

solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C18H34CoN4O2: C, 54.40; H, 8.62; N, 14.10. Found: C, 

54.60; H, 8.74; N, 14.13. 

Preparation of Fe(L
7
)2 (33). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous FeCl2 (0.371 g, 2.93 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
7
 

(prepared from L
7
H (1.00 g, 5.87 mmol) and KH (0.259 g, 6.46 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 
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mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 33 (0.862 g, 75%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 105 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 114116 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1488 (m), 1359 (s), 1334 

(m), 1302 (s), 1262 (m), 1209 (m), 1189 (m), 1114 (m), 1091 (m), 994 (w), 910 (w), 807 (m);  

μeff = 5.14 and 4.73 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C18H34FeN4O2: C, 54.82; H, 8.69; N, 14.21. Found: C, 54.92; H, 8.58; N, 14.22. 

Preparation of Ni(L
8
)2 (34). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.543 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

KL
8
 (prepared from L

8
H (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran 

(30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 34 (0.394 g, 34 %) as dark orange crystals 

upon sublimation at 100 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 120122 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1500 (m), 1405 (s), 

1357 (s), 1302 (s), 1263 (s), 1237 (m), 1222 (m), 1185 (s), 1148 (s), 1043 (w), 980 (m), 931 (w), 

805 (w), 752 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 68.51 (s, 6H, C(CH3)O), 14.70 (s, 18H, C(CH3)3), -

34.24 (s, 6H, C(CH3)N); μeff = 2.75 and 2.67 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, 

respectively. Anal. Calcd for C16H30NiN4O2: C, 52.06; H, 8.19; N, 15.18. Found: C, 52.20; H, 

8.21; N, 15.06. 

Preparation of Co(L
8
)2 (35). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous CoCl2 (0.418 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
8
 

(prepared from L
8
H (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 35 (0.336 g, 29%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 100 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 142145 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1494 (m), 1401 (m), 1359 

(m), 1303 (s), 1262 (m), 1231 (w), 1187 (w), 1148 (m), 981 (m), 801 (w), 751 (w);  μeff = 3.95 

and 3.69 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C16H30CoN4O2: C, 52.03; H, 8.19; N, 15.17. Found: C, 52.14; H, 8.17; N, 15.18. 
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Preparation of Fe(L
8
)2 (36). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 26, treatment of 

anhydrous FeCl2 (0.408 g, 3.22 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of KL
8
 

(prepared from L
8
H (1.00 g, 6.44 mmol) and KH (0.284 g, 7.08 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 

mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 36 (0.313 g, 27%) as red crystals upon 

sublimation at 100 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 120122 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1401 (m), 1361 (m), 1299 

(m), 1261 (w), 1227 (w), 1188 (m), 1147 (w), 983 (w), 800 (w), 750 (w);  μeff = 4.80 and 4.65 μB 

in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C16H30FeN4O2: C, 52.47; 

H, 8.26; N, 15.30. Found: C, 52.39; H, 7.99; N, 15.32. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

Volatility and High Thermal Stability in Mid to Late First Row Transition Metal 

Complexes Containing 1,2,5-Triazapentadienyl Ligands 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Metal complexes containing -diketiminate ligands have been widely explored.
89

 The 
2
-

coordination mode through the nitrogen atoms is most common (Chart 10, A), and the steric and 

electronic nature of the ligand can be tuned through variation of the nitrogen and carbon atom 

substituents. Recently, there have been many reports of late transition metal complexes 

containing related 1,3,5-triazapentadienyl ligands.
90,91

 In addition to the terminal 
2
-coordination 

mode to the 1- and 5-nitrogen atoms (Chart 10, B), coordination of 1,3,5-triazapentadienyl 

ligands can also occur at the 3-nitrogen atom, leading to new terminal and bridging coordination 

modes.
90,91

 Complexes containing the isomeric 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands are rare (Chart 10, 

C), and are limited to a few Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes containing 1-phenyl, 3-acyl or 3-

benzoyl, and 5-alkyl substituents,
92

 although the 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligand core is also found 

within more complex chelating ligands.
93 

Chart 10. -Diketiminate (A), 1,3,5-triazapentadienyl (B), and 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl (C) 

ligands. 

 

 

  Winter has reported the synthesis and properties of some main group metal complexes 

that contain -diketiminate ligands,
94

 and others have examined the use of -diketiminate 
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complexes for the CVD and ALD growth of Cu metal films.
54,67

 However, group 2 and Cu 

complexes containing -diketiminate ligands have generally low thermal stabilities and may not 

be appropriate for widespread use as ALD precursors.
54,67

  

  In this chapter, the synthesis, structure, volatility, and thermal stability of a series of 

Ni(II), Co(II), Fe(II), Mn(II), and Cr(II) complexes that contain 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands 

(Chart 11) are described. These complexes adopt tetrahedral, monomeric structures, exhibit good 

volatilities and very high thermal stabilities, and thus have excellent properties for use as ALD 

precursors. Additionally, 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands are easily prepared with a variety of 

nitrogen and carbon atom substituents, and should uniquely complement the rapidly expanding 

chemistry of metal complexes with -diketiminate and 1,3,5-triazapentadienyl ligands.
89-91 

Chart 11. Chemical Structures of L
9
H and L

10
H. 

 

4.2 Results and Discussion 

  Synthetic Aspects. The protonated ligand precursors were prepared as described in the 

Experimental Section through stepwise treatment of glyoxal with tBuNHNH2/tBuNH2 or 

Me2NNH2/tBuNHNH2. Treatment of the protonated ligands with KH in tetrahydrofuran, 

followed by addition of anhydrous MCl2, afforded complexes 37−45 upon sublimation (Scheme 

6). These complexes were characterized by spectral and analytical methods, and by X-ray 

crystallography as described below. All of the new complexes are paramagnetic in solution and 

exhibited very broad resonances in the 
1
H NMR spectra. Magnetic moments for 37−45 in the 

solid state and in solution were consistent with high spin, tetrahedral geometries. 
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Scheme 6. Synthesis of 37−45. 

 

  X-Ray Crystal Structures. The X-ray crystal structures of 3743 were obtained to 

establish the solid state configurations. Experimental crystallographic data are summarized in 

Table 16 and selected bond lengths and angles are presented in Table 17. Complexes 37−41 

exhibit merohedral twinning, which leads to inherent 50/50 occupancy of the core N
2
/C

4
 atoms. 

Such disorder is not present in 42 and 43 due to the asymmetric ligand substitution, and the 

structures of 42 and 43 are presented in Figures 31 and 32. The structure of 42 is described here 

and it presents the typical structural features for 37−43. Complex 42 is monomeric and four-

coordinate, contains 
2
-1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands bound through the 1- and 5-nitrogen 

atoms, and has distorted tetrahedral geometry about the Ni ion as exemplified by the 84.0° angle 

between the best planes of the NiN3C2 groups. The Ni−N bond lengths range between 1.932(3) 

and 1.969(3) Å, which are similar to other tetrahedral, high spin Ni(II) complexes containing 
2
-

-diketiminate ligands.
95

 The intraligand N−Ni−N angles are 92.7(1) and 92.8(1)°, while the 

corresponding interligand angles range between 112.3(1) and 122.0(1)°. Within the NiN3C2 

ligand cores, the N−N bond lengths are 1.314(4) and 1.307(4) Å, the N−C distances are between 

1.304(5) and 1.322(5), and the C−C bond lengths are 1.414(2) and 1.415(2) Å. These values are 

in between N−N, C−N, and C−C single and double bonds, and suggest delocalized, monoanionic 

1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands.  
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Table 16. Experimental crystallographic data for 42 and 43. 

 42 43 

Formula C16H34NiN8 C16H34CoN8 

FW 397.22 397.44 

Space group P1 P1 

a (Å) 8.8652(8) 8.8829(12) 

b (Å) 8.9505(7) 8.9541(12) 

c (Å) 14.3752(13) 14.462(2) 

V (Å
3
) 1011.59(16) 1022.0(2) 

Z 2 2 

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.304 1.291 

μ (mm
-1

) 0.975 0.856 

R(F)
a
 (%) 7.19 2.61 

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 20.21 6.84 

                                                                 a
R(F) = Σ | |Fo|-|Fc| | / Σ |Fo| 

                                                              b
Rw(F)

2 
= [Σw(Fo

2 
– Fc

2
)
2 

/ Σw(Fo
2
)
2
]

½ 
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Table 17. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (°) for 42 and 43. 

 42 43 

M−N 1.932(3) 

1.949(3) 

1.952(3) 

1.969(3) 

1.9514(10) 

1.9600(10) 

1.9658(10) 

1.9892(11) 

C−Ncore 1.304(4) 

1.309(5) 

1.319(5) 

1.322(5) 

1.3123(15) 

1.3140(15) 

1.3264(17) 

1.3332(16) 

C−Ccore 1.415(5) 

1.414(5) 

1.3112(14) 

1.4082(17) 

Ncore−Ncore 1.307(4) 

1.314(4) 

1.3112(14) 

1.3143(14) 

N−M−N 92.83(12) 

92.68(12) 

117.70(13) 

112.26(12) 

121.77(13) 

122.03(12) 

95.38(4) 

96.22(4) 

111.58(4) 

116.15(4) 

119.37(4) 

119.76(4) 
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Figure 31. Perspective view of 42 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level.
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Figure 32. Perspective view of 43 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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  Volatility, Thermal Stability, and Screening of Reducing Co-Reagents. To assess the 

suitability of 37−45 for use as ALD precursors, their volatilities and thermal stabilities were 

determined by preparative sublimation experiments, solid state decomposition point 

measurements, and TGA. Complexes 37−41 sublime on ~0.5 g scales over 2−3 hours with <2% 

nonvolatile residues between 155 and 175 °C at 0.05 Torr, whereas the N-dimethylamino 

complexes 42−45 sublime at 105 °C under similar conditions (Table 18). Winter has previously 

demonstrated that Mg and Ca -diketiminate complexes containing N-dimethylamino groups 

sublime at considerably lower temperatures than analogous complexes containing tert-butyl or 

isopropyl substituents.
94a,b

 The lower sublimation temperatures in the former complexes were 

attributed to intermolecular lone pair-lone pair repulsions between the non-bonded 

dimethylamino groups, which lowers the lattice energies and thereby increases the volatilities. 

Complexes 42−45 have melting points that are close to the sublimation temperatures, hence, 

these complexes evaporate from the liquid state. Liquid precursors are highly desirable in ALD 

to promote steady vapor phase delivery and to avoid particle incorporation into the growing 

films.
12

 The solid state decomposition temperatures of 37−41 range between 280 and 310 °C, 

which are extraordinarily high for complexes containing these elements. High thermal stability is 

desirable for ALD precursors, since thermal decomposition of the precursor usually signals loss 

of the self-limited growth mechanism and onset of CVD-like growth.
12

 Complexes 42−45 have 

decomposition temperatures that range between 181 and 225 °C, which are much lower than 

those of 37−41. However, 42−45 have much lower sublimation temperatures than 37−41 and 

their decomposition points are still high enough to be useful in the ALD growth of transition 

metal thin films.
12

 The TGA data for 37−40 (Figure 33) showed single step weight losses and 

residues of < 10% upon reaching 300 °C, 41 gave poor behavior likely due to its extreme air 
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sensitivity, and 42−45 (Figure 34) showed single-step weight losses up to about the 

decomposition temperatures that are shown in Table 18.
 
As a comparison, the Ni(II) amidinate 

complex Ni(iPrNCMeNiPr)2 undergoes solid state decomposition at about 180 °C,
79

 whereas the 

Ni complex 37 decomposes at 290 °C. Additionally, 37−45 do not contain oxygen and have only 

M−N bonds, which tend to be more reactive than M−O bonds in ALD film growth processes.
12,79

  

Table 18. Volatility and thermal stability data for 37−45. 

Compound Sublimation Temp. (°C) Melting Point (°C) Decomposition Point (°C) 

37 155 262 290 

38 160 260 296 

39 175 275 310 

40 165 284 310 

41 165 257 280 

42 105 99 188 

43 105 105 225 

44 105 106 181 

45 105 108 200 
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Figure 33. TGA plots of 3740.  

 

Figure 34. TGA plots of 4245. 
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  To assess initial viability for use in ALD film growth, 42 was treated with anhydrous 

hydrazine in tetrahydrofuran at 23 °C. A metallic black precipitate was observed within 0.25 h. 

The precipitate stuck to the magnetic stir bar and a powder X-ray diffraction spectrum indicated 

the formation of Ni metal. Hence, 42 is reduced rapidly by hydrazine, and this chemistry may 

lead to a Ni ALD process. Previous reports have shown that solution reactions are useful in 

screening precursor pairs for transition metal ALD processes.
67 

Figure 35. Powder XRD spectrum of Ni metal produced upon treatment of 42 with hydrazine. 

The reference spectrum for Ni metal is overlaid (JCPDS 04-0850). 

 
 

5.3 Conclusions 

  This chapter demonstrates that metal complexes containing 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl 

ligands are easily prepared. The synthetic approach to the ligand precursors is inherently flexible 

and should allow incorporation of a broad range of ligand core nitrogen and carbon atom 

substituents. Complexes containing 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands should be electronically 

distinct from those with -diketiminate and 1,3,5-triazapentadienyl ligands, since the 1-nitrogen 

atom is bonded to an electronegative nitrogen atom in the former. In addition to the unique 
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characteristics of 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl ligands, they afford monomeric, volatile complexes, 

and have very high thermal decomposition temperatures. As seen in hydrazonate precursors, the 

six-membered rings formed upon ligand coordination to the metal ions are sufficiently bulky to 

block dimerization of the larger metal ions and protect the metal centers from intermolecular 

decomposition pathways. 

5.4 Experimental Section 

  General Considerations. All manipulations were carried out under argon using either 

Schlenk or glove box techniques, except that the ligands were prepared in ambient atmosphere. 

Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl, and hexane was distilled from 

P2O5. Anhydrous transition metal chlorides (CrCl2, MnCl2, FeCl2, CoCl2, and NiCl2) were 

obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc. and used as received. NiCl2•CH3CN was prepared 

according to a literature procedure.
71

 Potassium hydride (30 wt% dispersion in mineral oil; 

washed with hexane before use), tert-butyl amine, and 1,1-dimethylhydrazine were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich. tert-Butyl hydrazine hydrochloride was purchased from Acros Organics. 

Glyoxal was purchased from Alfa Aesar.   

  
1
H and 

13
C{

1
H} NMR spectra were obtained at 400 and 100 MHz in C6D6 or CDCl3 and 

were referenced to the residual proton and the 
13

C resonances of the solvents. Infrared spectra 

were obtained using Nujol as the medium. Melting points were obtained on a Thermo Scientific 

Mel-Temp 3.0 digital melting point apparatus and are uncorrected. TGA were carried out with a 

SDT-2960 TGA/DTA instrument at a rate of 10 °C/min. Magnetic moments were determined in 

the solid state using a Johnson Mathey magnetic susceptibility apparatus, and by 
1
H NMR in 

benzene solution using the Evans method.
80
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  Preparation of 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (L
9
H). 2-(2-(tert-

Butyl)hydrazono)acetaldehyde was prepared according to a published procedure.
96

 A 100 mL 

round bottom flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 2-(2-(tert-

butyl)hydrazono)acetaldehyde (1.00 g, 7.80 mmol), and diethyl ether (15 mL). To this stirred 

solution at ambient temperature was slowly added tert-butyl amine (0.83 mL, 7.80 mmol) and 

the solution was stirred for 4 h. The resultant yellow solution was washed with water (20 mL) 

and the organic layer was separated. The organic layer was dried over anhydrous Na2SO4 and the 

volatile components were removed under reduced pressure. Light yellow crystals were obtained 

by sublimation of the crude solid at 80 °C/0.05 Torr (0.786 g, 55%): mp 200 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 

3144 (m), 1620 (m), 1547 (m), 1365 (m), 1346 (m), 1304 (w), 1260 (w), 1222 (m) 1166 (m), 

1096 (w), 1026 (w), 970 (w), 883 (w), 799 (w); 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, ) 7.84 (s, 1H, CHN), 

7.30 (s, 1H, CHN), 5.28 (s, broad 1H, NH), 1.22 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.21 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, ppm) 155.22 (s, CHN), 137.35 (s, CHN), 56.91 (s, C(CH3)3), 

54.50 (s, C(CH3)3), 29.65 (s, C(CH3)3), 28.57 (s, C(CH3)3); ESI-HRMS: calcd for C10H22N3 

([M+H]
+
) 184.1814, found 184.1814. 

  Preparation of 1-tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (L
10

H). 2-(2,2-

Dimethylhydrazono)acetaldehyde was prepared according to a published procedure.
97

 A 100 mL 

round bottom flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, 2-(2,2-

dimethylhydrazono)acetaldehyde (1.00 g, 9.98 mmol), and water (20 mL). To this stirred 

solution at ambient temperature was slowly added a mixture of tert-butyl hydrazine 

hydrochloride (1.37 g, 11.00 mmol) and potassium hydroxide (0.726 g, 11.0 mmol) in water (30 

mL). This solution was stirred for 15 min and was set aside for 18 hours. An oil formed initially, 

which converted to a yellow solid over this time. The solution was filtered and the solid was 
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dried using a desiccator filled with P2O5. Light yellow crystals were obtained by sublimation at 

60 °C/0.05 Torr (1.12 g, 66%): mp 56 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 3214 (m), 1559 (w), 1365 (m), 1300 

(w), 1261 (w), 1229 (w) 1132 (w), 1038 (m), 1022 (m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 7.49 (d, 1H, (J 

= 8.0 Hz), CH), 7.17 (d, 1H, (J = 8.0 Hz), CH), 4.65 (s, broad 1H, NH), 2.47 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2), 

1.14 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3); 
13

C{
1
H} NMR (100 MHz, C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 139.26 (s, CHN), 133.22 (s, 

CHN), 53.44 (s, C(CH3)3), 42.26 (s, N(CH3)2), 28.66 (s, C(CH3)3); ESI-HRMS: calcd for 

C8H19N4 ([M+H]
+
) 171.1610, found 171.1607. 

  Preparation of Ni(L
9
)2 (37). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.45 mmol), and tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). 

To this stirred solution at ambient temperature was slowly added potassium hydride (0.241 g, 

6.00 mmol), and the solution was stirred for 4 h. This solution was then slowly added dropwise 

by cannula to a stirred suspension of anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.456 g, 2.70 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) at -78 °C. The resultant dark brown solution was stirred for 15 h at 

ambient temperature. The volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure, and 

the resultant dark red powder was dissolved in hexane (60 mL). The solution was filtered 

through a 1 cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and the hexane was then removed under 

reduced pressure. Dark red crystals of 37 were obtained by sublimation at 155 °C/0.05 Torr 

(0.397 g, 35%): mp 262 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1548 (m), 1365 (s), 1339 (m), 1253 (w), 1213 (m), 

1174 (m), 1060 (w), 791 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 16.64 (s, broad 18H, C(CH3)3), 15.20 (s, 

broad 18H, C(CH3)3); μeff = 2.84 and 2.86 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, 

respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40NiN6: C, 56.75; H, 9.53; N, 19.86. Found: C, 56.66; H, 9.49; 

N, 19.84. 
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  Preparation of Co(L
9
)2 (38). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride (0.350 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadienate (prepared from 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-

triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.45 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.241 g, 6.00 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 38 (0.623 g, 57%) as dark 

green crystals upon sublimation at 160 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 260 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1542 (s), 1364 

(s), 1354 (s), 1340 (s), 1255 (m), 1214 (m), 1178 (s), 1054 (m), 996 (w), 790 (m); μeff = 3.78 and 

3.95 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40CoN6: C, 

56.72; H, 9.52; N, 19.84. Found: C, 56.59; H, 9.46; N, 19.79. 

  Preparation of Fe(L
9
)2 (39). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous iron(II) chloride (0.342 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadienate  (prepared from 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-

triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.45 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.241 g, 6.00 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 39 (0.805 g, 73%) as dark red 

crystals upon sublimation at 175 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 275 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1529 (s), 1362 (m), 

1350 (m), 1336 (s), 1254 (m), 1242 (m), 1215 (m), 1176 (s), 1055 (m), 994 (m), 926 (m), 918 

(m), 791 (m); μeff = 5.00 and 4.92 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. 

Anal. Calcd for C20H40FeN6: C, 57.14; H, 9.59; N, 19.99. Found: C, 57.76; H, 9.29; N, 20.14. 

  Preparation of Mn(L
9
)2 (40). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous manganese(II) chloride (0.340 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 

solution of potassium 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadienate  (prepared from 1,5-di-tert-butyl-

1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.45 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.241 g, 6.00 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 40 (0.597 g, 54%) as dark 
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yellow crystals upon sublimation at 165 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 284 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1552 (m), 

1366 (m), 1346 (m), 1257 (m), 1176 (m), 1052 (w), 786 (w); μeff = 5.89 and 5.85 μB in the solid 

state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40MnN6: C, 57.26; H, 9.61; N, 

20.03. Found: C, 57.55; H, 9.50; N, 20.12. 

  Preparation of Cr(L
9
)2 (41). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous chromium(II) chloride (0.332 g, 2.70 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 

solution of potassium 1,5-di-tert-butyl-1,2,5-triazapentadienate  (prepared from 1,5-di-tert-butyl-

1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.45 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.241 g, 6.00 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 41 (0.602 g, 55%) as brown 

crystals upon sublimation at 165 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 257 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1500 (w), 1366 (m), 

1351 (m), 1334 (m), 1313 (w), 1266 (s), 1231 (w), 1211 (w), 1179 (s), 1143 (m), 1135 (m), 1046 

(m), 967 (s), 792 (m); μeff = 4.85 and 4.96 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, 

respectively. Anal. Calcd for C20H40CrN6: C, 57.67; H, 9.68; N, 20.17. Found: C, 57.98; H, 9.48; 

N, 20.19. 

  Preparation of Ni(L
10

)2 (42). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous NiCl2•CH3CN (0.490 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadienate (prepared from 1-tert-butyl-5-

dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.90 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.259 g, 6.50 

mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 42 (0.267 g, 23%) 

as dark red crystals upon sublimation at 105 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 99 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1535 (w), 

1366 (m), 1351 (m), 1317 (m), 1255 (m), 1195 (m), 1174 (m), 1055 (m), 1037 (m), 961 (m), 792 

(m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 32.57 (s, broad 12H, N(CH3)2), 16.53 (s, broad  18H, C(CH3)3); 
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μeff = 2.86 and 2.85 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for 

C16H34NiN8: C, 48.38; H, 8.63; N, 28.21. Found: C, 48.27; H, 8.53; N, 28.23. 

  Preparation of Co(L
10

)2 (43). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride (0.376 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadienate (prepared from 1-tert-butyl-5-

dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.90 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.259 g, 6.50 

mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 43 (0.301 g, 27%) 

as dark green crystals upon sublimation at 105 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 105 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1529 

(m), 1366 (m), 1352 (s), 1316 (m), 1256 (m), 1235 (m), 1216 (m), 1198 (m), 1178 (m), 1051 (m), 

1029 (m), 963 (m), 789 (m), 779 (m); μeff = 3.92 and 3.95 μB in the solid state and in benzene 

solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C16H34CoN8: C, 48.35; H, 8.62; N, 28.19. Found: C, 

48.24; H, 8.66; N, 28.14. 

  Preparation of Fe(L
10

)2 (44). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous iron(II) chloride (0.374 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of 

potassium 1-tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadienate (prepared from 1-tert-butyl-5-

dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.90 mmol) and potassium hydride (0.259 g, 6.50 

mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 44 (0.190 g, 18%) 

as dark green crystals upon sublimation at 105 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 106 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1515 

(w), 1368 (m), 1351 (m), 1312 (w), 1258 (w), 1196 (w), 1176 (w), 1026 (w), 794 (w); μeff = 4.78 

and 4.82 μB in the solid state and in benzene solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C16H34FeN8: 

C, 48.73; H, 8.69; N, 28.42. Found: C, 49.05; H, 8.72; N, 28.10.  

  Preparation of Mn(L
10

)2 (45). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 37, treatment of 

anhydrous manganese(II) chloride (0.371 g, 2.95 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a 
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solution of potassium 1-tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadienate (prepared from 1-

tert-butyl-5-dimethylamino-1,2,5-triazapentadiene (1.00 g, 5.90 mmol) and potassium hydride 

(0.259 g, 6.50 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 45 

(0.350 g, 32%) as dark orange crystals upon sublimation at 105 °C /0.05 Torr: mp 108 °C; IR 

(Nujol, cm
-1

) 1539 (m), 1357 (m), 1323 (m), 1256 (m), 1196 (m), 1186 (m), 1152(w), 1048 (m), 

957(w), 1021 (m), 786 (w), 730 (w); μeff = 5.80 and 5.82 μB in the solid state and in benzene 

solution, respectively. Anal. Calcd for C16H34MnN8: C, 48.84; H, 8.71; N, 28.48. Found: C, 

48.86; H, 8.78; N, 28.32.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

Low Temperature Atomic Layer Deposition of Copper Films Using Borane Dimethylamine 

as the Reducing Co-Reagent 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Cu is the primary interconnect material in microelectronic devices, because of its low 

resistivity and high resistance to electromigration.
3
 Cu is currently deposited in trenches and vias 

by a two-step process that employs the formation of a thin, conformal Cu seed layer by physical 

vapor deposition, followed by Cu fill using electrodeposition.
4
 Cu metal needs to be deposited by 

ALD to meet future conformality and film thickness uniformity requirements in microelectronic 

devices. In addition, the Cu metal should be deposited ideally at ≤ 160 °C to afford the lowest 

surface roughness, promote facile nucleation, and give continuous films even at thicknesses of a 

few nanometers.
98

  

Recent reports demonstrated that annealing of a 150 nm thick 90/10 Cu/Mn alloy film on 

SiO2 substrates at temperatures between 250 and 450 C led to the migration of the Mn atoms to 

the SiO2 interface to form a segregated 2−8 nm MnSixOy layer between the SiO2 and Cu 

layers.
7,48

 Most significantly, this Mn-containing layer served as a Cu diffusion barrier for up to 

100 h at 450 C.
7c

 This work is very important, since it suggests that ultrathin Mn-based films 

can replace current nitride-based barriers (TaN, WNx) in future microelectronic devices. 

However, growth of the Cu/Mn alloy films relied upon a physical deposition method 

(sputtering),
7,48 

which affords poor conformal coverage in the narrow and deep features of future 

microelectronic devices. A plasma-based ALD process for Cu/Mn metal alloy films with up to 
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10% Mn was reported, using Cu(OCMe2CH2NMe2)2, Mn(tmhd)3, and H2 plasma with substrate 

temperatures between 100 and 180 °C,
52

 however a thermal Cu/Mn alloy ALD process has not 

been disclosed to date. A key breakthrough to enable a thermal, low temperature Cu/Mn ALD 

process would be identification of a highly reactive reducing co-reagent that can reduce the 

Cu(II) ion (E° = 0.3419 V
20a

) and Mn(II) ion (E° = -1.185 V
20a

) equally well.  

 Within the above considerations, new Cu ALD processes that employ the highly reactive 

reducing co-reagent borane dimethylamine (BH3(NHMe2)) are discussed in this chapter. A two-

step ALD process employing 46 (Chart 12) and BH3(NHMe2) affords Cu films within an ALD 

window of 130−160 °C on Ru substrates, but the films have rough surfaces due to the 

agglomeration of the Cu atoms during the initial stages of growth. However, three-step processes 

using 46, formic acid, and BH3(NHMe2) gives high purity, low resistivity Cu films within ALD 

windows of 135160 °C on Pd and Pt substrates. Importantly, these three-step processes afford 

dispersed, smooth Cu films at film thicknesses as low as 2 nm.  

Chart 12. Structure of 46. 

 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

Precursor Selection and Properties. The complex 46 was chosen as the Cu precursor, 

since it has been widely used as a CVD and ALD precursor for Cu-containing films.
23,24,34

 The 

Winter group has previously reported that 46 sublimes on a preparative scale (~1 g) at 90 

C/0.05 Torr within ~4 h with 89% sublimed recovery and 3% nonvolatile residue, and 

undergoes solid state decomposition between 185 and 188 C.
24

 Winter and coworkers described 
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the ALD growth of Cu films from 46, formic acid, and hydrazine within an ALD window of 

100-170 °C.
24 

In order to find a suitable reducing co-reagent that can reduce 46 to Cu(0), solution 

screening reactions were carried out with various commercially available reducing agents.
24,67

  

This screening was restricted to Lewis base adducts of boranes, since many of these compounds 

are available commercially, most are volatile, and first row transition metal hydrides MH2 are 

known to undergo rapid reductive elimination of H2 to afford the metals.
99

 Treatment of 46 with 

5 equivalents of BH3(NHMe2), BH3(NEt3), or BH3(NiPr2Et) at ambient temperature in 

tetrahydrofuran afforded immediate precipitation of Cu metal powders which were confirmed by 

XRD. Among these borane adducts, BH3(NHMe2) had the highest volatility (sublimes 70 

C/0.05 Torr) and could be delivered reproducibly in the ALD reactor. BH3(NHMe2) is reported 

to decompose at 130 C to afford H2 and [BH2NMe2]2.
100

 

Binary Process Growth Studies. Initial deposition studies were carried out using 46 as 

the Cu source and BH3(NHMe2) as the reducing agent. A range of substrates was employed in 

initial growth trials, including Si with native oxide, SiO2 (100 nm)/Si, Si-H/Si, Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 

(100 nm)/Si, Pd (15 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si, Pt (15 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/ SiO2 (100 nm)/Si, 

Cu (10 nm)/Ta (3 nm)/Si, and TiN (20 nm)/Si. Initial deposition studies resulted in thin (2−3 

nm), discontinuous Cu films on Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si, TiN (20 nm)/Si, SiO2, Si with 

native oxide, and Si-H/Si. These results clearly indicated poor nucleation. To enhance 

nucleation, 50 cycles comprising a 20 second pulse of 46, a 5 second nitrogen purge, a 1 second 

pulse of BH3(NHMe2), and a 10 second purge were carried out. Figure 36 shows a scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) top view of a Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si substrate after the 50 

cycle nucleation sequence at a growth temperature of 150 °C. The nucleation sequence leads to 
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separated nanoparticles, with diameters ranging from about 10 to 90 nm. The height of the 

nanoparticles is about 13 nm, as determined by side view SEM. The 50 cycle sequence led to 

improved nucleation on Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si, TiN/Si, SiO2, Si with native oxide, and Si-

H/Si substrates, but the deposits on Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si were the densest. Accordingly, 

the deposition study described below was carried out on the Ru-coated substrates. 

 Figure 36. Surface SEM views of ALD Cu after nucleation step. 

 

Cu film growth studies were carried out on Ru (5 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/Si substrates that 

were subjected to the 50 nucleation cycles described above prior to regular ALD growth. The 

growth behavior was investigated by changing the precursor pulse lengths, substrate 

temperatures, and number of deposition cycles. A plot of growth rate versus pulse length of 46 at 

150 C is shown in Figure 37. In these experiments, the number of deposition cycles, length of 

BH3(NHMe2) pulse, and lengths of the purge cycles after the pulses of 46 and BH3(NHMe2) 

were kept constant at 1000 cycles, 1.0 s, 5.0 s, and 10 s, respectively. In ALD, a constant growth 

rate is observed once sufficient precursor has been passed over the substrate to use up the surface 
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reactive sites. According to Figure 37, saturation with 46 occurs at  3.0 s pulse lengths. A 

saturative growth rate of 0.26 Å per cycle was obtained, although this value includes the ca. 13 

nm of Cu nanoparticles documented in the nucleation step. Pulse lengths below 3.0 s afforded 

sub-saturative growth. A similar plot of growth rate versus BH3(NHMe2) pulse length showed 

saturative growth with  1.0 s pulse lengths, and also afforded an apparent growth rate of 0.26 Å 

per cycle (Figure 38). Pulse lengths of 3.0 and 1.0 s for 46 and BH3(NHMe2), respectively, were 

used in the growth studies described below. The purge lengths were 5.0 and 10.0 s after the 

pulses of 46 and BH3(NHMe2), respectively. The long purge time after the BH3(NHMe2) pulse 

was used to minimize B incorporation in the films. 

Figure 39 shows the dependence of growth rate on substrate temperature. A constant 

growth rate of about 0.26 Å per cycle was observed over the temperature range of 130 to 160 C. 

This temperature range is known as “ALD Window”, where the growth rate does not vary with 

the substrate temperature. Lower growth rates were observed below 130 C, most likely due to 

low precursor reactivity. Higher growth rates were observed above 160 C, presumably due to 

increasingly rapid gas phase thermal decomposition of 46.  
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Figure 37. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 46 at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Ru. 

 

 

Figure 38. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Ru. 
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Figure 39. Growth rate as a function of deposition temperature in the binary process on Ru. 

 

A plot of thickness versus number of cycles is shown in Figure 40. The substrate 

temperature for these depositions was 150 C. There is a linear relationship between the film 

thickness and number of cycles. The slope of the line indicates a growth rate of about 0.12 

Å/cycle, which fits the growth rate described in Figure 37 when the film thickness from the 

nucleation step is subtracted. The y-intercept in Figure 40 is about 12 nm, which is close to the 

13 nm film thickness that was measured for the nucleation step by SEM. 
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Figure 40. Film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a growth 

temperature of 150 °C on Ru. 

 

Characterization of Cu Films from the Binary Process. The compositions of films 

deposited at 120, 140, and 160 C were assessed by XPS (Figure 41a). Similar compositions 

were obtained at all temperatures, and are summarized in Table 19 (Entries 13). Oxygen 

contents of 2.57.9% were observed, even after sputtering. Low B contents of 1.23.1% were 

obtained after sputtering. High resolution scans of the Cu 2p region revealed ionizations at 952.0 

and 932.2 eV, which are very similar to the reference ionization values for Cu metal of 952.2 and 

932.4 eV (Figure 41b).
101

 However, Cu2O also shows Cu 2p ionizations that are very similar to 

those of Cu metal. Therefore, further analysis is required. A recent report showed that Cu metal 

shows an LMM Auger ionization at 567.7567.9 eV, whereas the corresponding ionization for 

Cu2O appears at 570.0 eV.
21c

 The Cu LMM Auger ionization for all films in from the binary 

process appears at 568.0 eV, which confirms Cu metal. 
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Figure 41a. XPS spectra of 25 nm Cu films deposited at 150 °C on Ru. 

 

Figure 41b. High-resolution XPS multiplex of Cu 2p region. 
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Table 19. Atomic concentrations of Cu, C, N, O, and B obtained by XPS after 120 s of Ar ion 

sputtering on the indicated substrates. 

Entry T (°C) % Cu % C % N % O % B 

1 120 (Ru) 85.0 6.8 2.7 2.5 2.4 

2 140 (Ru) 87.1 0.2 2.4 7.9 1.2 

3 160 (Ru) 89.2 0.4 0.4 6.6 3.1 

4 140 (Pd) 96.1 0.0 1.7 1.8 0.4 

5 150 (Pd) 91.3 2.5 1.4 4.7 0.1 

6 160 (Pd) 93.5 0.1 0.1 6.3 0.0 

7 140 (Pt) 97.5 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.9 

8 150 (Pt) 95.9 1.5 1.9 0.5 0.2 

9 160 (Pt) 95.4 0.9 0.4 3.3 0.0 

 

 XRD experiments of the as-deposited films revealed that they are amorphous at all 

temperatures. A film deposited at 150 C was annealed for three hours at 300 C under Ar. The 

annealed film revealed reflections for the (111), (200), and (220) planes of Cu metal (JCPDS file 

no. 04-0836) (Figure 42). The surface morphologies of the deposited films were examined by 

AFM and SEM. AFM images of 2 μm  2 μm area of the films deposited at 120 and 160 C are 

shown in Figure 43. The rms surface roughnesses of 25 nm thick films deposited at 120 and 160 

C were 5.8 and 4.2 nm, respectively. SEM micrographs of the films deposited at these 

conditions also show rough surfaces. The SEM micrographs of the films after the nucleation step 

(Figure 36) showed the formation of separated nanoparticles, which results in rough surfaces 

after the regular ALD cycles.  
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Figure 42. Powder XRD spectrum of a Cu film after annealing for 3 h at 300 °C. 

 

The sheet resistivities of the films deposited between 120 and 160 °C ranged from 400 to 

500 Ω/sq. These sheet resistivity values are close to those obtained upon annealing the Ru 

substrates at 120160 °C under vacuum, and suggest poorly conductive Cu films. Additionally, 

the sheet resistivities of these films increased with time upon storage in air, suggesting slow 

oxidation of the films by ambient atmosphere. Cu nanoparticles are well known to oxidize to 

Cu2O and CuO upon exposure to air.
68c

 As outlined above, AFM and SEM images revealed that 

the films consist of densely packed nanoparticles, and XPS showed higher than expected levels 

of oxygen, even in sputtered samples. Accordingly, it is likely that the Cu particles on Ru 

substrates oxidize upon exposure to air to form Cu2O or CuO coatings on the surfaces of the 

constituent nanoparticles, leading to poorly conductive films.  
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Figure 43. AFM images of Cu film surfaces deposited at 120 (top, rms roughness = 5.8 nm) and 

160 °C (bottom, rms roughness = 4.2 nm) on Ru. 

 

 

   

Formic Acid as a Nucleating Agent on Pd and Pt Substrates. As documented above, a 

successful nucleation sequence was developed that allowed ALD growth of Cu films on Ru 

substrates, but the films were rough due to the isolated nanoparticles in the seed layer. Winter 

and coworkers recently reported the growth of Cu films from 46, formic acid, and hydrazine, and 
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were able to grow films on substrates such as thermal SiO2 and Si with native oxide without the 

need for any nucleation steps.
24

 Based upon this precedent, formic acid may serve as a nucleation 

agent. Accordingly, the growth of Cu films by a three-step process comprising 46, formic acid, 

and BH3(NHMe2) was investigated to determine if higher quality films would result. Initial 

depositions were carried out at 150 °C on the same range of substrates listed above for the two-

step process. Specular Cu-colored films were obtained on the Pd (15 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/SiO2 (100 

nm)/Si and Pt (15 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm)/ Si substrates, whereas the other substrates did 

not show improved film growth. Complete deposition studies were carried out on the Pd and Pt 

substrates. Unlike the two-step process described above, films grown on Pd and Pt substrates by 

the three-step process did not require a separate nucleation step. Initial studies demonstrated 

saturative growth at 150 °C on the Pd and Pt substrates with pulse lengths of ≥ 3.0 s for 46 

(Figures 44a and 44b), ≥ 0.3 s for formic acid (Figures 45a and 45b), and ≥ 1.0 s for 

BH3(NHMe2) (Figures 46a and 46b). The saturative pulse lengths for 46 and BH3(NHMe2) are 

identical to those of the two-step process on the Ru substrates. Purge lengths of 5.0 s (after 46 

and formic acid pulses) and 10.0 s (after BH3(NHMe2) pulse) were used. With 1000 cycles, films 

grown at 150 °C showed a saturative growth rate of 0.20 Å/cycle on both Pd and Pt substrates.  
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Figure 44a. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 46 at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Pd. 

 

 

Figure 44b. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 46 at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Pt. 
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Figure 45a. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of formic acid at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Pd. 

 

 

Figure 45b. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of formic acid at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Pt. 
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Figure 46a. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate  

temperature of 150 C on Pd. 

 

Figure 46b. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate 

temperature of 150 C on Pt. 
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Figure 47a shows the dependence of growth rate on temperature with a Pd substrate, 

1000 cycles, and the optimized pulse and purge lengths outline above. An ALD window was 

observed between 135 to 165 °C, with a constant growth rate of 0.20 Å/cycle in this range. A 

similar plot on a Pt substrate was identical (Figure 47b). The ALD window range observed with 

the three-step process on Pd and Pt substrates is identical to that of the two step process. 

However, the growth rate decreased at > 170 °C in the three step process, but increased at > 170 

°C in the two step process.  

Figure 47a. Growth rate as a function of deposition temperature on Pd in the ternary process. 
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Figure 47b. Growth rate as a function of deposition temperature on Pt in the ternary process. 

 

 
 

Plots of film thickness versus number of cycles for growth on Pd and Pt substrates are 

shown in Figures 48a and 48b, respectively. These films were grown at 150 °C using the 

optimized pulse and purge lengths outlined above. The plot for growth on Pd (Figure 48a) varies 

linearly with the number of cycles, with a slope of 0.20 Å/cycle. The y-intercept was 3.4, which 

is within experimental error of zero and suggests good nucleation at early stages of the 

deposition. By contrast, a similar plot for growth on a Pt substrate revealed nonlinear growth 

behavior (Figure 48b). Between 250 and 500 cycles, a growth rate of 0.4 Å/cycle was observed, 

but the growth rate decreased to about 0.03 Å/cycle between 500 and 2000 cycles. 
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Figure 48a. Film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a growth 

temperature of 150 °C on Pd. 

 

Figure 48b. Film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a growth 

temperature of 150 °C on Pt. 
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Characterization of Cu Films from the Ternary Process. Cu films deposited by the 

three-step processes were characterized in detail. XPS analyses of 20 nm thick films grown at 

140, 150, and 160 °C after Ar ion sputtering revealed metallic Cu. Compositions are listed in 

Table 19 (Entries 4−9), and XPS survey scans and high resolution multiplex in Cu 2p region are 

shown in Figures 49a and 49b. High resolution scans of the Cu 2p region revealed ionizations at 

952.0 and 932.2 eV, which are very close to the reference ionization values for Cu metal of 

952.2 and 932.4 eV.
101

 The Cu LMM Auger ionization for all films in from the ternary process 

appears at 568.0 eV, which confirms Cu metal. The Cu films grown on Pd and Pt substrates were 

of higher purity than those grown on Ru by the two step process. The Cu atomic concentrations 

ranged from 91.3 to 97.5%, and the highest values were obtained at 140 °C on both Pd and Pt 

substrates. Atomic concentrations of C (0.0−2.5%), N (0.1−1.9%), and B (0.0−0.9%) were low 

and showed no clear trend with deposition temperature or substrate. The uncertainties in these 

concentrations are probably 0.5 to 1.0%, which suggests that there is little difference among 

these values. Atomic concentrations of oxygen ranged from 0.5 to 6.3%. The oxygen 

concentrations were slightly higher on Pd substrates, and the levels increased with deposition 

temperature. On Pt substrates, the oxygen concentrations were lower, and there was not a clear 

trend with deposition temperature. Overall, Cu films grown by the three step process on Pd and 

Pt substrates are high purity, and have similar compositions to the previously reported Cu films 

grown from 46, formic acid, and anhydrous hydrazine.
24

 The slightly high oxygen concentrations 

may arise from surface oxidation of the films upon exposure to ambient atmosphere during XPS 

sample preparation. 
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Figure 49a. XPS spectra of 20 nm Cu films deposited at 150 °C. 

 

Figure 49b. High-resolution XPS multiplex of Cu 2p region. 
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Powder X-ray diffraction spectra of the as-deposited films on Pd and Pt substrates 

showed polycrystalline Cu at all deposition temperatures. The surface morphologies of the films 

were examined by AFM and SEM. The AFM rms surface roughnesses of 20 nm thick films 

deposited at 140 and 160 °C on Pd were 1.9 and 2.0 nm, respectively (Figure 50). The rms 

surface roughnesses of 20 nm thick films deposited on Pt were 1.8 nm at 140 and 160 °C (Figure 

51). Top-down SEM views of 20 nm thick Cu films on Pd and Pt were featureless. Sheet 

resistivities of 20 nm thick Cu films grown on Pd substrates ranged from 3.2 to 4.6 Ω/sq, which 

translates to bulk resistivity values of 6.4 to 9.2 μΩ cm. Sheet and bulk resistivity values for 20 

nm thick films grown on Pt substrates were 7.8 to 10.7 Ω/sq and 15.6 to 21.4 μΩ cm, 

respectively. For comparison, the bulk resistivity of Cu metal is 1.72 μΩ cm at 20 °C,
102

 the bulk 

resistivities of 20 nm thick sputtered Cu films is 36 μΩ cm,
102

 and the resistivities of the Pd and 

Pt substrates were 15 and 39 Ω/sq, respectively. Accordingly, the resistivity values of the Cu 

films grown on Pd and Pt substrates are similar to those of high purity sputtered Cu films. 

Additionally, the sheet resistivities of Cu films on Pd were measured with respect to the number 

of cycles (Figures 52). This plot demonstrates a steep sheet resistivity drop in the early stage of 

the growth process, which suggests the growth of continuous Cu films. 
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Figure 50. AFM images of Cu films surfaces deposited at 140 (top, rms roughness = 1.9 nm) 

and 160 C (bottom, rms roughness = 2.0 nm) on Pd. 
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Figure 51. AFM images of Cu films surfaces deposited at 140 (top, rms roughness = 1.8 nm) 

and 160 C (bottom, rms roughness = 1.8 nm) on Pt. 
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Figure 52. Sheet resistivity as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a growth 

temperature of 150 °C on Pd. 

 

 

The initial stages of Cu film growth on the Pd and Pt substrates were investigated by 

examining top-down SEM micrographs after 50 and 100 cycles, at a growth temperature of 150 

°C. On both substrates, no islanding and no surface structure was observed (Figure 53). In 

addition, Figure 52 shows a sheet resistivity drop even after 50 cycles, which suggests a 

continuous Cu layer (Figure 52, blue line) is formed after 50 cycles. Annealing studies of the 

substrates also suggest that this drop is not due to the annealed substrate and XPS of these films 

confirms the presence of metallic Cu. These findings suggest that this process offers efficient Cu 

nucleation and smooth films even at early stages of growth. The low temperatures used in these 

depositions reduce the metal atom surface mobility and thereby increase the nucleation at the 

early stage leading to smooth films. Also, Willis and coworkers have reported that Cu deposited 

on Pd substrates makes Cu/Pd alloys at 350 °C due to the metal atom migration.
22a

 The formation 

of Cu/Pd alloy in the present deposition study may have enhanced the nucleation affording 

smooth films at the early stages of the film growth. 
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Figure 53. SEM views of Cu films deposited at 150 C on Pd substrate (top) and Pt substrate 

(bottom) after 50 cycles. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

Low temperature ALD growth of high purity, low resistivity Cu metal films was 

demonstrated using binary and ternary processes. The films grown by the ternary process are of 

higher quality than the films obtained from the binary process, due to the good nucleation of the 

former. The deposition of smooth and continuous ~2 nm thick Cu films was demonstrated, 

suggesting a good nucleation at the early stage of the film growth. The deposition of continuous, 

smooth Cu layer at this thickness (~2 nm) is not natural, because Cu tends to agglomerate and/or 

high deposition temperatures increase the surface atom mobility to afford discontinuous rough 

films. Gordon also has reported the deposition of conformal continuous Cu metal films (~1 nm) 

on Co and Ru substrates at the temperatures between 150 and 190 °C.
103

 

Recently, low temperature Cu ALD processes have been reported. Examples of low 

temperature thermal Cu ALD processes include 46/ZnEt2 at 100-150 °C,
23

  CuL2/ZnEt2 at 120-

150 °C (L = -ketiminate, -diketiminate),
67

 and 46/formic acid/hydrazine at 100-170 °C.
24

 

However, the processes using ZnEt2 lead to Cu/Zn alloys through competitive thermal 

decomposition of ZnEt2, perhaps even at the lowest growth temperatures.
67

 The 46/formic 

acid/hydrazine process affords high purity Cu films,
24

 however hydrazine may present handling 

issues due to its toxicity. This work demonstrates the use of BH3(NHMe2) as the reducing co-

reagent and BH3(NHMe2) is easy to handle which increases the viability of this Cu process. 

Also, this Cu ALD process does not incorporate unwanted impurities as Zn in the film. 

6.3 Experimental Section 

General Considerations. Precursor 46 was synthesized according to a literature 

procedure,
64d

 and was purified by sublimation. The borane adducts were purchased from Alfa 

Aesar and used as received. Prime grade Si(100) substrates with native oxide were obtained from 
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Silicon Quest International. The other substrates were obtained from Intel Corporation. The lines 

in the saturation and ALD window plots were drawn by connecting the data points. The lines in 

the thickness versus number of cycles plots represent the best fit curves of the data points. 

Film Depositions. An R-75BE ALD reactor manufactured by Picosun Oy was used for 

thin film deposition experiments. The pressure of the reactor was kept at 812 mbar under a flow 

of nitrogen (99.9995%), which was supplied by a Texol GeniSys nitro Generator. Nitrogen 

obtained from this generator was used as both the carrier and purge gas. The deposition of Cu 

metal thin films was studied with 46 as the copper source and BH3(NHMe2) as the reducing 

agent. Formic acid was used in the deposition experiments carried out on Pd and Pt substrates. 

The sublimation temperature of 46 and BH3(NHMe2) were 100 and 80 °C, respectively, at the 

reactor pressure. The substrate temperatures were varied from 110 to 175 °C. The pulse lengths 

of 46 and BH3(NHMe2) and nitrogen purge lengths were varied to determine the extent of 

surface saturation, as described in the text. Films from binary process were grown on 5 nm of 

sputtered Ru 100 nm thermal SiO2. The surface ruthenium oxide layer was not removed prior to 

deposition. Films from the three step process were grown on Pd (15 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/SiO2 (100 

nm) or Pt (20 nm)/Ti (2 nm)/SiO2 (100 nm). 

Film Characterization Methods. Film thicknesses were measured using cross-sectional 

SEM micrographs collected on a JEOL-6510LV electron microscope. Growth rates were 

calculated by dividing the measured film thickness by the number of deposition cycles. Film 

thicknesses were measured at three positions of the film to evaluate the uniformity. The 

measured film thicknesses varied < 5% across the substrates. Powder X-ray diffraction 

experiments were performed on a Rigaku R200B 12 kW rotating anode diffractometer, using Cu 

kα radiation (1.54056 Å) at 40 kV and 150 mA. AFM micrographs were obtained using a 
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MultiMode nanoscope IIIa (Digital Instruments, VEECO). The samples were measured using the 

tapping mode in air with an E scanner with a maximum scanning size of 12 μm at a frequency of 

a 1 or 2 Hz. Tap150AI-G tip was used with a resonance frequency of 150 kHz and a force 

constant of 5 N m
−1

. Surface roughness was calculated as root-mean-square (rms) values. XPS 

analyses were performed with a Perkin-Elmer 5500 XPS system using monochromatized Al Kα 

radiation. The surface was sputtered using 0.5 kV Ar ions.  
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CHAPTER 7 

 

Low Temperature Thermal Atomic Layer Deposition of Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr Metal Thin 

Films Using Borane Dimethylamine as the Reducing Co-Reagent 

 

7.1 Introduction 

  The ALD growth of noble metals and Cu films has been well developed due to their 

positive reduction potentials. However, as described in Chapter 1, ALD growth of other first row 

transition metal containing films is poorly documented due to the high negative reduction 

potentials of their M(II) ions. Thermal ALD growth of Ni, Co, and Fe films has been reported 

using the amidinate precursors M(RNCMeNR)2 (R = iPr or tBu) and H2 at 250 °C.
22b

 Another 

process comprising (2-tert-butylallyl)Co(CO)3 and 1,1-dimethylhydrazine claimed the growth of 

Co metal films at a substrate temperature of 140 °C.
39 

Moreover, PEALD processes for the 

deposition of Ni, Co, Fe, and Mn have been reported.
18

 PEALD has its limitations because films 

deposited in high aspect ratio features tend to be rough and non-conformal. Therefore, thermal 

ALD is preferred over PEALD. The deposition of Cr thin films has never been reported by any 

ALD method.
18

 

  The major reason for the scarcity of thermal ALD for these metals is lack of a powerful 

reducing agent. The screenings of the reducing power of commercially available reducing co-

reagents were described throughout this dissertation. Chapter 2 demonstrates that -imino 

alkoxide precursors react with BH3(NHMe2) to afford the corresponding metals in 

tetrahydrofuran. Moreover, Chapter 6 describes Cu ALD growth using BH3(NHMe2) as the 

reducing co-reagent. Therefore, BH3(NHMe2) is a viable reducing co-reagent to use in metal 
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ALD processes. Most importantly, a reducing co-reagent that can reduce more than one M(II) 

might enable the deposition of alloy thin films. 

  In this chapter, thermal ALD studies of Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, and Cr are discussed. -Imino 

alkoxide precursors described in Chapter 2 and BH3(NHMe2) were used as metal precursors and 

reducing co-reagent, respectively. The precursors used in this study include, 2, 3, and 7−9, and 

the precursors were chosen by assessment of the volatility and thermal stability of 1−15.  

7.2 Results and Discussion 

Film depositions were investigated on various substrates that included Ru/SiO2/Si, 

Pd/Ti/SiO2/Si, Pt/Ti/SiO2/Si, thermal SiO2, Si with native oxide, and H-terminated Si. Initial 

studies did not afford metal films on any of these substrates under any deposition conditions. To 

enhance film growth, a nucleation process was applied prior to the regular ALD cycles. This 

nucleation process was developed by trial and error. The final nucleation process entailed 50 

cycles comprising 20 s pulses of 2, 3, 7, 8, or 9 and 1 s pulses of BH3(NHMe2). Nitrogen purge 

times were 5 s after the metal pulses and 10 s after the BH3(NHMe2) pulses. The nucleation step 

was followed by regular ALD cycles to afford metal films only on the Ru substrates. SEM 

investigations of the Ru substrates after the nucleation processes did not show metal films within 

the measurement uncertainties (± 1 nm). However, these modified Ru substrates led to metal film 

growth. 

Deposition of Cr Metal Films. A complete ALD study was carried out on Cr films, 

using 9 and BH3(NHMe2). Saturative growth occurred at 180 °C with pulse lengths of ≥ 4.0 s for 

9 (Figure 54) and ≥ 1.0 s for BH3(NHMe2) (Figure 55). As shown in Figure 56, an ALD window 

was observed between 170 and 185 °C, with a growth rate of 0.08 Å/cycle in this range. A plot 

of thickness versus number of cycles revealed linear growth up to 1000 cycles, however the film 
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thickness plateaued at > 1000 cycles (Figure 57). Ni, Co, and Mn films grown with > 1000 

cycles were also the same thicknesses as those grown with 1000 cycles. The origins of this effect 

are not clear, however it is possible that the Ru substrate plays a catalytic role in activating the 

BH3(NHMe2) until the growing metal layer blocks all of the active Ru sites. It is known that 

BH3(NHMe2) decomposes thermally at 130 °C and by the catalyst RuMe2(PMe3)4 to 

[BH2(NMe2)2)]2 and H2 (Chart 13).
105

 Since the depositions were carried out > 130 °C, 

BH3(NHMe2) may have been decomposed to [BH2(NMe2)2)]2 and H2. Also, the Ru substrate may 

have catalyzed the decomposition of BH3(NHMe2). Assuming that either one of these byproducts 

is the active reducing agent, deposition studies were carried out using [BH2(NMe2)2)]2 as the 

reducing agent. This dimer was synthesized according to the reported procedure.
105

 However, 

these depositions did not afford Cr or other metal films on Ru or on other substrates. Moreover, 

H2 is known to have low reactivity toward first row transition metal complexes.
18

 Therefore, it is 

likely that the decomposition of BH3(NHMe2) forms Ru-H on the Ru substrate and Ru-H is the 

active reducing agent that is responsible for the film growth. Once all the Ru-H sites are 

consumed growth process ceases as seen in Figure 57. XPS spectra of an as-deposited Cr film 

grown at 170 °C showed Cr 2p binding energies consistent with Cr2O3, but Ar ion sputtering for 

6090 seconds led to Cr 2p binding energies that match Cr metal (Figures 58 and 59). Hence, the 

surfaces of the Cr films are oxidized upon exposure to air, consistent with the easily oxidized 

nature of Cr metal and other first row transition metals, particularly in nanoscale form.
68

 AFM 

images of films grown at 170 and 180 °C had rms surface roughnesses of 0.370.59 nm, 

indicating smooth surfaces (Figure 60). 
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Figure 54. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 9 at a substrate  

temperature of 180 C. 

 

Figure 55. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate  

temperature of 180 C 
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Figure 56. Growth rate of Cr as a function of deposition temperature.  

 

Figure 57. Cr film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a deposition 

temperature of 180 °C. 
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Chart 13. The decomposition of BH3(NHMe2). 

 

Figure 58. XPS survey scan of an 8 nm thick Cr film deposited at 170 C. 

 

Figure 59. High resolution XPS scan of the Cr 2p region of an 8 nm thick Cr film deposited at 

170 C. Reference 2p binding energies for Cr metal: 583.4 and 574.1eV; Cr2O3: 

 586.3 and 576.6 eV.
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Figure 60. AFM images of an 8 nm thick Cr film deposited at 170 C (top) and 180 C (bottom). 

 

 

Deposition of Ni and Co metal films. Complete ALD studies for Ni and Co were carried 

out using 2 and 3 as metal precursors, respectively, and BH3(NHMe2) as the reducing co-reagent. 

Saturative growth was observed at 180 °C with pulse lengths of ≥ 3.0 s for 2 (Figure 61) and ≥ 

4.0 s for 3 (Figure 62), and ≥ 1.0 s for BH3(NHMe2) (Figures 63 and 64). ALD windows are 

observed between 170 and 190 for the growth of Ni, and between 160 and 200 for Co, with 

growth rates of 0.08 and 0.07 Å/cycle, respectively (Figures 65 and 66). The thickness versus 

number of cycles plots revealed the same behavior as observed in the Cr deposition, which is 

thicknesses plateauing at > 1000 cycles (Figures 67 for Ni and 68 for Co). As observed in the Cr 

deposition, the XPS spectra of as-deposited Ni and Co films grown at 180 °C showed M 2p 

binding energies consistent with MO (Figures 69 and 70 for Ni, 71 and 72 for Co). However, Ar 

ion sputtering for 6090 seconds led to M 2p binding energies that match Ni and Co metal, 
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consistent with oxidized thin films upon exposure to air. AFM images of Ni and Co films grown 

at 170 and 190 °C had rms surface roughnesses of 0.160.20 nm and 0.150.22 nm, respectively, 

indicating the smooth surfaces (Figures 73 for Ni, 74 for Co). 

Figure 61. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 2 at a substrate 

 temperature of 180 C. 

 

Figure 62. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 3 at a substrate  

temperature of 180 C. 
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Figure 63. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate 

 temperature of 180 C for the Ni deposition. 

 
 

Figure 64. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of BH3(NHMe2) at a substrate 

 temperature of 180 C for the Co deposition. 
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Figure 65. Growth rate of Ni as a function of deposition temperature.  

 

 

Figure 66. Growth rate of Co as a function of deposition temperature.  
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Figure 67. Ni film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a deposition 

temperature of 180 °C. 

 

 

Figure 68. Co film thickness as a function of the number of deposition cycles at a deposition 

temperature of 180 °C. 
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Figure 69. XPS survey scans of an 8 nm thick Ni film deposited at 180 °C.

 

Figure 70. High resolution XPS scan of Ni 2p region of an 8 nm thick Ni film deposited at 

 180 °C. Reference 2p binding energies for Ni metal: 869.7 and 852.3 eV; NiO:  

871.7 and 853.3 eV.
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Figure 71. XPS survey scan of a 7 nm thick Co film deposited at 180 °C. 

 

Figure 72. High resolution XPS scan of the Co 2p region of a 7 nm thick Co film deposited at 

180 °C. Reference 2p binding energies for Co metal: 792.95 and 777.9 eV; CoO:  

795.5 and 780.0 eV.
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Figure 73. AFM images of an 8 nm thick Ni film deposited at 170 (top) and 190 C (bottom). 
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Figure 74. AFM images of a 7 nm thick Co film deposited at 170 (top) and 190 C (bottom). 
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Deposition of Fe and Mn metal films. Partial studies were done for the deposition of Fe 

and Mn metal films. The ALD behavior was established by plotting the saturation curves. 

Saturative growth was observed with pulse lengths of ≥ 4.0 s at 180 °C for 7 (Figure 75) and at 

225 °C for 8 (Figure 76). The XPS spectra of as-deposited Fe films grown at 180 °C showed Fe 

2p binding energies consistent with Fe2O3. However, Ar ion sputtering for 6090 seconds led to 

Fe 2p binding energies that match Fe metal (Figures 77 and 78), consistent with oxidized thin 

films upon exposure to air. The XPS spectra of Mn films always yielded MnO2, even after 

sputtering (Figures 79 and 80), suggesting that Mn films are oxidized completely. 

 

Figure 75. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 7 at a substrate 

 temperature of 180 C. 
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Figure 76. Growth rate as a function of the pulse length of 8 at a substrate  

temperature of 225 C. 

 

 

Figure 77. XPS survey scan of a 4 nm thick Fe film deposited at 180 °C. 
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Figure 78. High resolution XPS scan of the Fe 2p region of a 4 nm thick Fe film deposited at 

180 °C. Reference 2p binding energies for Fe metal: 719.95 and 706.75 eV; Fe2O3:  

724.3 and 710.7 eV.
101

 

 

 
 

Figure 79. XPS survey scan of a 10 nm thick Mn film deposited at 225 C. 
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Figure 80. High resolution XPS scan of the Mn 2p region of a 10 nm thick Mn film deposited at 

225 C. Reference 2p binding energies for Mn metal: 650.05 and 638.8 eV; MnO2:  

653.9 and 642.2 eV.
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7.3 Conclusions 

  This chapter has demonstrated the thermal ALD growth of Ni, Co, Fe, and Cr films using 

BH3(NHMe2) as the co-reagent. Cr films have not been previously grown by ALD and this is the 

first report of the deposition of Cr metal films by any chemical vapor method (ALD or CVD). In 

a previous report, thermal ALD growth of Ni, Co, and Fe films was claimed using the amidinate 

precursors M(RNCMeNR)2 (R = iPr or tBu) and H2 at 250 °C.
22b

 While the growth rates in these 

processes (0.04-0.12 Ǻ/cycle) were similar to those reported herein, the 250 °C deposition 

temperature is well above the decomposition point of Ni(iPrNCMeNiPr)2 (180 °C
104

) and the Co 

and Fe precursors.
18

 Hence, these processes are almost certainly strongly enhanced by precursor 

decomposition (CVD-like growth). A process comprising (2-tert-butylallyl)Co(CO)3 and 1,1-

dimethylhydrazine claimed the growth of Co metal films at a substrate temperature of 140 °C,
39

 

although the basic ALD growth parameters of this process were not reported. In the present 
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study, the high reactivity of BH3(NHMe2) toward 2, 3, 7, and 9 permits self-limited film growth 

at < 200 °C. These attributes should enable many new applications of ALD-grown first row 

transition metal films. 

Due to the easily oxidized nature of the first row transition metals, as-deposited films are 

oxidized upon exposure to air, surfaces of the Ni, Co, Fe, and Cr films are oxidized and Mn films 

are fully oxidized. As described in Chapter 6, similar metal precursors and one reducing agent 

that reduce one or more metal ions are needed to deposit metal alloy films. This chapter 

describes the deposition of metal films using similar metal precursors and BH3(NHMe2) which 

may lead to viable ALD alloy growth processes.  

7.4 Experimental Section 

A Picosun Oy R-75BE ALD reactor was used for thin film deposition experiments. The 

pressure of the reactor was kept at 812 mbar under a flow of nitrogen (99.9995%), which was 

supplied by Texol GeniSys nitrogen generator. Nitrogen obtained from this generator was used 

as both the carrier and purge gas. The deposition of metal thin films was studied with 2, 3, and 7-

9 as the as the metal precursors and BH3(NHMe2) as the reducing agent. The delivery 

temperature of BH3(NHMe2) was 80 °C at the reactor pressure. The following delivery 

temperatures were employed for the metal precursors: 2, 120 °C; 3, 130 °C; 7, 120 °C; 8, 180 °C; 

9, 140 °C. Substrate temperatures were 180 °C for growth with 2 and 3, 200 °C with 7, 225 °C 

with 8, and ranged from 160 to 240 °C with 9. Pulse lengths of 2, 3, 7-9 and BH3(NHMe2) and 

the nitrogen purge lengths were changed to determine the extent of surface saturation. Films 

were deposited on substrates consisting of 5 nm of sputtered Ru grown on 100 nm of thermal 

SiO2. The surface RuO2 layer was not removed prior to deposition. The lines in the saturation 
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and ALD window plots were drawn by connecting the data points. The lines in the thickness 

versus number of cycles plots represent the best fit curves of the data points.  

Film thicknesses were measured using cross-sectional SEM micrographs collected on a 

JEOL-6510LV electron microscope. Growth rates were calculated by dividing the measured film 

thicknesses by the number of deposition cycles. Film thicknesses were measured at three 

positions on the films to evaluate the uniformity. In all cases, the measured film thicknesses 

varied < 5% across the substrate. AFM micrographs were obtained with a MultiMode Nanoscope 

IIIa (Digital Instruments, VEECO). The samples were measured using the tapping mode in air 

with an E scanner with a maximum scanning size of 12 μm at a frequency of 1 or 2 Hz. A 

Tap150AI-G tip was used, with a resonance frequency of 150 kHz and a force constant of 5 N 

m
−1

. Surface roughnesses were calculated as root-mean-square (rms) values. XPS analyses were 

performed with a Perkin-Elmer 5500 XPS system using monochromatized Al Kα radiation. 

Surfaces were sputtered using 0.5 kV Ar ions.  
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CHAPTER 8 

 

Synthesis and Structure of Volatile and Thermally Stable Molybdenum(II) and 

Tungsten(II) Complexes Containing N, O Donar Ligands  

 

8.1 Introduction 

Chelating ligands containing N and O donor atoms are widely used in Mo and W 

chemistry.
106

 Among these ligand types, carboxylates (RCOO), amidinates (RNC(R)NR), 

amidates (RCONR), and some other complex chelating ligands are widely used.
106

 These 

chelating ligands promote dimeric structures with Mo and W centers. Most reported Mo and W 

complexes have bulky ligands which reduce the volatility of the complexes. Designing volatile 

ligands of these types should lead to volatile complexes that can be used in ALD. This chapter 

describes attempts that were made to synthesize Mo(II) and W(II) complexes as potential ALD 

precursors for the deposition of MoO and WO films. As described in the introduction chapter, 

reactive Mo(II) and W(II) complexes may afford oxide films that are in the same oxidation state 

as the metal precursor. 

Amidate ligands, [RCONR’]¯, also known as carboxamidates, are bidentate ligands 

which can chelate in a 
2
-fashion (Chart 14(a)) or by bridging two metal centers through (µ-


1
:

1
) σ donation (Chart 14(b)).

107
 The protonated form of amidates are secondary amides. 

Amides form the backbones of proteins (polypeptides) and synthetic polyamide (nylon) 

polymers due to their chemical stability.
108

 Amides show resonance stabilization by conjugation 

through C−N and C−O bonds, which makes the C−N bond stronger than a normal C−N single 

bond.
108

 Therefore, amidate ligands may form thermally stable metal complexes. These ligands 
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can easily be modified both sterically and electronically by changing the R groups, thereby 

changing the stability and volatility of the coordinated complex.
109

 Therefore, amidates should be 

suitable for synthesizing thermally stable and volatile Mo2
4+

 and W2
4+ 

ALD precursors. The 

carbohydrazide ligands also have two types of potential coordination modes, which can chelate 

in a 
2
-fashion (Chart 14(c)) or by bridging two metal centers through (µ-

1
:

1
) σ donation 

(Chart 14(d)). Due to the chelating nature of carbohydrazides they also should form stable 

complexes 

Chart 14. Coordination modes of amidate and carbohydrazide ligands. 

 

Homoleptic dinuclear paddlewheel (lantern) compounds for Cr and Mo have been 

synthesized using amidate ligands.
106

There are several types of regioisomers that may occur in 

paddlewheel compounds, as illustrated in Chart 15, where the notations are stated below the 

structure. Since the axial positions are sterically open in paddlewheel compounds, there is a high 

possibility of having one or two axial donor molecules coordinated to the metal centers.
106

  

Chart 15. Possible regioisomers of paddlewheel compounds which contain amidates.
106 
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Mo(II) amidate complexes have been previously synthesized by the reaction of 

Mo2(OAc)4 with the potassium or lithium salt of the amide ligands.
106

 Because Mo2(OAc)4 is 

commercially available and can easily be synthesized from Mo(CO)6,
 
it has been widely used as 

starting materials for the synthesis of Mo amidate complexes and some other Mo complexes.
106

 

Cotton has reported the homoleptic Mo amidate complexes including Mo2[PhNCOtBu]4
110

 and 

Mo2[tBuNCOCH3]4.
111

 Also, Cotton has reported dimolybdenum complexes that contain neutral 

ligands in the axial positions including Mo2[PhNCOCH3]4·2THF,
112 

Mo2[(2,6-

xylyl)NCOCH3]4·2CH2Cl2,
111

 Mo2[(2,6-xylyl)NCOCH3]4· 2CH2Br2,
113

 Mo2[(2,6-

xylyl)NCOH]4·2THF,
114

 Mo2[(2,6-xylyl)NCOCH3]4·2THF,
115

 Mo2[(2,6-

xylyl)NCOH]4·py·C6H6,
151 

and Mo2[(2,6-xylyl)NCOH]4·4-pic.
116

 

Although Mo amidate complexes are widely explored, Mo complexes containing 

carbohydrazide ligands (Chart 15) are rare. The carbohydrazide structure can be found in Mo(IV) 

and Mo(VI) complexes that contain complex chelating ligand structures
117

 while W complexes 

containing carbohydrazide ligands are unknown. Moreover, homoleptic W complexes containing 

amidate ligands are unknown although heteroleptic complexes are reported with complex 

chelating ligands.
118

   

Although Mo(II) compounds can be synthesized using Mo2(OAc)4 as the precursor, the 

W2(OAc)4 precursor is neither commercially available nor can it be conveniently synthesized. 

This is due to the difficulty of forming W−W quadruple bonds in an acidic medium.
119

 Mo 

carboxylate have been synthesized by the reaction of Mo(CO)6 with various carboxylic acids in 

diglyme.
119

 However, researchers have spent almost twenty years trying to synthesize W 

carboxylate compounds and in all attempts, no indication of W(II) carboxylate has been observed 

and only a trinuclear W(IV) species {[W3O2(O2CR)6(H2O)3]
2+

} was obtained.
120,121 

The first 
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successful synthesis of a W carboxylate was the synthesis of W2(O2CCF3)4 using non acidic 

medium in 1981.
115,122

 In this synthesis, WCl4 is reduced by two equivalents of Na/Hg in the 

presence of sodium trifluoroacetate. The difficulty in synthesizing W carboxylate compounds is 

due to the weak δ component of the W−W bond, which makes this bond easily undergo oxidative 

addition in an acidic medium.
122 

This fact has been confirmed experimentally.
123,124 

After 

synthesizing the first W carboxylate, W benzoate
120

 and benzoate derivatives such as 

W2(O2CC6H4-p-OMe)4,
125

 W2(O2CC6H2-2,4,6-Me3)4
120

 have been prepared avoiding acidic 

media. W2(C6H5CO2)4 was the first and most accessible intermediate for the synthesis of other 

W(II) compounds.  

The suitability of Mo(II) and W(II) complexes containing amidate and carbohydrazide 

ligands have not been evaluated as ALD precursors. In this chapter, the synthesis and 

characterization of Mo and W complexes containing ligands with N, O donar atoms, including 

amidates and carbohydrazides are described, and their volatility and thermal stability are 

evaluated. Mo complexes were synthesized from ligands L
11
L

18
 and W complexes were 

synthesized from ligands L
11
L

13
 (Chart 16). 

Chart 16. Chemical structures of amidate (L
11

−L
16

) and carbohydrazide (L
17

 and L
18

) ligands. 
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8.2 Results and Discussion 

 Synthetic Aspects. The ligand precursors L
11

HL
18

H (Chart 16) were synthesized and 

characterized as described in the literature.
126 

The lithium salts LiL
11
LiL

18
 were prepared by 

treatment of L
11

HL
18

H with n-butyl lithium in tetrahydrofuran. The Mo complexes were 

synthesized by treating the solutions of LiL
11
LiL

16
 directly with anhydrous Mo2(OAc)4 to 

afford complexes 4752 as yellow crystalline solids upon sublimation (Scheme 7 and 8). In a 

similar fashion, treatments of LiL
17

 and LiL
18

 with Mo2(OAc)4 afforded 5659 as two isomeric 

compounds with each ligand, as shown in Scheme 9. Extensive trials to separate these isomers 

were unsuccessful and they were separated physically by hand after purifying both isomers 

together by crystallization. Complexes 56 and 58 are yellow in color and 57 and 59 are red in 

color. These isomers were later identified as paddle wheel compounds (yellow) and compounds 

with two bridging ligands and two terminal ligands (red) as depicted in Scheme 9. The synthesis 

of W complexes involves the reduction of W(IV) to W(II) using Na/Hg amalgam. Tungsten 

tetrachloride in tetrahydrofuran was treated with 0.05% Na/Hg amalgam and this solution was 

then treated with the solutions of LiL
11
LiL

13 
to afford complexes 5355 as crystalline solids 

upon sublimation (Scheme 10). Similar treatments of LiL
14
LiL

18 
or KL

14
KL

18 
with the W(II) 

solutions did not afford isolable products.  
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Scheme 7. Synthesis of 47−51. 

 

Scheme 8. Synthesis of 52. 

 

Scheme 9. Synthesis of 56−59. 
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Scheme 10. Synthesis of 53−55. 

 

The structures of 4759 were assigned by spectral and analytical data. In addition, X-ray 

crystal structures of 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, and 59 were determined, as described below. 

Complexes 4759 are diamagnetic and show 
1
H and 

13
C NMR resonances for the corresponding 

substituents of the ligands. Complexes 4750, 5256, and 58 demonstrate one set of peaks in 

their 
1
H and 

13
C NMR, confirming that all ligands are in a chemically equivalent environment in 

each complex. Complex 51 shows NMR resonances for L
15 

and acetate in 1:1 ratio. Complexes 

57 and 59 give one set of peaks for bridging ligands and another set of peaks for terminal ligands 

in 1:1 ratio. The carbonyl stretching frequency of amidate ligands in 4750 and 52 was observed 

between 1485 and 1516 cm
-1

. Similarly, the carbonyl stretching frequency of amidate ligands in 

5355 was observed between 1490 and 1500 cm
-1

. Although a single carbonyl stretching was 

observed in amidate complexes, carbohydrazide complexes with bridging and terminal ligands 

(57 and 59) demonstrated two carbonyl stretching bands. Complexes 57 and 59 have one set of 

carbonyl stretching bands at 1582 and 1570 cm
-1

 and another set of carbonyl stretching bands at 
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1508 and 1506 cm
-1

. Moreover, 56 and 58 have one carbonyl stretching bands at 1512 and 1506 

cm
-1

, respectively. 

Structural Aspects. The crystal structures of 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 56, 57, and 59 were 

obtained to establish the solid state structures and to assess the bonding modes of the amidate 

and carbohydrazide ligands. All complexes demonstrated dimeric structures with four ligands 

around the metal centers. Experimental crystallographic data are summarized in Table 20 and 

selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Tables 21 and 22. Representative perspective views 

of 47, 53, 56, and 57 are given in Figures 814, respectively. A low precision X-ray crystal 

structure determination of 48 showed similar structure to 47. Also, a low precision X-ray crystal 

structure of 51 revealed that this complex has two acetate and two amidate L
15 

ligands. Since L
15 

is a sterically encumbered ligand, four ligand molecules do not fit in the coordination spheres of 

two Mo centers, instead, two of the acetate ligands that were in Mo acetate are intact and two L
15 

ligands are coordinated to metal centers. The use of other solvents, reflux conditions, or solutions 

of KL
15 

did not afford a homoleptic amidate complex with L
15

. The spectral data of 54 and 55 are 

similar to those of the structurally characterized complex 53. Similarly, the spectral data of 58 

are similar to those of 56, which suggest similar dimeric paddle wheel complexes. 

The complexes 47, 49, 50, 52, and 53 display dimeric paddle wheel structures with four 

amidate ligands coordinated to metal centers in a -
1
:

1
-N,O fashion and they have similar 

bond lengths and angles. The amidate ligand core C−O bond lengths range between 1.276(3) and 

1.302(4) Å, which are in between the lengths expected for C−O single (1.43 Å) and C=O double 

bonds (1.22 Å)
20b

. Similarly, the amidate ligand core C−N bond lengths range between 1.303(4) 

and 1.328(5) Å, which are in between the lengths expected for C−N single (1.46 Å) and C=N 

double bonds (1.21 Å).
20b

 These C−N and C−O bond lengths suggest that the negative charge is 
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delocalized through the ligand core bonds. The Mo−N (2.1643(11) to 2.2031(14) Å) and Mo−O 

(2.0716(18) to 2.097(2) Å) bond lengths in amidate complexes are greater than those of observed 

in W complex (W−N, 2.150(3) to 2.161(3) Å; W−O, 2.053(3) to 2.058(3) Å). The oxygen and 

nitrogen donor atoms in the four ligands of 47, 48, 52, and 53 are mutually trans (trans-(2,2)), 

with N−M−N’ and O−M−O’ angle ranges of 177.58(9) to 179.40(13), and 170.30(8) to 

173.75(7), respectively. The N−M−N’ angles are larger than O−M−O’ angles because of the 

presence of tBu substituent on N atoms. However, oxygen and nitrogen donar atoms in 49 and 50 

are not mutually trans (cis-(2,2)) and have a inversion center along the Mo−Mo bond.  

The Mo−Mo bond lengths of Mo amidate complexes (47, 2.0595(3); 49, 2.0736(2); 50, 

2.0692(3) Å); 52, 2.0709(3) are in the range of previously reported homoleptic Mo amidate 

complexes (Mo2(tBuNCOCH3)4, 2.063(1)
111

; Mo2(PhNCOtBu)4, 2.070(1) Å
110

). Mo amidate 

complexes with axial ligands have slightly longer Mo−Mo bond lengths 

((Mo2(PhNCOCH3)4·2THF, 2.086(2)
112

; Mo2((2,6-xylyl)NCOCH3)4·2CH2Cl2, 2.083(2)
111

; 

Mo2((2,6-xylyl)NCOCH3)4·2CH2Br2, 2.085(2)
113

; Mo2((2,6-xylyl)NCOH]4·2THF, 2.113(1)
114

; 

Mo2((2,6-xylyl)NCOH)4·NC5H5·C6H6, 2.101(1)
115

; Mo2((2,6-xylyl)NCOH)4·NC5H5CH3, 

2.102(1)
116

 Å). Complex 53 has W−W bond length of 2.15430(17) Å, which is similar to the 

shortest W−W bond length (2.155(2) Å) of W2(4-hydroxy-2,6-

dimethylpyrimidine)4•0.5(diglyme).
118

 

Carbohydrazide ligands have two coordination modes; 
2
 and -

1
:

1
. Complex 56 

demonstrates a paddle wheel structure with four bridging ligands as seen in Mo amidates. 

However, 57 and 59 have two bridging ligands coordinated in -
1
:

1
-N,O fashion and two 

terminal ligands coordinated in 
2
-N,O fashion. The ligand core C−N and C−O bond lengths of 

56 and the bridging ligands of 57 and 59 are similar to those of amidate paddle wheel complexes. 
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In the terminal ligands of 57 and 59, the C−O bond lengths fall in the range of 1.313(2) to 

1.3191(15) Å, and are longer than those of the bridging ligands which fall in the range between 

1.291(2) and 1.297(2) Å. Nevertheless, the C−N bond lengths of the terminal ligands (1.289(2) 

to 1.298(2) Å) are shorter than those of the bridging ligands (1.316(2) to 1.3178(17) Å). The 

ligand core C−N (1.289(2) to 1.298(2)) Å, C−O (1.313(2) to 1.3191(15) Å), and N−N 

(1.4753(14) to 1.477(2) Å) bond lengths of terminal ligands, and C−N (1.316(2) to 1.3178(17) 

Å) and C−O (1.291(2) to 1.297(2)) bond lengths of bridging ligands are in between the lengths 

for single and double bond, which suggest that the negative charge is delocalized through the 

ligand core bonds in both terminal and bridging ligands. The Mo−N (2.2247(14) to 2.2290(11) 

Å) and Mo−O (2.0976(9) to 2.1051(12) Å) bond lengths of the terminal ligands are longer than 

those of the bridging ligands (Mo−N, 2.1329(14) to 2.1419(11) Å; Mo−O, 2.0688(9) to 

2.0770(11) Å). This difference may have arisen because terminal ligands make six membered 

rings, which are more flexible than five membered rings made by the bridging ligands. The 

Mo−Mo bond length of 56 (2.0719(2) Å) falls in the range of Mo−Mo lengths of Mo amidate 

dimers (2.0595(3) to 2.0736(2) Å). On the other hand the Mo−Mo bond lengths of 57 (2.1186(2) 

Å) and 59 (2.1195 (3) Å) are longer than that of paddle wheel dimers. This elongation occurs 

because the terminal ligands do not involve keeping two Mo atoms together, whereas four 

bridging ligands tend to bring the Mo atoms close together. From the structurally characterized 

Mo complexes in this chapter, the Mo−Mo bond length of 47 (2.0595(3)) is the shortest and it 

falls near the length of the reported shortest Mo−Mo length, 2.037(3) Å in 

Mo2((NC5H4)NCOCH3)4, which represent -
1
:

1
-N,N coordination mode.

127 
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Table 20a. Experimental crystallographic data for 47, 49, 50, and 52.  

         a
R(F) = Σ||Fo|  |Fc||/Σ|Fo|. 

      
b
Rw(F) = [Σw(Fo

2
  Fc

2
)
2
/Σw(Fo

2
)
2
]
1/2

.

 47 49 50 52  

Formula C32H64Mo2N4O4 C28H56Mo2N4O4 C28H56Mo2N4O4 C28H60Mo2N8O4  

FW 760.75 704.65 704.65 764.72  

Space group P21 P21/n p1bar P21  

a (Å) 11.3531(5) 8.2568(3) 8.1021(3) 11.4055(9)  

b (Å) 15.7826(6) 17.4379(7) 10.7540(4) 15.5055(11)  

c (Å) 11.5541(5) 11.9084(5) 10.9511(4) 11.5023(8)  

V (Å
3
) 1916.70(14) 1651.13(11) 820.46(5) 1874.6(2)  

Z 2 2 1 2  

T (K) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2)  

 (Å) 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073  

calc (g cm
-3

) 1.318 1.417 1.426 1.355  

μ ((mm
-1

) 0.690 0.795 0.800 0.709  

R(F)
a
 ((%) 2.52 2.51 3.28 2.80  

Rw(F)
b
 (%) 6.31 5.86 7.82 8.02  
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Table 20b. Experimental crystallographic data for 53, 56, 57, and 59.  

           a
R(F) = Σ||Fo|  |Fc||/Σ|Fo|. 

        
b
Rw(F) = [Σw(Fo

2
  Fc

2
)
2
/Σw(Fo

2
)
2
]
1/2

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  53 56 57 59 

Formula  C32H64W2N4O4 C16H36Mo2N8O4 C16H36Mo2N8O4 C24H52Mo2N8O4 

FW  936.57 596.41 596.41 708.62 

Space group  P21 P21/n Pbca Pbcn 

a (Å)  11.3475(3) 9.9205(8) 11.9575(8) 8.5654(6) 

b (Å)  15.7961(4) 15.8392(13) 14.6407(9) 24.2501(17) 

c (Å)  11.5431(3) 15.3705(13) 27.9370(18) 15.7931(12) 

V (Å
3
)  1915.60(9) 2402.8(3) 4890.8(5) 3280.4(4) 

Z  2 4 8 4 

T (K)  100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 100(2) 

 (Å)  0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073 

calc (g cm
-3

)  1.624 1.649 1.620 1.435 

μ ((mm
-1

)  6.036 1.081 1.062 0.804 

R(F)
a
 ((%)  2.47 2.07 2.10 2.10 

Rw(F)
b
 (%)  5.42 5.05 5.00 5.43 
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Table 21. Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles () for 47, 49, 50, 52, and 53. 

 47 49 50 52 53
 

M−M 2.0595(3) 2.0736(2) 2.0692(3) 2.0709(3) 2.15430(17) 

M−N 2.187(2) 

2.186(2) 

2.171(2) 

2.184(2) 

2.1643(11) 

2.1855(10) 

2.1910(15) 

2.2031(14) 

2.165(3) 

2.174(3) 

2.181(3) 

2.184(3) 

2.155(3) 

2.161(3) 

2.150(3) 

2.156(3) 

M−O 

2.0733(15) 

2.0751(18) 

2.0716(18) 

2.0720(18) 

2.0926(9) 

2.0945(9) 

 

2.0852(13) 

2.0775(11) 

2.091(2) 

2.086(2) 

2.083(2) 

2.097(2) 

2.058(3) 

2.059(2) 

2.053(3) 

2.054(3) 

C−Ncore 

1.324(4) 

1.311(3) 

1.318(3) 

1.305(3) 

1.3229(15) 

1.3268(16) 

1.323(2) 

1.316(2) 

1.315(4) 

1.314(4) 

1.303(4) 

1.305(5) 

1.328(5) 

1.325(5) 

1.313(5) 

1.324(5) 

C−O 

1.287(3) 

1.276(3) 

1.291(3) 

1.2953(14) 

1.2951(15) 

1.301(2) 

1.297(2) 

1.287(4) 

1.284(4) 

1.290(4) 

 

1.295(4) 

1.287(4) 

1.302(4) 

1.295(5) 

N−C−O 

119.1(2) 

120.4(2) 

119.7(2) 

119.8(2) 

119.58(11) 

119.76(12) 

119.18(16) 

119.66(14) 

120.8(3) 

121.7(3) 

122.0(3) 

121.3(3) 

119.4(3) 

119.7(3) 

119.9(3) 

120.0(3) 
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Table 22a. Selected bond lengths (Å) for 56, 57, and 59. 

 56 57 59 

  Terminal Bridging Terminal Bridging 

M−M 2.0719(2) 2.1186(2) 2.1195(3) 

M−N 2.1616(14) 

2.1680(14) 

2.1615(14) 

2.1711(14) 

2.2248(14) 

2.2247(14) 

2.1329(14) 

2.1367(14) 

2.2290(11) 2.1419(11) 

M−O 2.0952(12) 

2.0972(12) 

2.0893(11) 

2.0915(11) 

2.1051(12) 

2.1002(12) 

2.0809(12) 

2.0770(11) 

2.0976(9) 2.0688(9) 

Ccore−Ncore 1.321(2) 

1.319(2) 

1.323(2) 

1.317(2) 

1.298(2) 

1.289(2) 

1.316(2) 

1.317(2) 

1.2918(17) 1.3178(17) 

C−O 1.291(2) 

1.295(2) 

1.292(2) 

1.290(3) 

1.313(2) 

1.318(2) 

1.291(2) 

1.297(2) 

1.3191(15) 1.2948(16) 

N−N - 1.477(2) 

1.476(2) 

1.4506(18) 

1.4475(18) 

1.4753(14) 1.4479(15) 
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Table 22b. Selected bond angles (°) for 56, 57, and 59. 

 56 57 59 

  Terminal Bridging Terminal Bridging 

N−M−O - 73.28(5) 

73.79(5) 

- 73.95(4) - 

N−C−O 118.26(15) 

118.15(15) 

118.55(15) 

125.95(16) 

126.64(16) 

117.46(15) 

117.05(15) 

126.09(12) 

 

117.18(12) 
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Figure 81. Perspective view of 47 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 82. Perspective view of 53 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 83. Perspective view of 56 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Figure 84. Perspective view of 57 with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level. 
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Evaluation of Thermal Stability and Volatility. The preparative sublimation data, 

melting points, and solid state decomposition temperatures for 4759 are summarized in Table 

23. Complexes 4759 sublime on ~0.5 g scales over three hours between 120 and 170 °C/0.05 

Torr with < 6% nonvolatile residues and > 88% recovery. The lower sublimation temperatures of 

56−59, compared to the other complexes are due to the presence of dimethyl amino groups in the 

ligands of the former. The intermolecular lone pair-lone pair repulsion in dimethyl amino groups 

decreases the lattice energy, which increases the volatility of 56−59. High thermal stability is 

very important for ALD precursors, because decomposition of precursor will stop self-limited 

growth and CVD-like growth will occur. The Mo (47−52) and W (53−55) amidate complexes 

demonstrate rigid structures and have very high thermal stabilities. The paddle wheel Mo 

carbohydrazide complexes have much higher thermal decomposition temperatures (56, 250 and 

58, 280 °C) than those of non-paddle wheel Mo carbohydrazide complexes (57, 193 and 59, 220 

°C). The decomposition temperatures of 4750 and 55 (269−355 °C) are much higher than those 

of the reported Mo precursors Mo(NtBu)2(NMe2)2 (190 °C)
128

 and Mo(NtBu)2(NiPr2)2 (114 

°C).
128

 Similarly, 5355 decompose from 250 to 335 °C, which are higher than the reported 

decomposition temperatures of W(NtBu)2(NMe2)(iPrNC(NMe2)NiPr) (205 °C),
120

 

W(NtBu)2(H)(iPrNC(NMe2)NiPr) (175 °C),
 129

 and W2(NMe2)6 (230 °C).
130

 

TGA and DTA were carried out on 4750 and 5355 to understand their behavior upon 

heating. TGA plots of 4750 and 5355 are shown in Figure 75 and 76, respectively. Complexes 

4750 show similar single step weight losses due to sublimation between 160 and 340 °C in the 

TGA plots. These TGA traces clearly show that the volatility increases in the order of 50 > 49 > 

47 > 48 which was also observed in sublimation experiments and can be attributed to the 

molecular weight of the complexes. The W complexes are very air sensitive and start 
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decomposing during the sample loading to the TGA balance. Therefore, TGA curves of 5355 

show sublimation and competitive decomposition that lead to higher percentage of non volatile 

residues. Due to the high air sensitivity of 51 a TGA trace could not be obtained. Simultaneous 

DTA plots of 4750 and 5355 show endothermic peaks for melting and sublimation, and 

exothermic peaks for decomposition. These transition points are similar to the values obtained 

from the melting point apparatus for melting points and decomposition temperatures.  

Table 23. Volatility and thermal stability data for 47−59. 

Complex Sublimation 

temperature 

(°C/0.05 Torr) 

Melting 

point (°C) 

Solid state 

decomposition 

temperature (°C) 

% 

Recovery 

% Non 

volatile 

residue 

47 160 331−333 333 97 <1 

48 165 353−355 355 98 1 

49 155 290−292 292 95 <1 

50 145 267−269 269 92 <1 

51 140 225−227 227 88 5 

52 170 294−297 297 96 2 

53 160 313−315 315 94 1 

54 170 333−335 335  93 3 

55 140 304−306 306 93 2 

56 120 205−207 250 91 5 

57 120 190−193 193 

58 130 231−233 280 90 6 

59 130 121−123 220 
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Figure 85. TGA plots of 4750.

 

Figure 86. TGA plots of 5355.   
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8.3 Conclusions  

The Mo and W complexes containing amidate and carbohydrazide ligands were prepared 

and their properties were evaluated. Although the Mo complexes can be synthesized directly by 

Mo2(OAc)4, a different synthetic route was employed to synthesize the W complexes due to the 

lack of starting materials. The Mo and W amidates are dinuclear paddlewheel complexes that 

have four bridging ligands. However, carbohydrazide complexes form two dinuclear isomers: 

one isomer is a paddlewheel structure and the other one has two bridging ligands and two 

terminal ligands because of the presence of additional NMe2 group. All of the complexes 

described in this chapter are volatile and thermally stable. The volatility and thermal stability can 

be tuned by changing the ligand core substituents. The deposition trials with these precursors 

have not performed to date. Due to the air sensitivity of the precursors they may afford MO films 

with retention of the oxidation state.  

8.4 Experimental Section 

General Considerations. All manipulations were carried out under argon using either 

Schlenk or glove box techniques, except that the ligands were prepared under ambient 

atmosphere. Tetrahydrofuran was distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl, hexane was 

distilled from P2O5. Mo2(OAc)4 and WCl4 were obtained from Strem Chemicals Inc. and used as 

received. L
11

−L
18

 were prepared according to the previously published procedures.
118

 5% Na/Hg 

was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and diluted with Hg to prepare 0.5% Na/Hg.   

 
1
H and 

13
C{

1
H} NMR spectra were obtained at 400 and 100 MHz, respevtively, in C6D6 

or CDCl3 as indicated and were referenced to the residual proton and the 
13

C resonances of the 

solvents. Infrared spectra were obtained using Nujol as the medium. Melting points were 

determined on a Thermo Scientific Mel-Temp 3.0 digital melting point apparatus and are 
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uncorrected. TGA and DTA were carried out with a SDT-2960 TGA/DTA instrument at a rate of 

10 °C/min.  

Preparation of Mo2(L
11

)4 (47). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic 

stir bar, N-(tert-butyl)isobutyramide (0.670 g, 4.68 mmol) and tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). To this 

stirred solution at 0 C was slowly added n-butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol), and the solution 

was stirred for 4 h. This solution was then slowly added dropwise with a cannula to a stirred 

suspension of anhydrous Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL). The 

resultant green solution was stirred for 15 h at ambient temperature. The volatile components 

were then removed under reduced pressure, and the resultant green powder was dissolved in 

hexane (50 mL). The solution was filtered through a 1 cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and 

the volatile components were then removed under reduced pressure. Yellow crystals of 47 (0.676 

g, 76%) were obtained by sublimation at 160 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 331−333 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 

1500 (m), 1397 (m), 1362 (m), 1298 (m), 1201 (m), 1083 (m), 1000 (w), 734 (w); 
1
H NMR 

(C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 3.23 (sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.45 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2), 1.08 

(s, 9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 175.71 (s, CO), 50.52 (s, C(CH3)3), 36.23 

(s, C(CH3)2), 28.78 (s, C(CH3)3), 19.91 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for C32H68Mo2N4O4: C, 50.52; 

H, 8.48; N, 7.36. Found: C, 50.65; H, 8.21; N, 7.53.  

Preparation of Mo2(L
12

)4 (48). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of 

Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium 

isopropyl(pivaloyl)amide (prepared from N-isopropylpivalamide (0.670 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-

butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature 

afforded 48 (0.614 g, 69%) as yellow crystals upon sublimation at 165 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 

353−355 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1485 (m), 1405 (m), 1318 (m), 1214 (m), 1154 (m), 997 (m), 800 
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(w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 4.63 (sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.49 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 0.95 

(d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 175.83 (s, CO), 48.83 (s, 

C(CH3)2), 40.24 (s, C(CH3)3), 30.35 (s, C(CH3)3), 27.08 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for 

C32H64Mo2N4O4: C, 50.52; H, 8.48; N, 7.36. Found: C, 50.66; H, 8.09; N, 7.36.  

Preparation of Mo2(L
13

)4 (49). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of 

Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium 

isopropyl(pivaloyl)amide (prepared from N-isopropylisobutyramide (0.605 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-

butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature 

afforded 49 (0.758 g, 92%) as yellow crystals upon sublimation at 155 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 

290−292 °C; (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1516 (s), 1407 (m), 1345 (m), 1312 (m), 1260 (m), 1167 (m), 1084 

(m), 1009 (m), 798 (m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 4.11 (sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 3.02 

(sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.36 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2), 0.94 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, 

C(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 177.07 (s, CO), 50.00 (s, C(CH3)2), 30.39 (s, 

C(CH3)2), 25.85 (s, C(CH3)2), 22.00 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for C28H56Mo2N4O4: C, 47.73; H, 

8.01; N, 7.95. Found: C, 47.64; H, 8.18; N, 7.81.  

Preparation of Mo2(L
14

)4 (50). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of 

Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium tert-

butyl(propionyl)amide (prepared from N-(tert-butyl)propionamide (0.605 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-

butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature 

afforded 50 (0.453 g, 55%) as yellow crystals upon sublimation at 145 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 

267−269 °C; (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1504 (m), 1468 (w), 1451 (w), 1392 (m), 1362 (m), 1041 (s), 1024 

(m), 797 (w); 
1
H NMR (CDCl3, 23 °C, δ) 2.92 (q, 1H, J = 6.8 Hz, CH2CH3), 2.75 (q, 1H, J = 6.8 

Hz, CH2CH3), 1.36 (t, 3H, J = 6.8 Hz, CH2CH3), 1.17 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 
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°C, ppm) 176.88 (s, CO), 54.58 (s, C(CH3)3), 32.39 (s, CH2CH3), 29.91 (s, C(CH3)3), 13.52 (s, 

CH2CH3); Anal. Calcd for C28H56Mo2N4O4: C, 47.72; H, 8.01; N, 7.95. Found: C, 47.87; H, 

7.98; N, 8.09.  

Preparation of Mo2(L
15

)4 (51). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of 

Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium tert-

butyl(pivaloyl)amide (prepared from N-(tert-butyl)pivalamide (0.736 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-butyl 

lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 

51 (0.453 g, 51%) as yellow crystals upon sublimation at 140 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 225−227 °C; 
1
H 

NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 2.45 (s, 3H, CH3CO2), 1.63 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.02 (s, 9H, C(CH3)2);
 

13
C{

1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 181.21 (s, CO), 178.52 (s, CO), 55.96 (s, C(CH3)3), 43.49 (s, 

C(CH3)3), 32.65 (s, C(CH3)3), 32.10 (s, C(CH3)3), 23.32 (s, CH3CO2). 

Preparation of Mo2(L
16

)4 (52). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of 

Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium tert-

butyl(dimethylcarbamoyl)amide (prepared from 3-(tert-butyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (0.675 g, 4.68 

mmol) and n-butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient 

temperature afforded 52 (0.722 g, 82%) as yellow crystals upon sublimation at 170 °C/0.05 Torr: 

mp 294−297 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1516 (m), 1360 (m), 1225 (w), 1201 (m), 1173 (m), 1089 (w), 

1043 (w), 1016 (m), 948 (w), 798 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 2.67 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2), 1.23 (s, 

9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 167.01 (s, CO), 55.96 (s, C(CH3)3), 44.30 (s, 

N(CH3)2), 30.83 (s, C(CH3)3); Anal. Calcd for C28H60Mo2N8O4: C, 43.98; H, 7.91; N, 14.65. 

Found: C, 43.86; H, 7.87; N, 14.56.  

Preparation of W2(L
11

)4  (53). A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a magnetic stir 

bar, Na/Hg (14.070 g, Na/3.06 mmol) and tetrahydrofuran (5 mL). To this stirred solution at -20 
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C was slowly added a suspension of WCl4 (0.500 g, 1.53 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 ml). 

This solution became deep blue while stirring for 8 h at -20 C. A separate 100 mL Schlenk flask 

was charged with a magnetic stir bar, N-(tert-butyl)isobutyramide (0.440 g, 3.07 mmol) and 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL). To this stirred solution at 0 C was slowly added n-butyl lithium (2.1 

ml, 3.4 mmol), and solution was stirred for 4 h. This solution was then slowly added dropwise 

with a cannula to the stirred deep blue solution at -20 C. The resultant brown solution was 

stirred for 15 h at ambient temperature. The volatile components were then removed under 

reduced pressure, and the resultant brown sludge was dissolved in hexane (50 mL). The solution 

was filtered through a 1 cm pad of Celite on a coarse glass frit, and the volatile components were 

then removed under reduced pressure. Yellow crystals of 53 (0.222 g, 31%) were obtained by 

sublimation at 160 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 313−315 °C; (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1470 (m), 1365 (m), 1347 (m), 

1295 (m), 1199 (m), 1081 (m), 997 (w), 799 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 3.17 (sep, 1H, J = 

6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.44 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2), 1.16 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR 

(C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 175.16 (s, CO), 54.87 (s, C(CH3)3), 33.20 (s, C(CH3)2), 30.46 (s, C(CH3)3), 

22.70 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for C32H64W2N4O4: C, 41.04; H, 6.89; N, 5.98. Found: C, 41.19; 

H, 6.79; N, 5.76.  

Preparation of W2(L
12

)4 (54). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 53, treatment of 

W(II) solution (prepared from WCl4 (0.500 g, 1.53 mmol) and Na/Hg (14.070 g, Na/3.06 mmol) 

in tetrahydrofuran (35 mL)) with a solution of lithium isopropyl(pivaloyl)amide (prepared from 

N-isopropylpivalamide (0.440 g, 3.07 mmol) and n-butyl lithium (2.1 ml, 3.4 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 54 (0.150 g, 21%) as red 

crystals upon sublimation at 170 °C/0.05 Torr: decomposed without melting at 335 °C; IR 

(Nujol, cm
-1

) 1475 (m), 1400 (m), 1360 (m), 1315 (m), 1210 (m), 1148 (m), 997 (w), 799 (w); 
1
H 
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NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 5.02 (sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.49 (s, 9H, C(CH3)3), 1.10 (d, 6H, 

J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 174.09 (s, CO), 49.47 (s, C(CH3)2), 

40.01 (s, C(CH3)3), 31.52 (s, C(CH3)3), 27.40 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for C28H56W2N4O4: C, 

41.04; H, 6.89; N, 5.98. Found: C, 41.23; H, 6.85; N, 5.95.  

Preparation of W2(L
13

)4 (55). In a fashion similar to the preparation of 53, treatment of 

W(II) solution (prepared from WCl4 (0.500 g, 1.53 mmol) and Na/Hg (14.070 g, Na/3.06 mmol) 

in tetrahydrofuran (35 mL)) with a solution of lithium isopropyl(pivaloyl)amide (prepared from 

N-isopropylisobutyramide (0.396 g, 3.07 mmol) and n-butyl lithium (2.1 ml, 3.4 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 55 (0.150 g, 21%) as red 

crystals upon sublimation at 140 °C/0.05 Torr: mp 304−306 °C; IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1492 (m), 1397 

(m), 1361 (m), 1312 (m), 1166 (w), 1083 (m), 1008 (m); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 4.44 (sep, 

1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 3.01 (sep, 1H, J = 6.4 Hz, CH(CH3)2), 1.36 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, 

C(CH3)2), 1.08 (d, 6H, J = 6.4 Hz, C(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 174.90 (s, CO), 

51.07 (s, C(CH3)2), 30.40 (s, C(CH3)2), 25.68 (s, C(CH3)2), 23.57 (s, C(CH3)2); Anal. Calcd for 

C28H56W2N4O4: C, 38.20; H, 6.41; N, 6.36. Found: C, 38.27; H, 6.43; N, 6.30.  

Preparation of Mo2(-




-L

17
)4 (56) and Mo2[(-





-L

17
)(


-L

17
)]2 (57). In a 

fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium 1-acetyl-2,2-dimethylhydrazin-1-ide 

(prepared from N’,N’-dimethylacetohydrazide (0.478 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-butyl lithium (3.2 ml, 

5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 56 (0.195 g, 

28%) and 57 (0.384 g, 55%) as yellow and red crystals, respectively, upon sublimation at 120 

°C/0.05 Torr: mp 205−207 °C and 190-193 °C, respectively; 56-IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1512 (m), 1415 

(m), 1341 (m), 1226 (w), 1156 (m), 1053 (m), 1015 (w), 924 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 2.69 
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(s, 3H, CH3CO), 2.39 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 175.87 (s, CO), 49.65 

(s, N(CH3)2), 19.78 (s, CH3CO); 57-IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1582 (m), 1508 (m), 1401 (m), 1319 (m), 

1308 (m), 1224 (m), 1156 (w), 1015 (w), 1008 (m), 972 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 3.41 (s, 

3H, CH3CO), 2.76 (s, 3H, N(CH3)2), 2.40 (s, 3H, N(CH3)2), 2.09 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2), 1.68 (s, 3H, 

CH3CO);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 178.18 (s, CO), 174.28 (s, CO), 48.80 (s, N(CH3)2), 

47.01 (s, N(CH3)2), 20.06 (s, CH3CO). 

Preparation of Mo2(-




-L

18
)4 (58) and Mo2[(-





-L

17
)(


-L

17
)]2 (59). In a 

fashion similar to the preparation of 47, treatment of Mo2(OAc)4 (0.500 g, 1.17 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (40 mL) with a solution of lithium 1-isobutyryl-2,2-dimethylhydrazin-1-ide 

(prepared from N’,N’-dimethylisobutyrohydrazide (0.609 g, 4.68 mmol) and n-butyl lithium (3.2 

ml, 5.1 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran (30 mL)) for 15 h at ambient temperature afforded 58 (0.208 g, 

25%) and 59 (0.425 g, 51%) as yellow and red crystals, respectively, upon sublimation at 130 

°C/0.05 Torr: mp 231−233  °C and 121-123 °C, respectively; 58-IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1506 (m), 

1419 (m), 1356 (m), 1292 (w), 1226 (w), 1211 (w), 1156 (m), 1084 (m), 1038 (m), 1018 (m), 

799 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 4.05 (sep, 1H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 2.38 (s, 6H, N(CH3)2), 

1.41 (d, 6H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2;
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 183.20 (s, CO), 50.39 (s, 

N(CH3)2), 30.07 (s, CH(CH3)2), 21.54 (s, CH(CH3)2); 59-IR (Nujol, cm
-1

) 1570 (m), 1506 (m), 

1419 (m), 1356 (m), 1295 (w), 1268 (m), 1225 (w), 1157 (w), 1087 (m), 1035 (m), 1017 (w), 

968 (w), 799 (w); 
1
H NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, δ) 4.07 (sep, 1H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 3.43 (s, 3H, 

N(CH3)2), 3.00 (sep, 1H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 2.34 (s, 3H, N(CH3)2), 2.07 (s, 3H, N(CH3)2), 1.65 

(s, 3H, N(CH3)2),  1.50 (d, 3H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 1.45 (d, 3H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 1.40 (d, 3H, 

J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2), 1.33 (d, 3H, J = 6.8, CH(CH3)2);
 13

C{
1
H} NMR (C6D6, 23 °C, ppm) 186.28 

(s, CO), 179.12 (s, CO), 50.39 (s, N(CH3)2), 49.93 (s, N(CH3)2), 49.67 (s, N(CH3)2), 47.96 (s, 
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N(CH3)2), 33.38 (s, CH(CH3)2), 30.48 (s, CH(CH3)2), 21.90 (s, CH(CH3)2), 21.17 (s, CH(CH3)2), 

21.07 (s, CH(CH3)2), 20.76 (s, CH(CH3)2). 
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CHAPTER 9 

 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

 

 Continuous miniaturization of microelectronics devices forces scientists to innovate new 

deposition processes and materials. Consequently, new processes and materials are being 

continually introduced into the semiconductor industry. ALD is the method of choice for the 

deposition of ultra thin layers in future microelectronics devices, as recognized by the 

semiconductor industry. New precursors and ALD processes for the deposition of first row 

transition metal films are required because current precursors and processes do not satisfy the 

requirements of the semiconductor industry. The precursors should have the highest possible 

volatility and high thermal stability to afford self-limited growth at the deposition temperatures, 

along with high reactivity toward the co-reagents. The deposition of metal thin films should be 

carried out at the lowest possible temperatures (> 200 °C) to afford continuous, conformal films. 

This dissertation has focused on addressing these concerns by developing new transition metal 

precursors, screening new reducing co-reagents, and creating new ALD processes for the growth 

of first row transition metal thin films. 

Five series of late first row transition metal complexes have been synthesized and their 

ALD precursor properties were evaluated. A combination of preparative sublimations, TGA, 

solid state decomposition studies, and solution reactions with reducing co-reagents suggest that 

these precursors are promising for the growth of the respective metal films by ALD. -Imino 

alkoxide precursors were successfully used in the ALD growth of Ni, Co, Fe, and Cr metal films. 

The previously reported Cu(dmap)2 precursor was used to deposit Cu metal films, due to its 
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higher volatility relative to that of the synthesized new precursors in this dissertation. 

BH3(NHMe2) was identified and used as a powerful reducing co-reagent in the ALD growth of 

first row transition metals. Additionally, Mo(II) and W(II) complexes were synthesized and their 

ALD precursor properties were evaluated. Their volatilities and thermal stabilities suggest that 

they can be used in viable ALD processes for the deposition of Mo and W oxide thin films. 

 During the development of precursors, it was found that the size of the ligand plays a 

crucial role in determining the volatility and the thermal stability of the metal precursor. In order 

to form a stable volatile complex, the ligands should saturate the coordination sphere of the metal 

center. Larger metal centers need bulkier ligands to saturate the coordination spheres. If the 

ligands do not saturate the coordination sphere, the metal center tends to form a dimeric complex 

or oligomers, leading to low volatility. The -imino alkoxide ligand with Me and tBu 

substituents (L
2
,
 
Chapter 2, Chart 6) affords a dimeric complex with Mn(II). Furthermore, the 

ligand with Me and iPr substituents (L
1
) does not afford volatile complexes with Fe(II), Mn(II), 

and Cr(II). The sizes of L
2
 and L

1
 ligands are not large enough to saturate the coordination 

spheres of Mn(II), Fe(II), and Cr(II) ions, leading to dimeric or non volatile complexes. 

However, the ligand L
3
 (with two tBu groups) affords monomeric complexes with Fe(II), Mn(II), 

and Cr(II) ions, because the larger size of the ligand saturates the coordination spheres of these 

metal centers. A similar trend also can be observed in -imino ketonate and -imino enolate 

ligand systems. The -imino ketonate ligand forms dimeric complexes with Fe(II) and Mn(II) 

ions, whereas the -imino enolate ligand forms dimeric complexes with Co(II), Fe(II), and 

Mn(II) ions. 

In ALD, monomeric precursors are preferred over dimeric precursors because monomeric 

precursors offer higher volatility, due to lower molecular weight. Therefore, in this dissertation 
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work, attempts were made to synthesize monomeric precursors for all of the desired metal ions. 

The first three ligands discussed in this dissertation, -imino alkoxide,-imino ketonate, and -

imino enolate, form five-membered rings with the metal center upon coordination to the metal 

center and form dimers due to the small size of the ligand systems. Chelating ligands capable of 

forming six-membered rings upon coordination would occupy more space of the coordination 

sphere of the metal center, which is likely to promote the formation of monomeric complexes 

with larger metal ions, thereby increasing the volatility. Consequently, hydrazonate and 1,2,5-

triazapentadienyl complexes were synthesized and they afforded tetrahedral monomeric 

complexes with all of the desired metal centers. The volatility and thermal stability of these 

complexes can be tuned by changing the substituents. In the hydrazonate series, L
7
 and L

8
 did 

not afford stable volatile complexes with Mn(II) and Cr(II) due to their smaller sizes. However, 

L
6
 afforded monomeric complexes with all of the desired metal centers. Ni, Co, and Fe 

complexes of L
7
 and L

8 
have higher volatility than those of the L

6
 complexes, due to the lower 

molecular weight of the L
7
 and L

8
 ligands. Furthermore, 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl complexes with 

NMe2 groups have significantly higher volatility than their tBu analogs, due to the lone pair-lone 

pair repulsion of the NMe2 groups which reduces the lattice energy thereby increasing the 

volatility.  

 The deposition of Cu, Ni, Co, Fe, and Cr metal films was carried out using alkoxide-

based precursors. Cu films were deposited using two step (comprising Cu(dmap)2 and 

BH3(NHMe2)) and three step (comprising Cu(dmap)2, formic acid, and BH3(NHMe2)) processes. 

The three step process afforded higher quality Cu films due to the good nucleation offered by 

formic acid. Also, the three step process afforded continuous, smooth films even at ~2 nm 

thickness, which is not widely observed in the deposition of Cu films. The ALD growth of Ni, 
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Co, Fe, and Cr metal films was performed using -imino alkoxide precursors and BH3(NHMe2) 

below 200 °C. This work is of great importance, because this work led to the first ALD growth 

of Cr metal films and the ALD growth of Ni, Co, and Fe films at temperatures below the 

decomposition temperatures of the metal precursors. Also, these films were deposited by thermal 

ALD, which is preferred over PEALD by the semiconductor industry. These films were grown 

on Ru substrates selectively, due to the catalytic activation of the Ru surface. However, growing 

films only on Ru may be disadvantageous, because Ru substrates are required for the deposition 

of these films. Nevertheless, in the integration process of the microelectronics devices, some 

materials have to be deposited only on one substrate (material) although the deposition surface 

has more than one substrate. Therefore, the selective ALD growth of first row transition metal 

films on Ru may be important in the integration process.   

Although this dissertation work focused only on using -imino alkoxide precursors and 

BH3(NHMe2) in the ALD growth of first row transition metal films, other precursor 

combinations may also give afford metallic films. The other precursors reported here were also 

evaluated in solution screening reactions and most of the precursors reacted with reducing 

agents, to afford metal powders, suggesting that they may offer viable ALD growth of metal 

films. Therefore, more ALD studies with best precursor combinations for each metal need be 

performed. Although this dissertation focused on the deposition of late first row transition metal 

films, the precursors reported herein can be used to deposit late first row transition metal oxide 

films as well. Based on the precursor properties (volatility and thermal stability), ALD reactions 

with oxidizing agents such as H2O, H2O2, or O3 should allow the deposition of corresponding 

MOy films. Furthermore, the ligands reported herein may be used to synthesize complexes with 

other metal ions. This dissertation discussed how the size of the ligand affects volatility and 
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thermal stability of the precursors. Also, this work offers various kinds of ligands (anions, radical 

anions, N/O donor ligands, N/N donor ligands). The work discussed in this dissertation would 

allow easy synthesis of complexes with other transition metal ions with similar or different radii 

and the new precursors are likely to be viable ALD precursors.   

When considering each class of precursors reported herein, each class contains the same 

ligand, and some of them are reduced by commercially available reducing co-reagents to the 

corresponding metals. Such similar chemistry is crucial for the ALD growth of metal alloy films, 

such as Cu/Mn alloys for self-forming barrier layers and Ni/Co/Fe magnetic alloys, because 

ALD growth of metal alloys requires overlap of the self-limited growth temperature ranges for 

the separate metals. Therefore metal precursors and reducing co-reagents reported herein may be 

used in viable ALD growth of alloy films. 
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ABSTRACT 
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As a result of the continuous miniaturization of microelectronics devices, atomic layer 

deposition (ALD) has gained much attention in the recent years. ALD allows the deposition of 

ultra-thin conformal films with accurate thickness control due to the self-limiting growth 

mechanism. The microelectronics industry requires the growth of metallic first row transition 

metal films by ALD. Due to the positive electrochemical potentials, the ALD growth of noble 

metal thin films has been well developed in the past. By contrast, the ALD growth of first row 

transition metal films remains poorly documented. The reasons for this scarcity include the lack 

of suitable metal precursors and powerful reducing co-reagents that can convert precursors in 

positive oxidation states to the metals. In this dissertation, the development of new transition 

metal precursors, solution phase reaction screening for powerful reducing agents, and ALD 

growth of transition metal thin films are discussed.  

In this dissertation, five classes of new ALD precursors for Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu 

are discussed, namely, -imino alkoxides, -imino ketonates, -imino enolates, hydrazonates, 

and 1,2,5-triazapentadienyls. These precursors are volatile, thermally stable, and reactive toward 

reducing co-reagents, which are the key properties that ALD precursors must have. -Imino 
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alkoxide, -imino ketonate, -imino enolate, hydrazonate, and 1,2,5-triazapentadienyl 

precursors have volatilities that range from 85160, 135−145, 110−165, 100−135, and 105−175 

°C at 0.05 Torr, respectively, and thermally stabilities that range from 183−270, 108−248, 

190−295, 240−308, and 180−310 °C, respectively. Solution screening of these precursors with 

commercially available reducing agents revealed high reactivity toward reducing agents. These 

solution screening reactions demonstrated that BH3(NHMe2) is a powerful reducing agent that 

can transfer Cr(II), Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), and Cu(II) centers to their metallic forms and, 

thereby, can be used in viable ALD processes. 

Thermal ALD growth of late first row transition metal films was discussed. Cu ALD 

depositions were carried out with Cu(damp)2 and BH3(NHMe2). The deposited Cu films are 

smooth and continuous, even at thicknesses of 2 nm, and high purity and low resistivity were 

achieved. The deposition of Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni films was performed with the -imino 

alkoxide precursors and BH3(NHMe2). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of these films 

suggests that the film surfaces are oxidized, however, the bulk of the films showed metals for all 

except Mn. Moreover, Cr thin films have never been deposited by ALD and this dissertation 

reports the first ALD growth of Cr films. 

Considering the fact that limited precursors are available for the deposition of metastable 

Mo and W oxide films, this work also discusses the synthesis and complete characterization of 

Mo and W complexes containing amidate and carbohydrazide ligands. These new complexes are 

volatile between 120 and 170 °C at 0.05 Torr, and thermally decompose temperatures between 

193 °C and 355 °C, which should allow low temperature ALD of oxide films.   

Ligands that are discussed herein have emerged as new classes of ligands that can form 

thermally stable metal precursors for ALD applications. Additionally, the selection of the ligands 
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with proper substituents for desired metal ions was demonstrated toward the design of ideal ALD 

precursors with the best possible properties. Moreover, the ALD growth of late first row 

transition metals was demonstrated using the metal precursors with similar ligands and same 

reducing co-reagent that enable the late transition metal alloy film growth. 
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